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Lecture in the Course given by the M.
The
C. Mechanic Association, wiil be delivered in
Seventh
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MECHANICS’
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MONDAY EVENING, DEC. 17th,
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Holiday

Henry Gerrish,

M. D..

Subject: “Tfee Criminality of Disease.”
Per older

x

Marsh’s
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$1.25jo
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5000 Yards
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bowing goods.

same

Mens,

FORMERLY NELSON & GOULD,

Commencing Monday. Dec. 17lh. Grand
Matinee Saturday, Dec. 22d.

503 Congress Street.
decldtf
the
Don’t

forget

Wednesday, Dec. 12,
A flue line of GOODS suitable for
for Christmas and New
Tears Gifts.^

POSITIVELY

Customers should take advantage
of this as it is a rare chance.

ftlean Bottom Prices !

Figures

WILL
TEACH
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OVERREASON
ULSTERS,
be
cannot
sold
In
warm
or
REEFERS
COATS
sold
when the
demust
be
weather
weather.
They
mands the use ot such garments or not at all. This Is our exact position. The warm weather has been unfavorable for the sale ot heavy
Garments

& Co.,

Tukesbury
537

Congress St. dtf

decll

WE ARE OVERLOADED AND WANT TO SELL!

place.

-—£-

READ!

WE HAVE PLACED OUR PRICES SO PERT LOW

READ !

I7KWAKCH MARVEL

(bat the closest buyer can reasonably And no lanlt at what
fact our entire stock has boon marked

we

ask.

In

I

Jewelry

Watches,
The Master Magician of all Ages, in his original pro*
(rratnmeent.itle.il

Twn

Haunt

in

Fnirv l,»nH

embracing Art, Science, Skill and Beauty; no worn
out Illusion; no antideluvian tricks;
everything
ebaste, bright and elegant.
Popular Prices—Admission 35 cents; Reserved
Seats 50cents; Children 25 cents.
Seats can be
secured at Theatre Box Office three days in advance.
E. ROSENBAUM, Manager.
declOdlw

M.

COURSE.

A.

JL>.

XI Al U

CITY

L,

Wednesday evening, Dec. lOtli,
LECTURE

COL.

8ubject-t(Le8HOii8
*

BY

RUSSELL II.

l'ONWELL>

ol

Travel.”J

at 7.45.

at reduced prices. Gold Watches, Silver Watches,
Gold Long Chains, Plated do. Gold Neck Chain-,
Plated do, Lockets, Roman Shawl Pins, Plated do,
Scarf Pins, Finger Rings, Amethrst Rings, Stone
Cameo Rings, Sleeve Buttons, Gold Thimbles, E
Rings and Sets, Gold and Plated Studs, Silver
Thimbles, Charms, Silver and Plated Napkin Rings,
Nickel Plated Combination Ring and Holder (new,)
Plated Knives and Forks, Children’s Plated Kni/e,
Fork and Spoon,
Collar Buttons, Plated Vest
Chains, Clocks, Opera Glasses, Music Boxes, WritWork
Boxes, Autograph Albums, Ladies*
ing Desks,
and Gents* Dressing Cases, Vases, Toilet Sets.
Bags.
Fans,
Wallets, Woik Stands, Work Baskets,
Rocking Horses, Tool Chests, Mathematical Instruments, Drums, Willow Cradles, Toy Furniture,
Magic Lanterns, Ladies’ and Gems* Skates,

TROT FORTH HIS GOODS

del3dlw

~

CHRISTMAS SALE.
The Ladies of the First Baptist Society will
hold their Aunual Christmas Sale and Festival in
t heir Vestry, Comer Wilmot and Congress Streets, on
Wednesday anil Thursday afternoons and
eveuiuts*. Dec. 19th and 20ili. Useful and
Faucy Articles suitable for Christmas Gifts; a table
Christmas Candies
and
tor the Children; nice
Flowers will be for sale. Oysters, Ice Cream, Coffee
and Refreshments of all kinds for sale during tho

our

stock is complete, comprising all

HALL.

Granfl Graeco-Roman Wrestling Match.

Miller

Bauer.

vs

BEST 9IN3 FALLS.
Box
Contest to commence promptly at 8 o’clock.
office open on Thursday morniDg at 9 o’clock for
decl7dlw
sale of seats.

Exchange St.

MARBLE TOP

BOQUET

37 1-2 cts.
25 cts.

IF

GENTS’ SC1RLW1BMEAR

YOU

VALUE

YOUR

WORK BASKETS

For $3.00 and upwards.

Rest

Foot
For

$3.00 and upwards,

For $4. and upwards,
AND

EASY

RECEPTION

CHAIRS, PATENT ROCK*
ERS,
PEDESTALS,
AcC.
AC.,
ETCall

and

see ae

MONEY

Deane Bros.

COME AND SEE

THE MANY
GREAT BARGAINS we are oilerenable ns to reduce onr stock. Bear in mind that we bave reduced onr prices trom SS to 40 per cent, and

From $1.75 to $1.50.

For Low Prices

REAL TORCHON LACES

€.

From 50 and 62 cts. to 25 cts.
From 25 and 37 cts. to 12 1-2 cts.

MARKET

Defy tLo World

PREBEE

LADIES
ME.
dtt

The prettiest and best fitting corset now in the market U the

100 Bone Corset,

KR 17 IB IB IE JR

dec6

—

L

I

SEW

1870

CITY

COURSE.

HALL,

Evenings,

Tuesday

FIRST

PREMIUMS

1877.

THE BEST

Boots and Shoes
AT

Gifts !

Holiday

IN AID OF THE

Men’s Arctic Overshoes

Tickets for the courso of six evenings admitting
Gentleman and Ladies, $5.00, to be obtained of the
Committee on Entertainments.
No intermission at the dances except on the last
night of the course, wheu extra attractions will he
ottered.
Mimic byChaudier’s Full Quadrille Bund.
...

deow3tn

n021

Men’s Rubber Overshoes
Rubber Boots
...

The Portland Army and Navy Union lake. tfeasin announcing that they have completed arrangements with Mr. Max Strakosch for the appearance in Portland of

ure

America’s Two Greatest Prlma Dounas,

BISS GUB1 LOUISE KELLOGG
—A.KD

Don’t fail to call and
dec!3

—

Celebrated Makers;

Piano

bo
including reserved seat,
secured at Stockbridge’s Music store. Sale will be
Thursday morning, Dec. 13th, at 9A.J1.
dectl
rltd
to

SO-SO-MO-MO 2
NOT

*>os*'or its immediate vicinage is not
most convenient
place to order your Coal,
except to comparatively tew ot the coal consumers,
lue most
convenient

places to leave your orders
k°xe8 nearest your residences; and
»F» Pos^?.l
likes that kind best on which is noted,
■n
linker
Collect C. O. D.
if you wish to obtain first class Coal, well
picked
and screened, and prompt delivery, either call at office 198 Commercial St., or address
your postal to
JAIfJES II. BAKES?,
dcc7<12w
Box Ql*, Elly.

Retailing

482

at

DIARIES

1S78

Wholesale price. Call
early while the
assortment te large.

Sis?n of the Gold pen.
oc3____

Chandler’s Concert
Headquarter.,
oct25

dim

Band

S to AO Piece.,
87 Matket Square
d2m

2.00

------

MIDDLE

Block,

S

-NEW STORE,

The best Linen Polish in the world is

A PARTNER
with capital is desired wilh means
to buy logs and extend the business
We can show this to he one ot the
best paying Investments in Shis
country. Forfnll particulars apSMITH die STONE,
ply to
Owners, Washington, D, C.
We respectfully refer by permission to Hon. John If. BSice,
Hon. John Lynch, Hon. «co. W.
Dyer, Attorney.
«“*

_

_

If yon want your linen to look like new,

use

STARCHENE.
To

eavo

labor,

use

STARCHENE.
To prevent the Iron from sticking,

use

Congress Street.

opposite City Hall, is now the GREAT
EMPORIUM for Ladies’ Fancy Goods,
Dress and Cloak Trimmings, Hosiery,
Glores &c. Tou can save money by purchasing from them, for, although their
goods are new and fresh, they sell at the
very lowest prices.
OC2t

STARCHENE.

cordially iuviletl

lo

so

STARCHENE.

dly

Fdr Sale by all Apothecaries and Grocers
Auk for Htnrchene and take net other.

Price 25 Cents Per
G. F.
211

Bottle.

BOSWORTH &
DOWNES,

Federal

Sired,

State

CO.,

Agent,

Portland

Maine.

CO.,

Centennial 160°

SA FETY OIL!
MAVERICK

CANDIES of oar own manufacture, at
wholesale or retail.
We invite one and all to call at No. 571 Congress
Street and ermine our stock before purchasing elsewhere. Come early and avoid the rush which we are
always sure to have just before Christmas.

Burning
Maverick Pure Napthas. Gas Oils
Oils delivered by tLe car-load, in
rels, at any point in New England.

tulk

or

in

d2w

answered

promptly.

Oysters delivered in any
Ipart of the city free of ex-

and 30 PBABI, ST., for yoarF'Ionr.

pense.

ATWOOD’S OYSTER HOUSE, 117
1*1 and*l*3 Center i*c.. PORTLAND.
ocl‘2
3 aid
#

Mass.
Commercial St., Portland, Me
e0d3m

“ovl*

'just

tsbe thing
—

FOB

CHRISTMAS.
You

can

$l.v»0,

at

get

a

Nice Picture in

a

8x10 frame

BROWJS’S PHOTOGBAPH
276
docl
WHOLE

Middle

Toilet

nuu

Slippers.
liarffe

priced

for

dim

NEWSPAPERS or Wrap.
Purposes, 30c a hundred or thrto
uudred for $1,00, at this Ollier.

Ei«*

miuj

raucj

uuu

White

Boots

nad

and

low

«iruur

Clippers.

Ladien’ and MUie»’
Stork

reliable
by

of medium
Boots and

Shoes, all

warranted

M. G. PALMER.

dtf

au31

“ENGRAVINGS I
Very choice subjects, framed or
untrained, at prices that compare
favorably with those ot cheaper
productions; to the examination
ot which, I invite the public. Tbe
selection has been made with
some care, aud will repay the
trouble ol Inspection.

FRED’K F. HALE,
Wo.

2

Free

Street.
dlw

decl2

HILL’S

MANUAL
or

—

Social and Business Forms and Gu de to
Correct Writ ng.
LIBRARY in one volum
Every family
should have it. indispensable to every one
No young
proposes to make the most of life.
person can afford to be without it. An investment
ot the paying kind. One of the wonders ot tno age
how so much intelligence necessary to the every day
affairs of lite can be put iuto so small a space : nd so

A
who

Tell a person ever so muca about
attractive lorm.
this work but on examination one will exclaim as
did the Queen of Sheba, when she beheld the

ROOMS;

Street

Story !

End ten’ Warm Roots and Slipper*.
Laitie*’ Cork Sole Seamless Root*.
Gems’
Canadian
Endlc*’ and
OverShoe*.

bar-

nffiPPO'
161A Ueoad St„ Boston,
UlUbhOi 25 & 27
I

HUDSON.

the
best
The largest assortment,
nnality and the Cheapest Stock of
RUBBER BOOTS, SHOES aud OVEK
SHOES, all widths and sizes, at
M. G. PALMER’S.

STANDARD

Oils !

eod6m

Always the choicest and
freshest Oysters con>lantly
on hand at the lowest prices.
Orders by mail or telegraph

to

dtf

OIL

EBFIX ES AND SHIPPERS OF

For sale iu Portland by Sullivan & Osgood, 94
Portland St.; Win. Weeks, 319 Congress St.; S. N.
Goding, 22 St. Lawrence St.; A. L. Millett, 588 Congress St.; J. Huilson & Co., 671 Congress St. Decr-

W. (:. COBB’S STEAM BAKERY,
dec!

Goods
—

We have just received a new lot of Christmas Toys
Gaines; &e., which we offer at hard time prices.
We also have constantly on hand FRESH

—

J. H.

oct8

He has a good assortment and assures you that he
Is able and willing with his advantages in handling
It to givc vou good flour uud n good erode.
R

MAVERICK

Starcbene, * Perfumed Starch Enamel, which [is
kept by the Grocers, is an article of genuine value.
11 has been used in our family, aud been pronounced
very superior as an ingredient in starch to secure
proper stillness and a beautiful jiolish. Once tested,
it will always bo used.
From tho “Boston Home Journal,” July 7, 1877.
We caution tho public about imitations of tho
Starcbene, as unscrupulous persons are endeavoring to introduce a spurious article on tho market.
Each of our bottles will be labelled with our Trade
Mark. Do not take any other.

ing—Yan;B. Bray, Morrill’s Corner.

FLOUR.
an

AND

d3m

CONFECTIONERY.

(jllll It",

398

STARCHENE.

rTOTTIFC'IYWT

We own a first class Saw mill
in Washington. I>. C,. capable ol
cutting Seven million Feet per anNew and iu good order.
num.
Excellent home uuirkef lor all we
Wood will nearly pay
eau cut.
running expenses,

are

—

The Old, m

fine Laundry finish, use

Vou

Holiday

dec8

& MERRILL’S

FOR IIOT OK COLD STARC

Portland.

eATMTTier.

dell

dwMtter dc Merrill.

GEORGE

divr

PERFUMED STARCH ENAMEL.

Thurston,

STORE,

STREET.

dccl3

LUMBERMEN.

Congress St„ Opp, the Preble

From

216

Lowest

Part of Store on Free St. Large
Show Window and Good Basement. Enquire oi

SO.

tue

1878

Various Styles;
Prices.

To Rent.

■nnwOnrlff

35
30

------

Old stand

no5

1.50

HALL’S RUBBER

and;—

Free St. Block.

Tickets $1.00,

A

street

Geo. F. Nelson,

______

and Ottomans.

Free

Bine,

—

$1.00 PER PAIR!

I.75

------

Covers, Stools STARCHENE.

Samuel

-|IT

50
...

Gutta Percha lor Snow Ball Shoes lor Horses, the best thing ever
used, with lull directions lor using, at

Full Stock, New Stylos, Prices Reduced.

BISS ANNIE LOUISE CART.

IS

Ladies’ Rubber Shoes
Misses’ Rubber Shoes
Men’s Rubber Coats

ORGANS

a

IT

them.
dtf

—

grand concert to bo given at City Hall
Thanutny Evening, Dtc. ilih.
Assisted by Mr. Tom Carl, Tenor; Mr. G. Veidi,
Baritone; Mr. G. A. Conlev. Basso; Mr. Alfred
H. Pease, Pi-antet; S. Behrens, Conductor.

In

see

PIANOS

CAM

KELLOGG.

1.35

.....

Youths’ Rubber Boots

Committee ou Eutcriniunicnl,.
WM. ALLEN, JR..
Fritz H. Jordan,
W.
Wm.
Thomas, Jr.,
Fred R. Farrington,
James C. IIamlen,
E. Webb,
A.
Wm.Sekter Jil,
Wm. L. Bradley.

_

,

Boys’

General C'ouimiltee.
T. C. Hebsey.Esq.. President Fraternity,
Samuel J. Anderson. Esq Vice Pres.
Mb. S. E. Spring,
Hon. M. M. Butler,
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Mr.
Geo.
P.
Geo, S. Hunt,
Hon.
Wescott,
Hon. .Jacob McLellan, Mr. H. N. Jose,
Hon. B. Kingsbury', <Jr. Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr., Mr. Chas, McLauorlin
Mr. John N. Lord,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mr. J. S. Winslow,
Mr. Frank a'oyes,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. W. F. Phillips,
Mr. Charles E. Jose, Mr. D. W. Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. W. F. Milliken.
Mb. M. P. Emery,

and

Cardinal

NO. 363 MIDDLE STREET,

$3.00
2,50

.....

Men’s Common Boots

Fraternity,

—

A fall line ot which, in addition
DRAB and
WHITE, can he found at

LOWEST PRICES !
Men’s Pure Gum Boots

Portland

nr

to the usual stock of

Nov. 27th, Dec. 11th, Dec. 25th,
Jan. 8th, Jan. 22th, Feb. 5th,

as a

indispensable, not necessarily for publication
guaranty of good faith.

We cannot undertake to return
‘municationa that are not used.

or

preserve

com- !

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

John G. Whittier.
Silence and Peace, hie spirit’s perfect prise.
He won by strife and speech; and ever saw
Above hard steeps flushed mountain hlghts arise—
He saw, with prophet-eyes fulfl.led of sight,!
A promise of the dawn through deepest
dark;
And as a wind of morning risen with light,
Clear-voiced like a lark,
when the day of freedom broke
Upon a darkened race, made heavy with chains;
His song upheld the hands that warred; and woke
Unnumbered echoing strains.
was

Three-beaded Evil stood beforo his way:
One face was Anger and one face was Scorn,
And one was blind Indifference—who shall
say
Which were the deadliest worn?J

Time’s snow may hide not one Immortal leaf
That lies above tha.poet’s honored brow;
Amid the bards of war onco easily chief,
Peace crowns him laureate now.

happy winter of the poet’s year!
Whon heaven’s soft blessings falling without ceare
Upon fought fields well won in war. armaar
A §now-whlte robe of peace.

The Bard of New England.
To-day, the seventeenth of December, is a
notable day in the annals of New
England
literature and human freedom, as the seventieth anniversary of the birthday of John
Greenleaf Whittier.
He has lived seventy
good and useful years—years filled with helpfulness of his kind, devotion to principle and
service to his God. He has been all this tfme
the true and active friend of good—the unsparing scourge of evil. It is specially fitting
that he should receive the tribute of praise
from us of New England, as he is the poet
who most perfectly typifies New England, in
the traits of sturdy
independence, loyalty to
conviction and tenderness of heart, of which
the expression is concentrated and deepened
by the habitual reticence peculiar to his sect.
He is a poet of the people,
interpreting them
to themselves in verse—not
intricate, blind
or confused with clamorous
striving after new
manner of words—but
simple, luminous and
intelligible in its nobly poised beauty. The
silence and reserve of the Friends, and the
quiet of his surroundings were favorable to
the growth of the gift of Hr. Whittier, allied
by nature to its circumstances. He waits for
the moving of the spirit and speaks only as
he is led to utterance; his silence is the prelude of his song—and never had heavenly
speech mortal interpretation more crystal in
its absolute clearness, more utterly forgetful
of self and surrendered to the spirit,
mighty
upon it.
In the days when to be an abolitionist was
to be regarded with aversion, suspicion or. at
least, ridicule, Mr. Whittier was foremost in
advocacy of the cause of humanity. He saw,
made vivid with a poet’s
imagination, the
wrongs daily and hourly inflicted upon an
oppressed and enslaved race; and felt for
them the keen pity of one whose religion was
that of love for God and friendliness for
God’s children, his brethren.
Peace put a
sword in his hand; his voice was a trumpet
through which the breath of the spirit blew
a

call to war that makes

A poet of peace, he sang the
songs of war; and the sweetness of his verse
that had won him the love and confidence of
his people, was strong to lead them to uphold the just cause.
Like a bard of ancient
days, he was in the very thickest of the fight,
inspiring the chiefs, inciting the people by
the vividness and strength with which he
sung the wrongs to be redressed and the
glory that waited far heroes of battle.
His
appeal and incitement were not cried to deaf
ears; slowly but steadily, public sentiment
arrayed itself on the side of right; and the
triumph was completed at the moment when
Abraham Lincoln signed the Act of Emancipation. The external conditions of liberty
for the colored race are given them—their
acceptance of it, in its emire meaning, is
still before them and depends
upon themselves.
The chains are struck from their
hands and feet, free motion must come from
their own volition; and what wonder
if,
stiffened and weakened by their long-worn
bonds, they use their new liberty timidly and
clumsily. The sense of freedom is a gradual
growth; mere knowledge that he is at liberty
to come and go is not enough for the black
man until the spiritjof freedom fills his
being
and replaces in his mind the sense of slavery
that held him from independent thought and
action.
It may reasonably bn hoped that
Mr. Whittier will live to see this final crown
of the good for which he so earnestly prayed
and labored—this silent working of the spirit
of liberty, become possible only after the
physical contest. John Greenleaf Whittier
was a noble chief in troublous
times; and
when the need for stern warning and warlike counsel was over, he gladly went back to
his quiet home-life of Amesbury, singing in

wisdom and prosperity ot Solomon; “Tbe half was
not told me.” Sold only by subscription.
Address
H. G. GAKCELON, No. 2<J6 Middle Street, Portland,

Maine.
Send for

Circular.no23dtf

Boots & Shoes
very
Boot.

and promptly npa!r«d. 61*n ot the Gold
eatdti
IB VIM?, BROWS.

praise

ui

ms

country—irom

wuicn ne

Had se

powerfully aided to lift a shameful and crushing weight—singing of its fields where man
is free as the birds, and its hills over which
the winds may blow warm from the South,
but bear

no more

cries of tortured

men

and

women, enslaved.
To some men is given the orator’s
gift, to
enlighten the mind, convince the understanding, assist the judgment of their fellowmen.
They rise up and speak of danger—
and men’s minds are tremulous with fear;
they incite to the contest, and they that hear
them feel the fierce delight of comhat; they
declare righteous things and lead men to put
them into action. To others, again, is given
the good gift of song, to mould by its persuasive music the mind of the people. Without
show of logic, argument or setting forth of
any judicial reason—poetry has, since earliest
times, seized powerfully upon the popular
mind. The poet of a people is he who sets
their best impulses to music.
In John

Greenleaf Whittier the orator and the poet
are made one; in him righteous reason and
lipavpnlv in.qf.inpf. lahftr frurptlvot*
tJ

fiforv
--J-J

fortunate years yet follow one another in the
happy and honorable life of the man who
made the songs of the nation which have
become its laws.
A correspondent asks the

The Texas difficulty seems to be little more
than a squabble over disputed land tides. The
squatters refuse to recognize the old Spanish

grants.

meaning of

the terms “demonetization” and “remonetization” as used iu the discussion of the silver bill.
In 1873 an act was passed by Congress regulating the coinage. By that act
silver was deprived of its quality of legal
tender (except for small change up to five
dollars) and the coinage of the silver dollar
In fact, no silver dollars had
was stopped.
been coined since 1853, and silver had not
been used to any extent as currency, except
as small change, since 1834; but the law
recognized the silver dollar of 412$ grains as
full legal tender. By the remonetization of
silver is meant the restoration of the legaltender quality to the silver dollar, and its unlimited coinage, compelling all men to take it
in payment of debts. At the time it was demonetized the silver dollar was worth 103
cents; it is now worth about ninety cents.
The act was passed because of the inequality
of value between the gold and silver dollars.

One would like to know the Congressional
definition of a “diplomatic document.” Not
a few letters from Congressmen to their constituents come under this head, and are these
to be sent through the mails free ?
Servia has at last declared war against
This is the ass’s kick indeed.

Turkey.

[From the Fortnightly Review.]
In Defense of Reviewers.
We require of our thoroughly-tarnished critio
that he should have prepared himself for his
profession by a comprehensive study of all that
human thought, experience and imagination
have stored up for us. When wa have used all
the short cuts to this goal which art and nature
have provided, how many years will such an
apprenticeship require? The data are wanting
on which to found a calculation.
Can the work
be got through in seven years,in twice seven,or
in three times seven? 1 do not know. Archbishop Usher at twenty began to read the Fathers, Greek and Latin, with the resolution of
reading them through. The task was achieved
iu nineteen years. Hammond, at Oxford read
thirteen hours a day (Life of Usher, Life of
Hammond by Fell.) Milton’s industrious and
select reading,iu preparation for the great
work to which he dedicated a whole life, long
choosing and late beginning, are as well known
as the thirty years spent by Edward Gibbon in
preparing for and composing his history. Of
coarse in this as in other trades, a man learns
while he practices. Button told a friend that
after passing fifty years at his desk, hs was
every day learning to write. The critio’s
judgment matures by many failures. Without
these three

elements—time, industry, arduous
i/o

judge of literary woith.

oujnouiD

Perhaps you have
accustomed to set before yourselves quite another ideal of the literary life. You have
thought the business of reviewing a lazy professieu largely adopted by briefless barristers,
by incompetent clerks, by green youths fresh
from college examinations, and generally by
men who shirk hard work-in
fact, an easychair and slipper bnsiness. You have, perhaps
that
can
write a review;
supposed
anybody
that

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

The Whittier Tribute.
The Literary World pays a unique tribute
to Mr. Whittier, whose birthday will he the
17th of this month. In the current number
there are poems in honor of the event by Henry W. Longfellow, Bayard Taylor, Edmund

Clarence Stedman, Oliver Wendell Holmes,
Paul H. Hayue, J G. Holland, George Parsons

Lathrop, Hiram Bicb, Wm. Lloyd GarrieoD,
Lydia Maria Child, James Preemau Clarke,
Wm. S. Shuttle!!, Celia Thaxter and Charlotte
F. Bates; and greetings in prose from lticbaid
H. Dana, William Cullen Bryant, George
Bancroft, Charles W. Eliot, F. Parkman, H.
B. Stowe. Thou. Wentworth Higginson, Oliver
Johnson and Itobert Collyer. Charles B. Bice
describes Mr. Whittier’s home-life in a short
paper. An authentic list of Mr. Whittier’s
writings closes this testimonial. We find space
for five of the poems:
The Three Silences.

_

APBoros of the fisheries commission dispute Nast makes evident his opinion that
Great Britain doesn’t give bread with one
fish-ball. The current number of Harper's
Weekly has two other neat hits by his pencil, one representing Senator Davis as a Mandarin toy liable to tip all ways, and the other
picturing Patterson and Conover in the act
of conciliating Butler.

publicans.

O

sound,

The advocates of the Bland bill do not propose to remedy that inequality by issuing
coins containing sliver equal in value to 25.8
grains of gold dollar; but they propose to
take [ninety cents’ worth of silver, stamp it
as a dollar, and compel people to take it in
discharge of a dollar debt. That is all. It
is like taking a three peck measure, filling it
and selling its contents as a bushel. Our
correspondent will find the silver question very fully and entertainingly discussed
in monetary treatises like Jevon’s “Money
aud Mechanism of Exchange,” and McAdam’s “Alphabet in Finance,” the last book,
one of Putnam’s “Popular Manuals.”

At the last MacMahon found himself too
weak to attempt a revolution. The Legitimists and Orleanists refused to support him
in his scheme for a dissolution of the Assewbly, and be did not dare to do it with the
aid of the Bonapartists alone, so he stepped
up like a little man and submitted to the Re-

He followed freedom, as In days of old
Orphens among the shadows sought his wife—
Nor once looked back, hut led her irom the
cold
Strange house of Doath-in-Lito.

with certain
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These are goods which we wish to close immediately, and have marked without regard to cost. An
early examination will repay any one wishing to
purchase.

Dances.

before you purchase.

•*>s *o

i

Fraternity

TABLES

For $1.50.

FANCY

The public should bear In mind that Overcoats are CUT LONG, and
that wide bindings and flashy trimmings denote goods that have been
made and oflered for sale at least tor FOUR YEARS. NARROW LEG
AND SPRING BOTTOM PANTS arc ol the same date of make as the
above named Overcoats. Too much care dnnnot be taken when selecting clothing, to get that which is NEW STYLE, FREE FROM
SHOP WEAR
and other damags arising from keeping goods
too long in stock.

From $1.50 to 75 cts.
From 1.25 to 62 1-2 cts.
From 1.00 to 50 cts.

Saturday Evening, Dec. 22d,

51

NICE RATTAN ROCKERS

Grand

MU SIC

—

PEOPLE.

We expected a crowd but not a jam. We knew that the prices named
would carry conviction to every mind, and the great sale since the announcement lias proven beyond a donbt that THE PEOPLE FLOCK
WHERE THEY CAN GET THE MOST FOR THEIR MONET’

evening.decl7d3l»

90 to
75 to

ASTONISHED

AT

DEANE BROS'.

AND GREAT RUSH FOR SUITS

Marked Down !

From

—

A COMPLETE RUSH FOR OVERCOATS,
REGULAR JAM FOR ULSTERS,

9A EXCHANGE STREET.

From

THE

nr

—

Holiday Goods

NAMED,

From early morn until late at night onr mammoth store was packed
from stem to stern with anxious and happy buyers.

dec12dtdeiS

dc\4Ivr

PRICES

AND THE

AMAZED AND

C. Day, Jr., &Co.,

masquerade prize at
Army and Navy Hall, THURSDAY EVEN LNG, Dec. 20th. Prizes to the best dancers and for
the best and most comical costume present.
Prizes,
viz:—Gold Ring for the best Gent dancer; ditto for
the best Lady dancer. A Present for the richest costume. The order will contain 18 dances, and the
best of music will be In attendance. A. L. CORLISS
Prompter. March to commence at 8£ o’clock.—
Tickets 75 (lento, admitting Gent and Lady.

PRICES!

HIS

—

Figure Announcement Dec. 8th,

Our Red

ST, NICHOLAS LANTERNS

In TOYS

NAME

AND

HONEST COMPETITION COMMENDS ITSELF TO EVERY BUSINESS MAN,audit we, as manufacturers, have any advantage over
others so much the better for the baying public.

for Christmas Trees the best articles out for illuminations, Wax Dolls and all other kinds of Dolts,
Games, Picture Books, Pocket Knives, Checker

the novelties.

BARGAINS

We honestly believe that we can show greater bargains in READYMADE CLOTHING than was ever offered by any Ann on the globe- ir
any other dealer thinks he can compete with ns we challenge him to

Tififlprfs.

Concert by Chandler’s Band previous to Lecture.
Tickets50cents, including reserved seat, to be
obtained at Stockbridge’s Music Store and at the
door. Doors open at 6.30; Music at 7.15; Lecture

OW COST!

AT COST AND

&c.,

but

His song

Onr method lias always been 10 mark the SELLING PRICE ON EACH
GARMENT' in PLAIN FIGURES and to sell at ONE pRICE and
Our old prices being in BLACK and onr MARK DOWN
no deviationprices in BED, not only shows the customer EXACT REDUCTION that
has been made, but also guarantees to them an UNUSUALLY LOW
PRICE. In a word,

Med

MORNING,

Liberty after Law.

CLOTVIING !

for

Positively One Week Only l

WILL OPEN ON

Childrens

and

Boys

Tukesbury

& Co.,

Onr Stock of Colored Dress Goods
at Cost.

price.

charge

large and well assorted

onr

stock of

Embossed

L. A. Gould & Co„

And first appearance in 10 years of the

INAUGURATED A SWEEPING SALE,

92.50*

PORTLAND.

Engagement Extraordinary,

For the benefit ot those who do not. we will explain. At the latter
part of the Spring and Fall trade we always Ifind onr stock more or
l.ss broken, notonlv in sizes, but in suits. A t the same time the near
approach of the dull season warns ns that all goods made for sale at
that particular season of the year must be sold then or carried over to
another season. To do this would not only insure a heavy loss occur*
ring from change of style and damage by shop wear, but also the loss
of the use of onr money. To dispose of our goods and thus avoid the
above named losses, we have always

Galloons; the widest and prettiest in the
city, for 25 cents. Do not bfty the cheap goods
Examination

Chairman of Committee.

RED FIGURES!

embracing every Garment contained in

Goods!

Holiday

Few People thoroughly understand the correct meaning ol

250 Pairs Gents’ Heavy all Wool Nbaker
Hose, double heels, down to 25 cents,
cheap,cheap, cheap.
120 Pairs Ladies’ Heavy Fleeced Lined
Gloves only 15 cent
12 Pairs Ladies’ Heavy Fleeced Lined
Gloves, only 25 cents,much better goods.
400 Pairs Beal Joseph 2-Batton Kid
€»love* at 50 cents per pair.
160 Children’s All Wool Hhirred Waists,
elegant goods, for 25 cents each, sold
last season for 75 cents.
360 Hisses' Pants and Vests lor 25 cento,
One and heavy.
200 Hisses’ Pants and Vests loy 35 cents,
all large sizes, very cheap.
800 Ladies’ Pauls and Vests, extra bargain, nl 50 cents.
Large Llue Ln«lie«*’ Hand-Hade Jacket*

PRESS.

We do not read anonymous etters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
all cases

Goods

cents.

wnen

EDWARD P. BANKS,

dei2dtd

Of Interest to all Mankind!

or-

that we place on our counters Dec. 12th, and In
order to decrease our large stock wo have decided to
mark out a few JOB LOTS at the followiug low
prices:
300 Pair* Iflitwn’ Fancy Hose at 15 cents,
f rtucr price 25 ct*.
600 Pair* Mis*?*’ Extra Nice Cashmere
Hose, full regular, 35 cents, former
price 75 n»d 87 cents, 91 OO and 91*25.
This i« the best trade we ever offered.
210 Pairr Ladies’ Fancy Striped Hose,
nobby styles, only 15 cents, former price
25 cents.
180 Pair* Ladies’ Full Regular Fleeced
Linen Hose 25 cents, cheap at 38 cents.
200 Pairs Ladies’ Cashmere and Ribbed
Hose, full regular, French Toes, Heal
Brown and Cardinal, all wool, only 50

from

Frederic

TERMS $8.00 PER

essay
writing
that
it is
and fluency.

talking;

is

only

as

as
easy
matter
of
have imagined

BY B&NBY W. LONOJTEI.LOW.

Three Silences there are: the first of speech,
The second of desire, the third of thought;
This is the lore a Spanish monk, distraught
With dreams and visions, was the first to teach.
These Silences, commingling each with each.
Made up tho perfect Silence that he sought
And prayed for, aud wherein at times he caught
Mysterious sounds horn realms beyond our react).
O thou, whoso dally life anticipates
The life to come, and in whose thought and word
The spiritual world preponderates,
Hermit of Amesbury, thou, too, hast heard
Voices and melodies from beyond the gates,
And speakest only when thy sonl is stirred 1
Friend’s Greeiing.

A

BY BAYARD TAYLOR,

Snow-honnd for earth, at sum ner-sonled for thee,
Thy Data I morning shines:
Hail, Fneod and Poet’ Give th < hand to me,
And let mo read its lines'
skilled in Fancy’s palmistry am I,
Wbeu Tears have set tlieir crown;
When Life gives light to read its secrets by,
And deed explains renown.

For

So, looking backwa rd from thy seventieth year
On service grand and tret,
The pictures ot thy spirit's Past are clear,
And each interprets thee.
I

see

thee, first, on hills our Aryan sires
In Time’s Inst morning, knew,
the lonely altar-fires
That from earth's darkness grew.

Kindling, as priest,

Then, wise with secrets of Chaldaean loro,
In high Akkadian fane;
Orpacingslow by Egypt's river-shoio,
In Thothmea' glorious reign.
I hear thoe, wth with all iuiquitf <ss
That Judah’s kings betrayed,
Preach from -Un-Jidi's rock thy God’s
Or Mamie’s terebinth shade.

decrees,

And, ah, mo^t piteous vision of the Past,
Drawn by thy being’s law,
see thee, martyr, in the arena cast

I

Beneath the lion’s paw.)

Yet, afterwards, how rang thy sword upon
The Paymm helm and shield!
How shone with Godfrey and at Askalon,
Thy white plume o’er tbs field I
Strange contradiction! —where the sand-waves spread
The boundless desert sea.
The Bedouin spearmen found their destined head,
Their dark-eyed chief—in tbee!

And thou wert friar in Cluny’s saintly cell,
And skald by Norway's foam,
Ere fate of Poet fixed thy soul, to dwell
In this New England home.

Here art thou Poet—more than warrior, priest;
And here thv quiet years
more to us than sacrifice or feast,
Or clash of swords and spears.

Yield

The faith that lifts, the courage that sustains,
These thou wert sent to teach;
Hot blood tf battle, beating in thy veins,
Is turned to gentle speech.
Not less, bnt more, than others thou hast striven;
Thy victories remain:
scars of ancient hate, long since forgiven.
Have lost their power to pain.

The

Apostlo pure ot Freedom and of Right.
Thou had’st thy one reward;
Thy prayers were heard, and flashed upon thy sight
The Coming of the Lord 1
Now, sheathed

in

myrtle

of

oiuuiiwrs me uiauu ui

thy tender

songs,

iruiuj

But Age’s wisdom crowning thee, prolongs
The eager hope of Youth 1

a

Another lino npon thy hand I trace,
cheek
You
All destinies above;
that a quarterly or a weekly reviewer merely
Men know thee most as one that loves.his race.
got his knowledge of the subject in hand out of
And bless thee with their lovo!
the book be bad under review; that he thereupon dishonestly assumes to have known all
about it, and with voluble impertinence goes
A<1 Vnlem.
on to retail this newly-acquired information as
BY EDMUND C. STEDM AN.
if it were his own, seasoning it with sneers
and sarcasms at the author from whom he is
Whittier l the Land that loves thee, she whose child
stealiog. I know these things are said. I Thou art,—and whose uplifted hands thon long
have heard even respectable reviews and magHast stayed with song availing like a prayer—
She teels a sudden pang, who gave thee birth,
azines accused of paying for this sort of thing
And gave to thee the lineaments supreme
by the column, i. e., giving a pecuniary in- | Ot
her own freedom, that she could no* **.ako
ducement to All out paper with words— I
tissues all immortal, or, if to change,
Thy
to make copy or padding, as it is called.
To bloom
coeval with |her own;
I don't know if these tbingB are
done So that nothrougbjyears
touch or age nor frost of time
in practice. If they are, they are frauduShould'wither thee, nor furrow thy dear face,
lent, and must, I should think, come Nor fleck thy hair with silver. Ay, she feels
within the act of adulteration.
What I A double pang that thee, with each new year,
Glad Youth may not revisit, like the Spring
have set before you in the above outline is the
That routs her nothern Winter and anew
honest critic who gives bis calling the devotion
Melts ofl the hoar snow from her puissant hills.
of a life, prepares himself by antecedent study,
She could not make thee deathless; no, but thou.
and continues through the whole of his career
Thou sangest her always in abiding verse,
to make daily new acquisitions and to cultivate
And hast thy tame immortal—as we say
Immortal in this earth that yet must die,
his susceptibility to new impressions.
And in this land, now fairest and most young
Of all fair lands that yet must perish with it.
[From the Worcester Press.]
Thy words shall last; albeit thou growest old,
Editors We Read About.
Men say; but never old the poot’s soul
Becomes; only its covering takes on
We have been reading “That Wife of Mine,”
A reverend splendor, as in the misty fall
and unlike most readers, have found in it a
Thine own auroral forests, ere at last
Passes the spirit of the wooded dell.
character that is—not interesting nor enterAnd stay thou with us long! vouchsafe us long
taining, but—for want of a better word we will This bravo autumnal presence, ere the hues
Slow fading,—ere the quaver of thy voice.
say—curious. It is the husband of that wife.
The twilight of thine eye, move men to ask
He is an editor—“the kind you read abont.’’
Where hides the chariot,—in what sunset vale.
Beyond thy chosen river, champ the steeds
At the beginning of the story, which is some
That wait to bear thee skyward? Since we too
distance along in the book, he occupies a subWould feign thee, in our tenderness, to be
Inviolate, excepted from thy kind,
ordinate position on a newspaper. Then he
And that our bard and prophet best-beloved
goes abroad and doss some occasional correShall vanish like that other: him that stood
in the pleasure-house of kings,
spondence for the paper. Then he returns and Undaunted
And unto kings and crowned harlots spake
is offered a position as chief editor. This may
God’s truth and Judgment. At his sacred feet
Far followed all the leBser men of old
all seem very natural to the author of “That
Whose lips were touched with Are, and caught from
Wife of Mine,’’ and to the average reader; but
him
from the oewapaper point of view it is the
The gift of prophecy; and thus from thee,
wildest of fiction. In the first place the young
Whittier, the younger singers,—whom thou seesfc
Each emulous to be thy staff this day,—
man
who
bolds
a
subordinate
position
What learned they? righteous anger, burning scorn
does
not
abroad.
On
the
congo
Of the oppressor, love to humankind,
he
bis
in
advance to
trary
pledges
salary
Sweet fealty to country and to home.
his landlailv. and wastes his enemies in HnScr.
Peace, stainless purity, high thoughts of heaven,
ing his washerwoman. Bat supposing that he And the clear, natural music of thy song.
does not go abroad—he is not the one who, returning home, is called to the chief editor’s
chair. That responsibility is conferred upon
The Golden Calendar.
the other young man who has grown somewhat
old and thin by close application to his work,
BY OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.
and not upon the one who has grown robust in
Count not the years that hoarding Time has told,
the easy oapacity of tourist and occasional corSave by the starry memories in their train;
respondent. Later in the book we find this
Not by the vacant moons that wax and wane,
editor in the midst of a third editorial article
Nor all the seasons* changing robes enfold:
of the day—the other two lying on his desk,
Look on the life whose record is unrolled!
Bid thought, word, action, breathe, bum, strive
cooling. Now the leading writer of a newsagain.
paper doesn’t reel off able editorials in any
Old altars flame whose ashes scarce are cold.
such wholesale manner. He hag some modBid the freed captive clank his broken chain!
esty about him—and consideration for his readSo will we count thy years and months and days,
ers.
Again we find this remarkable editor
Poet whose heart-strings thrill upon thy lyre,
Whose kindling spirit lent, like Hecla’s fire,
jesting lightly over the loss of a five hundred
The heat to Freedom’s faint auroral blaze.
dollar watch and some two or three hundred
But waste no words the loving soul to tire
dollars In ready cash. This is the baldest kind
That flnds its life iu duty, not in praise I
of fiction. It is barely possible that an editor
might jest over the loss of that amount of property; but the loss of it implies former possessSentiment.
ion of it—a situation which none but the
most audacious purveyor of
RY WILLIAM 8. CHADWICK.
fiction would
think of embodying in a story illustrative of
Dear Whittier: When the Muses unto thee
real lile. Throughout the book we find this
Gave, in largess, the power of poesy,
editorial husband of that wife talking in the
They laid no limit to thy minstrelsy;
But made thee apt, at thy occasion’s need,
language of scholarly leaders and sarcastic
To deftly use or lute or lyre or reed,—
squibs; whereas nine editors’ wives out of a
All music’s means; but bade thee ever heed
possible ten will reluotantly admit that
two behests; that, using each at will,
they are puzzled to understand what there These
Whate’er thy instrument or theme, thou still.
is
iu the
atmosphere of an editorial By
every 80Dg, some human want should’st fill;
room to give even a fair degree of brilliancy to
And that, whato’r reward should lure
thy song,
the thoughts of one who is so conspicuously
Thou ne’er should’st be the laureate of wrong 1
stupid and common-place at home. Perhaps
So hast thou sungl So was thy matin lay,
there will sometime arise a play-wright or a
Thy noon-tide psalm, the vesper of thy day,
book writer who shall introduce iu his play or
True unto Truth, O, blameless bard! alway.
hooka character bearing some slight resemSo now thou singest, on the hither shore
blance to the flesh and blood editor. And if
That banks the wave too soon must bear thee o’er
there does, the public will behold or read about
To that fair realm thy song bas reached before.
a character who. instead of talking
in loud
So may’st thou sing, until thy last note—dies?
tones dealing in sarcasm and wit with enviable
Nay! is translated, through the choral skies,
To mingle with the heavenly harmonies.
ease, wearing his hair on tiptoe and staring
So shall thy eailiest celestial song
at
will
be
a
everybody
very commonwildly
Thy latest earthly melody prolong!
place sort of chap whose chief characteristic will be evident feeling of awkwardness at
being so far away from his desk.
Ten Time* Hrven.
Clara Louise Kellogg wanted to rehearse the
BY J. Q. HOLLAND.

polonaise iu “Mignon” with the orchestra conductor Behrens, but her music had all gone on
to New York, and none of the Chicago stores
bad the pieoe, so that they had to ask a lady
who owned it to leud her a copy. When the
messenger arrived at this lady’s house, she was
out. and her daughter, who was 17. and sudposably knew something, after rummaging
around the house, sent back word that she did
not know exactly which the “Mignon” polonaise was, but that her mother had only three,
and no one of them was large enough to fit
Miss Kellogg, whom she understood was a little stout.
France has had her revenge on Gustave
Courbet for his share in the destruction of the
Vendome column during the commune. That
he did it for art’s sake was not allowed as an
excuse, and the sale of his pictures at his Paris
bouse was decreed. It proved a barren judg-

ment, however; tbo shrewd Gnstave had got
away with everything of great value, and the
whole sale, including furniture and picture
frames, only amounted to about $2600.
Theatre parties are the rage with some of the
New Yorkers. Whole “blocks” of seats are
taken for a certain numberof persons acquainted with each other, and they make themselves
very much at home. But there is some complaint that they make themselves too much at
home, and annoy others in the audience by
their exceeding freedom.

Ten gentle-hearted boys of seven,
Too young and sweet to stray from licavcn,
Will—counting up the little men—
Amount to threescore years and ten.
Two gracious men of thirty-five.
With wits alight and hearts alivo,
Will fill complete the rounded spheres
Of seventy strong and manly years.

Nay, Whittier, thou art not old;
Thy register a lie hath told,
ror

Do

uvea uevoie 10 love ana train

only multiply their youth.

Thou art ten gentle boys of seven,
With sou la too sweet to stray from
heaven;
Thou art two men of thirty-five,
With wits alight and hearts alive!
To Ihe Poet in Whittier.
BY PAUL B. BAYNE.

From this far realm of pines I waft thee now
A brother’s greeting, poet, tried and true;
So thick the laurels on thy reverend brow
We scarce can see the white locks glimmering

through.

Earnest in heart as pen,
The tests of time have left thee undefiled;
And o’er the snows of threescore years and ten
Shines the unsullied aureole of a child.

O pure of thought!

There 13 a young girl at one of the Loudon
theatres called Zagel, who dives through ihe
air from a high platform and alights in a net
ninety feet below. She drops head first, bat

gracefully

swerves iu her (light until at last
she strikes on her back in the net and arises

unharmed.
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Corporation Bonds.
Kankakee Co., 'Wilmington,
111.

News and Ot) or items.
George Francis Train has fasted for six days,
Then he breakfasted on a
biscuit, dined on an
apple, and took a glass of water for sapper.
He thinks he will soon be able to fast for 30
days.
General Benjamin Hager, formerly of the

Confederate
Friday.

army, died at Charleston, S. C.,
He w«s in oommand at Fortress
Monroe when the oivil war broke out, but resigned from the federa’ army and at once entering the Confederate servioe was appointed to
the command at Norfolk. His defenoe of thal
place, and the tactics by which the evacuation
of the navy yard and Portsmouth was effected
brought his name into prominenoe
in the
last

early

He had served in the United States
army
the war with Mexioo.
On the day of the last
fight of the United
States troops with Chief
Joseph, his little
daughter, 16 years old, finding that her father
was occupied with his
rifle, ran to the ponier
and made an heroic effort to herd them in.
war.

daring

The cavalry, however, cut her
off, and seeing
that she would be captured if she
remained
with the animals, she took to the hills. Aftei
the fight and the
Joseph's first

surrender,
regarding his child. Every

question was
ef
fort was made to find her, but at last
reports
no trace of her had been found.
Chief Joseph

believes that she is dead and is
greatly affected
*
by his loss.

Pongo, the gorilla, died so suddenly and unexpectedly at Berlin that the most lively curiosity has bsen excited on the subject. Distin-
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Washington, Dec. 15.—Duriog the secret
session of the Senate, Mr. Hamlin offered the
following which was unanimous’y agreed to:
Whereas, A misunderstanding having arisen
between Hon. lioscoe Conkling and Hon. John
B. Gordon, in the coarse of the executive proceedings of yesterday, and a mutual understanding thereon having been arrived at, as set
oat iu the following paper, it is ordered
that
said paper be entered at large on the legislative
of
the
Senate:
journal
During an executive session of the Senate, held
yesterday, words were uttered both by Senator Gordon of Georgia and by Senator Conkling of New
York, whicn were mutually felt to be unkind and
offensive. Reports of the incident appeared in the
papers of this morning which are inacurate and unjust to both speakers. Upon a careful inquiry as to
what was said by ecah speaker, and what was understood to be said by the other, it is certain that
the first offensive words were inspired by an honest
misunderstanding of what had been innocently said
by the other speaker, one harsh remark provoked
another, as too often happens, but all that was often-
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Public funds out of New
go’s death, it was ascertained, resulted from
30
England.
167,057
114,363 00
acute inflammation of the bowels—one of the
Bank stock of Maine..
237,(50 95
156,422 52
Bank stock of other
commonest diseases, and one of the most
00
States.
19,000
13,400 00
fatal of childhood. Xo his stomach there were
Savings bank books....
77,871 23
120,438 79
Railroad bonds of Maine 1,214,870 35
found a glove button, a piece of wire and some
1,124,198 40
Railread bonds of other
pins; whether these things had anything to
New England States.
* 2,000 00
47,000 00
do with the inflammation the dootors do not
Railroad bonds out of
New England.
97
97
117.419
167,319
say.
Railroad stock of Maine
i
50,297 00
11,639 82
Mrs. S. R, Chaney, wife of a lawyer of I'lymRailroad stock of other
New England Stales.
40,998 00
12,280 12
ontb, lnd., is curiously persecuted by a masked
Railroad stock out of
stranger. Two years ago he caught her while
New England.
46
62,158 46
60,958
Corporation stock. 548,779 33
out walking, beat her severely and warned her j
471,674 00
1
33
Corporation bonds.
113,32G 35
112,401
to leave the neighborhood if she valued her life.
Loans to corporations of
Maine.
252.361
65
Six months since she was shot at iu her own
182,915 32
Loans te municipalities..
219,002 23
251,024 78
house. A few days ago, while she was goiDg
Loans on mortgages of
real estate. 8,618,500 4G
to the cellar, she was seized by a masked man, i
7,598,139 55
Loans on vessels of Maine
179,050 06
159,105 91
who informed her that if she did not leave the
Names alone...
85,807 47
158,879 91
Cash
on
neighborhood she would be killed. He then
deposit in banks
of Maine.
88
62
337,153
412,566
beat her to a state insensibility, and, having
Cash on deposit in banks
of other States.
58
gagged her with a handkerchief, left her.
160,08129
111,350
Cash on band.
151,148 03
133,255 28
Neither she not her husband can understand
Miscellaneous investments,
or account for this
loans and accounts....
330,019 60
374,293 61
strange behaviour on the 5
part of the stranger.
Sum total.*29,142,352 34 *27,190,351 77
The foregoing table shows a decided and
commendable gain in the nronnrt.inn of
rnn
and safe securities in the banks over those of
last year—a decrease in railroad and corporation bonds, and stocks and loans on the Bame,
and real estate mortgages, and an increase in
United States, State, county, city and town
bonds. The percentage of expenses in the
MAINE SAVINGS BANKS.
management of the banks is a small fraotion
Elfth Annual Report of Examiner Bel
over one-fourth of one per cent. Six of the
•ter.
sixty banks have not declared dividends the
past
year. Fifty four have declared and paid
TSpecial to the Press.!
semi-annual
at the following rates,
Augusta, Dec. 16.—The fifth annual reporl viz: 7 three dividends
per cent.; 11 three per cent, and
of Bank Examiner Bolster gives a gratifying
two and one-half per cent.; 1 two and threeexhibit of the condition of onr savings banks.
fourths and two and one-half per oent.; 9 two
and one-half and two per cent.; 3 two per cent.
The improvement in their condition is very
There has been a wide disagreement in the
marked and there has been a corresponding inconstruction of the law relative to the
crease in public confidence in them.
right to pay interest to any one depositor
for any amount of deposit
BANKS OF DISCOUNT.
over
$2,000
that
was on deposit when the new law went inThe report first deals with banks of discount
to effect, and tbe Examiner recommends such
of which the only one left is the Eastern of
amendment as will prevent such difference of
Bangor, the Mercantile of the same city having opinion. The Examiner also recommends an
increase
in U. 8. bonds held by the banks till
surrendered its charter in March, 1876, and the
one-fourth of the deposits, at least, are thus inNorth of Dockland, having opened its books as
vested ; that preference be given to bonds of
Natioual Bank, on the 15th of last September.
New England states and municipalities over
The Eastern is thoroughly sound and in a prosthose
of the west; that investments in real esperous condition. During the year the receivtate be reduced; that the recent law be so
ers of the defunct American bank of
Hallowell,
amended as to increase the reserve fund to 10
have paid dividends to the amount of 8580.24.
per cent, of the assets and compel receivers to
The amount of certificates now
outstanding is
to the bank examiner, whether appointreport
8806, and the cash on hand to pay the same is
ed under this or former laws; also a reduction
8788.48.
of one fourth of one per cent in the rate of taxLOAN ASSOCIATIONS.
ation.
The Peoples’ Loan and Building Association
of Dichmond, is the only one in the State. It
Burglary.
[Special to the Press.]
was incorporated in February, 1875, and is in a
Rockland, Dec. 16.—E. Perry's dye-house at
sound condition with assets to the amount of
$20,178.42. The receipts and disbursements for North Eud, and 8. Baker's dye-house on Union
were broken into.
tne two years ending March 19, were
Perry’s loss is
818,730.11. street,
considerable. Baker had taken clothing all to
The system on which it operates has been frehis finishing room on Main street and lost

sive was tue outgrowtu oi misapprenensiou.
since
was the fact we, who are mutual friends of both
are of the opinion that it is due alike to the

this

Senators,

Senate and the speakers, that whatever was felt to
be unkind or offensive in the remarks ol either
should be treated as if never uttered, and we are
now authorized to state are mutually and simultaH. Hamlin,
neously withdrawn.
M. W. Eansom,
Timothy O. Howe,
J. JJ. McDonald.
This settlement was the unanimous conclusion of the gentlemen who signed it, and was
approved cordially by the friends of the Senators.
It was read in the Senate in the presence
of all the witnesses to the transaction and met
so completely the approbation of all the Senators that it was ordered unanimously to be entered upon the records ol the Senate.
This iB
the first entry of the kind since a like action in
regard to an affair between Senators Poindexter
and Forsyth, which was similarly arranged by
the agency of Henry Clay over forty years ago.
Senators Conkling and Gordon, ever since tbe
difficulty occurred, have declined to converse
on the subject. No communication.either verbally or in writing, has passed between them.
Certaiu Senators immediately after tbe event
commenced
the business of
adjustment.
Among them prominently, Senators Hamlin
and Ransom, who were especially judicious and
effective in arranging the matter satisfactorily
on both sides. Senators Gordon and Conkling
were not in the Senate when the settlement

...

BY TEIEGRAPH.
MAINE.

quently explained.

SAVINGS

nothing.

BANKS.

The nnmber of savings banks now organized
in this State is sixty-four, the same as last
year. Those which have been placed in the
hands of receivers are the
Winthrop, Solon,
Bncksport and Lewiston Institution for Sav-

ings, paying respectively, 40, 85, 40 and 50
cents on the dollar. There will be an early settlement of the affairs of the Solon bank and
Lewiston Institution for Savings, bat the final
settlement of the others will be delayed
by
pending litigation. The deposits and profits of
the sixty banks now doing business, on the 5 th
of November last, were 826,898,432.76. The
assets, as compared with 1876, are as follows:
assets.
1870.
1877.
Invested in
United States bonds...$ 602,419 10 $ 982,869 47
State of Maine bonds..
137,319 75
97,216 50
Other state, county and
municipal bonds. 8,849,042 19
10
8,843,807
Railroad bonds and
stocks..... 3,371,021 68
81
3,058,038
Bank stock.
998,749 25
1,018,049 25
Beal estate.
464,131 92
803.009 64
Miscellaneous stocks,&e 613 947 3 4
775,917 12
Loans on real estate. 8,156,544 68
7,496 441 70
Loans on collaterals, &c.. 3,854,901 73
3,153 395 12
Cash. 751,687 02
663,088 05
$27,818,764

$26,898,432 76
This statement shows a decrease in the deposits aDd profits of the banks daring the year
ending November 5,1877, of $920,331.94. The
decrease of depositors for the same
period is
1,980, the whole number now being 88,661
The average deposit of each is $303. The de-'
crease in the deposits and profits of the banks
for the past year is $3,344,217.04 less than last
year; the decrease in depositors is 8,745 less;
the average to each depositor $3.00 less. The
total amount of net deposits on Nov. 6,1876
was $26,726,170,72; ou Nov. 6,
1877,825,092.872,65, a decrease in net deposits of $1,633,298 07.
The profits of the banks on Nov.
6,1877, were
$712,966,13 more than on Nov. 6, 1876. This
increase in profit is due to the law limiting
semi-annnal dividends to 2J per cent and the
setting apart of one-fonrth of one per centum of
deposits to a reserved fund. The decrease in
deposits results from the withdrawal of large
deposits on account of limitation of interest on
the amount of deposits of over
$2,000, the number of which is 436, largely composed of
deposits of widows, orphans,
administrators, execu70

»“““■>! »uuiu»re«iempiea Dj
restriction of single deposits to
$2,000 has been most salutary in its effeot noon
the banks.
Last year the securities owned
by banks upon
which the payment of interest,
coupons and
were
suspended
amounted
to $1.?I_„ends
thlB year t0 ®ul0>150> a decrease of

■‘■he

$185*805*89
The

non-payment secnrities, as
with 1876, aie as follows:

compared
v

kos-pavino SECCBITIES.

1876.
1877.
Public Funds.
County of Cass, Mo... .$ 3,000 00 $ 3,000 00
Douglass, Mo.. 1,200 00
Leavenworth, Kan... 10,000 00
Macon, Mo.
2,000 00
2,666’66
Macoupin, III. 12.000 00 12 000 00
Moultrie, III. 2,000 00
2,000 00
Presque Isle, Mich.. 5,000 00
6,000 00
St. Clair, Mo.... 15,000 00
Warren, 111. 2,000 00
2,UOo’o6
of
City
Appleton, Mo..
4,000 00

5,666

8,000
Lawrence. Kan.
St. Joseph, Mo. 6.000 00
Town orBrimfield, 111. 1,000 00
Evans, III.
7,000 00
Mascoutab, 111. 5,000 03
Warrensburg, Mo. 2,000 00

3,200
6,000

185,200 00

50.200

Railroad Bonds.

co
00
00

1,666’66

7,000

00

2’,666’6o
00

Bucksport and Bangor. Me.... 24,000 00
Connecticut Western, Conn.... 20,000 00
9 000 oo
European & North American,
Me...........
413,000 00 377,030 00
Burlington, Cedar ltapids &
Minnesota, Iowa. 13,000 00

Chicago,Dubuque

&

Minnesota',

...

5°-50i>

18)°°0 °°

U'0C0 00
23,000

00

Chicago, Michigan & Lake
Shore, Mich....30,770 00
Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lalayette, Ind........ ...
Lawrence, Leavenworth & Galveston, Kan. 15 * 120 89
Logansporf, Crawfordsvillo &

00

Ron no

MomE’N.j:::;::::;::;;- gffljj

New York, Oswego &
Midland,

NoNrthYern’p«6;iflc’::::::;;:::::;;
Portland & Rochester, m6. !

00
,9™ ™
Port Royal, S. C. & Ga. 3,666’66
Selma & Gulf, Ala
40,000 00
Springfield & Illinois Southwestern, ill... 1,000 00

d-ggg gg
Jl-ggg gg
logo

4V000
™

no

OO
00

Stansteaii,Sheffield &Chambly,

Canada..
400 00
Joseph & Denver City,
Kan., Neb. & Col. 5,000 00
Vermont Centra1, Vt. 41,000 €0
5,000 00
wh-E
?,„Wis.
White Water Valley,
Ind.
Wisconsin Central. 21,000 CO
St.

^t;on8

Minnesota, Iowa.
Central of New Jersey, N. J..

Tt.iVl'jSfl11 &ntral- MicU.

Joseph^’Pacific,’

Corporation Stock.

8 000 00
00

24^000

™W"

Railroad Stock.
Burlington, Cedar Rapids &

SC
Kan’.’.’.’.;
Vermont & Canada, Vt.

000 00
4 J/00 00
5

«

«.900

00
00

aa

15 300 00
45,400 00

»

5,030 00

5.003 00

67,400 00

84,750 00

Bath

Manufacturing & Gommercial Co., Bath, Me.
700 00
Central New Jersey Land Improvement Co.. N. J.
Continental Mills,

Lewiston,

vH?eLV”.\..
Ifrauklin Co„ Lowislon, hie
..

700 00

2,700 00

40,000 00

41,600 00
4e,ooo 00

12,300 00

85,000 00

41,600

00

There was fighting all day yesterday at San
Elizario between the state troops and Mexicans
from both sides of tbe river.
Charles Kerbeb.
The Governor sent the following despatch to
President Hayes:
I am officially informed that the citizens of
Mexico, in connection with the Mexican-born
citizens of El Paso county, Texas, were fighting all day yesterday in Texas, with a detachment of state troops, who are aiding oar civil
authorities, the Mexican force being too strong
to be repelled by Texas troops, and it being imnnRRihlA

Ferry, Androscoggin county.
Slate Teachers’ Association.
Teachers’

session

oi

iae

Maine

Association,

which begun yesterday,
It has been well attended.
G. A. Kobertson of Augnsta, presided.
Papers
were read by Dr. J. H. Hanson of
Waterville,
on “Study of Arithmetic,” by the same on
“Language in Mathematical Teacbiog,” by

closed this

noon.

Prof. Wilson of Hallowell, on “Algebra.”
Messrs. Harris, King, Keyer, Straw and
Melcher, took part in the discussions, which
were of much interest to all engaged in educational work.

The York Mills.
If the weather continues favorable work will
be resumed quite generally in the York mills
the first of the coming week. This is
good
news to the operatives, who
expected to be out
of work for a much longer time.
Probable Murder on Board a Gloucester
Vessel at Eastport.

Eastport, Dec. 16.—Schooner Gazelle, Gloucester, Gapt. Johnson, came in here yesterday*

The crew went oft with the dories to attend to
trawls. One dory returned to the vessel which
had been left in the charge of the
and

captain
a man named Jones of Gloucester.
They
found the captain lying on the deck
bleeding
and stabbed. Jones was covered with blood
and was throwing water on the captain. The
men took Jones, lashed him on deck
and
brought him iu here. A large knife was found
with which Jones had cut the captain. Jones
had thrown the American flag overboard so
that no signal could be hoisted. The
captain

has two stabs on the face and two on the
head,
and it is thought he cannot live. Jones is in
the lockup. He denies cutting the
captain.
They had some words the night before.

nVil

nnaia

from oirivana

may be nearest to the scene of action to repel
this invasion of our territory.
I have the honor to be your obedient servant,
R. H. Hubbard, Governor of Texas.
Latest despatches from El Paso report five
rangers and a merchant named Ellis, killed by
Mexicans yesterday. State troops are intrenched, and Sao Elisario is surrounded by a mob of
several hundred Mexicans from both sides of
the river. The Governor telegraphed orders to
recruit men from the nearest points in Texas
and New Mexico to aid the state troops.
Washington, Dec. 15.—The news of troubles
in El Paso county, Texas, and the telegram of
Gov. Hubbard to the President, calling for assistance from the United States troops for the
purpose of repelliDg the invasion of Texas territory by the Mexican forces, caused some excitement in this city, but the advices in possession of the goxeroment do not warrant the impression that any difficulties other than mrrely
local troubles have presented themselves. There
is no idea whatever that the Mexican government is making any hostile demonstration, bat
so far as can be learned the
unfriendly movements are nearly the same nature as those
which were the subject of attention from the
War Department some months ago, when the
question of the proprietorship of certain salt
pits in El Paso county caused much disorder i n
that section.
This government does not consider the troubles reported today are in any degree international. The despatches were, however, promptly referred to the Secretary of
War, who, after a consultation with Gen. Sheridan, gave directions for mustering our forces
in Texas in such positions as to give whatever
aid may be necessary to prevent assaults upon
American citizens or their property.
Representative Mills of Texas, is in receipt
of a telegram from the Goveroor of that state,
conveyiog the impression that a company of
about twenty state and United States troops is
surrounded an the Texas side of the Rio Grande
by some 300 desperadoes, and at the time of
writing six of the state troops and one of the
United States regulars had fallen, and fighting
was still in progess.
The Governor appeals to
the President through Mills for immediate assistance.

Robert S. Keene has been appointed postmaster at North Appleton, Knox
county, and Albert Caswell at Strickland’s

Aii.—me

raiHA a

nearly all of Mexican birth and sympathy,
and having no reinforcements within 700 miles,
I ask the aid of soch United States troops as

postmaster.

Afou.

to

are

to the relief of the deserving poor in that city.
Postal Changes.
Washington, Dec. 16.—A post office has
been established at East Friendship, Knox
county, Me., and Joshna Daggett appointed

WASHINGTON.
The Post Route Rill.
Washington, Dec 15.—The post route bill
was not signed by the President the Senate
having adjourned before the House concurred
iu its ameudments.
It will be signed as soon
as Congress reassembles and sent to the Presi-

dent.for approval.

Various matters.

The Senate iu executive session confirmed
the nomination of McCormick to be Commissioner General to the Paris Exposition.
The Committee on Foreign Affairs have organized a sub-committee to continue the investigation of the affairs on the Rio Grande. It is
composed of Messrs. Schleicher, Farney of Alabama, and Williams of Wisconsin.
Forcible

MASSACHUSETTS,
Mr. Bowles Improving.

Springfieed, Dec. 16.—Mr. Bowles rested
better last night than for a long time, and has
been more comfortable today than ever before
since his attack.
Th's evening he inquired
what the news was, asking in detail about the
result of the city election, the fight io the Senate over the Southern
Senatorsbips and New
--

WUICU were
-ppuiumiouuj,
wan
the

Uu..w

pending when he
attacked,
Eastern
war, French politics, &j. He commented on
all subjects in his most characteristic vein.

Repudiation.
St. Louis, Dec. 10.—A despatch from Osceola, Mo., says a mob of armed and masked
men took possession of that town Friday
night,
arrested everybody on the streets at the muzzle
of revolvers and shot guns. They then went
to the court bouse and seized all the tax books
for this and past years In the county clerk’s
and treasurer’s offices and carried them away.
The trouble grew out of a railroad tax which
had been levied to
certain
pay
judgments
against the company for past due interest on
railroad bonds. Several of the mob were recognized by officers of the law, and arrests are
probable, in which event more trouble will
doubtless occur.
TELEGRAMS.
Ex-President Grant sailed for Leghorn SaturMINOR

nETEOKOLOniCiL.
indications
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Wab Dbp’t, Oppiob Chief Bignal )
Offichb, Washington, D.C.,
>
Dec, 17, (1 A. M.)J
Eor Slew England
cooler northwest to northeast
barometer and clear weather.

winds, rising

XLYth Congress-Regular Session.
SENATE.

fehtoWnT^w%, N.-Y” #8 gg

ty:

$10,000, with the provision that 6 per cent, interest be paid his wife daring her life
time, and
the income of tbe fund to be devoted thereafter

43,000 00
93

the Governor from the Sheriff at El Paso conn-

Bangok, Deo. 16.—Hen. A. G. Wakefield,
formerly Mayor, haB presented the city with

°°

25,000

Troops.
Galveston, Texas, Deo. IS.—The News’ specials report that tbe El Paso trouble has broken oat anew, and that fighting between the
state troops and the Mexicans has bsen going
on for two days.
The following despatch has been received by
for

a,

....

65)865 00

Another Attack on El Paao—The Governor of Texas Calls npon the President

GUI to tbe Poor of Bangor.
[To the Associated Press.l

oaw,

reported.

BIO GBANDE RAIDS.

(lenerons

...

Iu™.
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Houston, Texas.
00

was

Washington, Dec. 15.
Mr. Butler or South Carolina, submitted a resolution authorizing the Committee on Elections to investigate any threats, promises or arrangements respecting expected or contemplated accusations on
criminal prosecutions against any Senator, or any
corrupt or otherwise unlawful means or influence
used by bim him or by any other Senator for the
purpose of influencing the vote of Senators on ihe
question of discharging the committee from their
consideration of his credentials at the late session.
Mr. Cameron of Wisconsin, objected to the present
consideration of the resolution as a violation of the
agreement made vesterday not to transact any business today, and after an animated discussion the resolution went

over.

While waiting for the Committee on Enrolled Bills
to act on several matters before it, a motion was
made to go into executive session, but it was decided
such motion was a violation of tbe
agreement made
yesterday in regard to not transacting any business.
At. 2.10 Mr. Thurman said there was a matter
whicn be bad been informed would be
brought to
the attention of the Senate. He therefore moved the
doors be closed under rule 64, and bis motion was
agreed to unanimously.
Kule 61 provides that on motion made and seconded to close the doors of the Senate on the discussion
of any business which may in tne opinion of tbe Senator require secrecy, the presiding officer shall direct
the galleries cleared and during the discussion of such
motion tbe doors shall remain closed.
After secret session the Senate ajourned to January 10th.
HOUSE.
The Democratic side of the House, under the lead
Mr. Wood of New York, endeavored all day to
force a vote on the resolution for wholesale investigation, whi’e the Republican side showed an equal
amount of determination not to allow a vote upon
It*
Filibustering tactics proved successful.
Without transacting any particular business the
House adjourned till tne 10th of January.

of

day.

Isaacah Rollins of Wolfboro, committed suicide Friday night by taking poison.
Four fires occurred in Philadelphia Saturday
night, none very serious, however.
Edely’s pail factory at Hull, Out., was burned yesterday. Loss $20,000.
The financial debate will not be resumed in
the Senate till Jan. 2Lst.
Independence Hall in Philadelphia, was damaged by firs Saturday night.
Barn of J. Cook in MerideD, Ct., was burned
yesterday. Loss $5000.
Ryland, one of the candidates for the California Senatorsbip, has withdrawn.
Silas P. HarriDgton, Massachusetts, dropped
dead yesterday of apoplexy.
The Murphy movement has broken oat at
Pittsfield, Mass.
The fnneral of tbe late Jacob Grau, the well
known opera impressario, took place in New
York yesterday.
Yesterday was very quiet in New York owing to tbe rigid enforeuient of the law against
liquor selling.
Schooner Elizabeth Ewads, Capt. Dearborn,
is ashore at Fire Island. She will prove a total
loss. She hails from Philadelphia.
James McClendon (colored) was hung iu
Louisiana Saturday for the murder of O. VV.
Evans, a year ago.
C. D. Evans, a farmer of Kirksville, Ohio,
was murdered Friday by a tenant named Coulter, who struck him with a sledge hammer.
Several Cheyenne chiefs visited Geu. Sheriban Saturday aod offered aid in suppressing
atrocities in the tenitories.
Thomas & Go’s grocery at Ma.vsviile, Ky.,
was burned
Loss $50,000; insuryesterday.
ance

$25,000.

Three business blocks in Laconia, N. B.,
owued by J. Farrar, SV. S. Swain and J. G.
Gilbert, were burned yesterday. Loss $10,000;
loss $7500.
Au attempt was made to wreck a train on
the Hudson river railioad at XlSth street, New
Several rails were torn np.
York, yesterday.
Six trauips were arrested on suspicion.
Baroness Debyssierres, daughter of Ben Halliday, tbe California millionaire, died iu New
York yesterday.
She was 25 years of age and
a

Roman Catholic.

ITALY.

The

Turco-Russian

THE

TURKS

War.

ANXIOUS

FOR

PEACE.

The Porte's Circular to the Powers.
E'ena Burned and Evactuated by
Suleiman Pasha.
j
SERVIANS ACROSS THE FRON- !
!
TIER.
!
!
New Yore, Deo. 15.— Kiernan’s London
specials hare the following:
Suleiman Pasha is forty fjing all positions on

tbe Lorn
An Athens despatch says that the speedy
participation in the war by Greece is expected.
Constantinople, Deo. 15.—A circular note
despatched by tbe Porte to the signatories of
the treaty of 1871, commences by the statement
that the origin ol tbe present important events
is perfectly known.
The imperial government
is conscious of having done nothing to proVoke
has
it
done
war;
everything to avoid it, and has
vainly sought to discover Russia’s motives in
her aggressive campaign. The Porte has shown
a desire for improvement by
reorganizing the
judicial system and devising reforms, without
distinction of race or religion, according to the
constitution, which has everywhere been well
received.
Partial reform is of no avail.
The adoption of improvements in one part of
the empire only, would incite other communities to revolt.
Any doubt as to the execution
of these reforms should disappear before tbe
solemn declaration tbe Porte now makes.
A
state of war simply retards such reforms, and
is disastrous to the country generally,
destroy-

ing agricultural interests, killing industries
and undermining financial reorganization.

Independently ol these arguments for reform, what reason can there be for continuing
the war?
Russia has declared that she is not
animated by a spirit of conquest; the military
of
honor
both sides must be abundantly satisfied. What object can there be of prolonging a
contest ruinous to both countries.
j-iio ujuuicut

uao

«iuvtu

to accept peace without

me

uemgersu L

affecting their
dignity. Europe might now usefully iuterpoBe
her good offices, since the Porte is ready to
powers

terms.
The country is not at the end
of its resources, and is still prepared to fight in
its own defense.
It is ready moreover to sacrifice all for the independence and integrity of
Fatherland. But the Porte is desirous to stop
farther effasion of blood, and therefore appeals
to the feelings of justice which must animate
the great powers, hoping they will reoeive the
overtures favorably.
come to

London, Dec. 15.—A Plevna correspondent
of the Times telegraphs that he believes the
Russians will not advance immediately, but
await the effects of the fall of that plaoe. Tbe
heavy guns which were already on the Sofia
road, between Plevna and the river Vid, have
been hauled back, which would have been a
waste of labor if a speedy advance on the Balkans was intended.
The Times correspondent with the Grand
Duke Vladimir shows that the Metchka affair
was confined to skirmishers aid cavalry with
some field artillery practice.
He thinks the
Turks may have lost a thousand men altogether, as they were much exposed, but the Russian loss is insignificant.
The Russian force
on the field was three brigades.
The Turks
were driven across the river Lorn, and their intrenchments on the west bank are now in possession of the Russians.
Bucharest, Dec. 15.—Osman Pasha has
sent a short telegram to the Porte, Istating that
he had not received reinforcements nor provisions, but nevertheless resisted as long as passible.
Finally he made an attempt to force a
passage throagh the Russian lines of investment, in which the Turkish troops, despite
their valor, were unsuccessful, and he hlmse f
was taked prisoner.
New York, Dec. 15.—Kiernan’s Chicago
despatch says that the Tribune there has the
following dated London, Dec. 15:
The battle at Metchka Wednesday, seems to
have been a serious endeavor by Suleiman
Pasha to defeat the Czarowitch before the
transfer to the latter of large reinforcements
frem Plevna. The attack was directed at the
new bridge across the Danube at Kalen by way
of Metchka valley. (About sixty batteries
charged up the valley at daybreak, while the
feint was made on the Russian right. All day
the fighting was continued by artillery fire,
supplemented by frantic charges, weakly sustained. By evening the Russians took the ofthe Turkish right flank and
fensive,at. turned
f__IT_1_
_1
A ..

river Lom.

Suleiman Pasha will leave in the
quadrilateral about 75,000 men, cross the Balkans with 50,000 and unite with the army lately commanded by Me'nemet Ali. Even without reinforcements there will thus bo 100,000
men to cover Adrianople.
The British oonsul has left Erzeroum with
the consular archives and the place is nearly
wholly invested.
Nothing can be learned as
yet of the action decided upon at the cabinet
meeting here yesterday, though the circular
note of the Porte to the great powers was discussed.

Constantinople, Dec. 15.—The Servians
have crossed the Turkish frontier at Pierot,
and are marching on Kossova.
Mehemet Ali
has arrived here.
Bogot, Dec. 15.—The Turks burned and
evactuated Elena Friday.
The Russians reoccupied it

Copenhagen, Dec. 16.—The report that the
Russian minister here was believed to be negotiating with Denmark with a view of proposing Prince Waldemar or Prince John of
Glucksburg for ruler of Bulgaria is declared to
be without foundation.
London, Nov. 16 —A Reuter Constantinople
despatch says several of the powers have already acknowledged the receipt of the Porte’s
circular. The tone of Italy’s reply is very conciliatory and friendly. It says Itally will endeavor to have steps taken iu concert with the

other powers for the purpose of offering mediation.
Layard, British ambassador, denies that he
has sounded the Porte as to the conditions of
peace it will be willing to accept.
The Observer states that it has reasons to believe that the Turkish circular was
despatched
at the instance of England.
The Scotsman’s London correspondent
says
it is understood the English government does
not wish to act without the concurrence of the
other powers and is most anxious to avoid complications which might lead to unpleasautnees
with Russia.
A Reuter despatch from
Constantinople, via
Smyrna, says it is reported that England has
sounded Russia as to the condition of
peace.
The Porte, however, has been informed that
Russia desires Turkey to negotiate
direot, and
mediation will only make the terms harder.
The peace party seems to be gaining
ground
somewhat, Great discontent prevails
among
the population of Stamboul.
Seditious placards are frequently found.

London, Dec. 16.—A

rumor was current in
that Osman Pasha was
The report is not credited here as no
information can reach Constantinople from
Bucharest, and Reuter’s latest advices from
Bucharest mention nothing amiss with Osman
Pasha.
The Daily Telegoaph, however, assertS that
despatches reached London from Bucharest
stating that Osman had poisoned himself and
it was believed that he was actuated
by the Mohammedan horror of amputation, which the
surgeons informed him was necessary.
The
story is slill doubtful.
Standard's special from
Constantinople Sunday asserts that Osman has telegraphed to his
family that his wounds were progressing well.
A Berlin correspondent of the Times telegraphs that Germany replied to the Turkish
uuto mai
ucrmau
participation m mediation
depends upon the Russians consenting to a

Constantinople Sunday

dead.

policy.

North German Gazette and National Gazette
in declaring that the powers will not listen to Turkey’s appeal.
The Times’ Pera correspondent says the Turkish government obviously feels its
capability to
resistance is exhausted, and would gladly make
peace upon reasonable terms, but it api ears to
have no definite programme.
Times’ Paris correspondent states that the
Russian Minister of Finance has notified the
loan contractors that he has determined not to
receive the second instalment of the war loan
amounting to 15,000,000 marks, the option of
refusing which he has reserved.
A special to the Daily News dated
Veslutfa,
Saturday, says 4000 Russians leave for Orchamie today.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 16.—The total Russian losses ap to Dec. 13 was
77,658 men.

MEXICO.
Havana, Dec. 15.—The steamship City of
Mexico brings the following advices from Mexico:
City of Mexico, Dec. 5.—The scboouer Madison Holmes, from Tampico for New York,
foundered on the 5th of November. The cook
was drowned and the rest of the crew were
saved.
Small bands of Lsrdists who had raised revolutionary banners in the state of Tamaulipas,
have been crushed. Americau citizens residing
in Tamaulipas have registered for the purpose
of preventing foreign adventurers from playing
a double game of reclamation.
Gen. Escobedo
cannot raise a sufficient number of followers to
resist the government forces.
Tbe Mexican
troops continue to march to tbe Rio Grande.
More than one thousaud cavalry are between
San Luis.Potozi and Saltillo. Others are following in the same direction. Several battalions of infantry are on the road to the same
point and 1060 infantry and some artillery will
be sent by sea from VeraCruz to Matamoras.
Tbe troops are said to be well officered and
are armed with improved guns.

says he is in

*

FRANCE.
Bill for Dircet Taxes Voted in the
Deputies.
Versailles, Dec. 15.—In the Deputies today
Leon Say, minister of finance, proposed a convocation of the councils general for December
2ist, aud of the councils of thearrondissements
December 19th. He said it woull be
impossible to vote the entire budget and therefore
proposed that the Chamber vote the four direct
taxes. He hoped they would authorize the collection of revenue according to the
existing
a8ketl fot a credit of
0-9,000,000 francs to cover two months. The
vote would indicate the Chamber’s
confidence
in the government and he
trusted the Chamber would not refuse it.
The Chamber then
voted urgency on the two bills in
conformance
with the foregoing statement which were referred to the budget committee.
The committee thereupon proceeded to deliberate.
Later
in the day the budget comm'ttee
reported favorably ou Say’s proposition.
M. Joiiboison
behalf of the
Bonapartists, stated that he
would support M. Say’s
recommendations, but
not as expressing confidence in the
A similar statement was made on ministry
behalf of
legitimists. M. Say said that the government
thought of takiog a vote of confidence on the
budget which would he unparliamentary
The Chamber then voted the bill.
Paris, Dec. 16 The Republican Left and
Republican union have decided to ask the
ministers to grant general amnesties for
press
offences May 16th and reinstatement of dismissed ministers. It is stated that the
government will introduce a bill
making sanction of
tbe Chamber necessary for the proclamation of
a state of siege. Da Marcere, minister
of tbe
interior, has removed the restrictions upon the
hawking of newspapers.

™!;eV0V“rtlQJeUt

harry

die.
A pdblic meeting of 6000 to 8000 persons in
Pesth adopted resolutions that tbe government
should resist with arms if necessary the further
extension of the power of Rassia.
The President of the ministry refused to receive a deputation from the meeting as it was accompanied

by

a

no

to

_

crowd.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The Huron is rapidly filling with sand.
The wife of William C. Gil mao, the scrip
forger, has recovered from her insanity,
At Dr. Tyng’s chnrch in New York yesterday, 8147,000 was subscribed towards paying the
debt.
The Chickasaw and Chnekfcaw nutinna havra
united in a protest against the bill to admit Indians to citizenship.
Fonse, Hershberger & Co., have commenced
a libel suit
against Dun, Barlow & Co.
The
dimages are laid at S1GO.OOO.
Bichard H. Snowden, a leadiog real estate
dealer of Baltimore, killed himself Saturday
while carelessly handling a pistol.
The savings bank panic in Newark, N. J.,
has subsided.
There is a run on the Union
Dimb Savings Bank at Elizabeth, N. J.
M.
Henry
Bhodes, a wealthy real estate owner of Newark, N. J., has made an assignment.
Failure caused by shrinkage of real estate values and endorsing notes for a friend.
A prize fight is announced in Canada for today between Ambrose Carney of Battery B,
Artillery, and Joe Labossiexe, champion of the
Dominion.
Beuben B. Springer, who has already given
$125,000 to the Cincinnati Music Hall, announces a willingness to give $50,000 more if
citizens will add $100,000.
The cotton firm of Gimmon, Duval & Co., of
New York and Galveston, have failed. Liabilities of New York house $200,000 od contract;
Galveston house is somewhat better off.
In Boston Daniel Campbell aged 17, Saturday
morning fell through a scuttle and dowa four
stories in a store on Merchants’ Bow, and was
killed.

A)mob

Georgetown, Col., Saturday,

at

Charleston, Dec. 15.—Cotton is dull; Middling

uplands

10|c.

at

Norfolk, Dec. 15.—Cotton easy; Middling uplands at 11c.
Augusta, Dec. 15,—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 10}c.
New Oklaens, Dec. 15.—Cotton in fair demand;
Middling uplands 11c.
Savannah, Dec, 15.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands at 10}c.
Mobile, Dec. 15.—Cotton is quiet and easy; Middling uplands at 10|c.
Wilmington, Dec. 15.—Cotton is dull; Middling

sur-

rounded the county jail, broke in and took ont
notorious outlaw named SchaDne, and hung
him.
The French company are contemplating the
withdrawal of one half of their fleet from the
line between New York and Havre, owing to
the unremnnerativeness of the present service.
Mrs. Louisa Weber, wife of Oscar Weber,
living at 822 Carr street, Cincinnati, cut the
throat of her infant and then her own in a fit
of insanity. The infant will die but the mother will recover.
•xln the Supreme Court at East Cambridge Saturday morning Lucy Adu Mank, convicted
some months since of manslaughter, in
causing
ing the death of Charles Bicker io that city by
shooting him with a pistol, was sentenced to
nine years in the House of Correction.
John Kintzlor and his wife were burned to
death in their log house in the woods in Snyder
county, Penn., a few nights ago.
They were
probably murdered and robbed, and the house
burned by the robbers.
The wife and son of Joseph King are under
arrest at Liawrenceville, Ind., for the murder of
King. The son at the instigation of the mother, shot his father in the yard of their house.
The wounded man lay out all night and died in
the morning, the mother and son paying no
heed to the dying man’s cries for relief.

uplands at 10|c.

_

Havana market.
Havana. Dec. 16.—Sugar market—The proximity

of the new crop and the discouraging news from
abroad caused holders to begin the sale ot remaining
stock at disadvantageous trade. Grinding has commenced on almost all plantations and new Sugars
are expected soon; quotations still
nominal; principal sales 20C1) boxes No 8} to 13 d s at 6 @ 7} reals &
arrobe;2200 boxes Centrifugals No 10 to 11 at 6} @6}
reals; 1400 hhds do No 1 at 7 1-15 reals, and 2000 bags
do 9 to 10 at 7 reals.
Stock in the warehouses at
Havana and Matanzas 40,000 boxes, 50,000
bags and
II, 000 hhds; receipts for the week 2000 boxes, 200
bags and 150 hhds; exports during the week were
9800 boxes, 10,400 bags and 3000 hhds; including 6000
boxes, all tbe bags and 2,400 hhds to United States.
Freights—loading at Havana for United States
box ot Sugar at 75c;
hhd do 2 75 @ 3 00; per hhd
Molasses at 2 00 @ 2 25; to Falmouth and orders 32s
6d @ 358; loading at ports on the north coast for the
United States per hhd Sugar at 2 75 @ 3 00;
hhd
Molasses at 2 37} @ 2 50.
Tobacco very quiet; Yuelta Abajo at 40 @45 per
cws; Remedios 41 <p ewt.

United States sixty days currency 1$ @ 2 prem :sbort
sight do at 3 @ 3£ prem; sixty days gold at 44 @ 4$
prem; short sight 5* @ C prem; London at 14J @ 154
prem; on Paris at l£ (tg 2 prem.

m4XCl.lL AND COMMERCIAL

l&nropean markets.

Clearing House Transactions.
Portland, Dec. 15.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to day:
Gross Exchanges.$125,519 86
Net Balances.
7,301 97

tor money and account.
London, Dec. 15—12 30 F. M.—American securities—United States bonds at 67s, 1051; new 5*s, 1064;
108J; new 4$’s, 101J. Erie at 9|; do preferred

London, Dec. 15-12.30 P. M.—Consols |at 951-16

LiVEBPOOL,Dec. 15—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market—

easier, but not quotably lower; Middling uolands at
6 9-16d; do Orleans at 61: sale* 7,000 bales,
including
1000 bales for speculation and export; receipts 7950
bales, all American.
Futures partially 1-32 cheaper; December delivery
at 6 7-32; February and Marcn at 6g.
Winter Wheat at 11s @ Its 6d: spring do 10s 4 @
lls; California averages at 12s 7d (& 123 11; club at
12 10 @ 138 4(1. Corn at 29s 6d @ 29s 9d.
Peas 36s
9d. Provisions, &e.—Pork 56; Beef 86 6. Bacon at.
35 @ 36.
Lard 43s. Tallow 46s. Cheese at 64s. At
London Tallow 39 6 ® 39 9.

nan; uometuic neceipti.
By water conveyance—1000 bash corn meal to G
W True & Co.
Import*.

BONAIRE. Sclir Kit Carson—2565 bbls salt to
Waldron & True._
(export*.
Sclir Grace Davis—4167 sfcooks and
heads,
23,225 hoops.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Arcella—300 bbls flour ,1000
galls oil.
Foreign

CARDENAS.

..I.

2 spars,

Market.
ISalea at the Broker’s Board, Dec. 15.]
$1,000 Eastern Railroad 3£s. ... 513
$8,500 .do .54
Sales at Auction.
15 Bates Manufacturing Co.
@ 80J
6 Franklin Company, Lewiston. 71
25 Boston & Maine Railroad...943 @ 948
$3000 Rockland (Me.) 6s, 1902.101J@10l|
$2000 Wiscasset, (Me.) Town 6s, 1890.....101J
Second Board.
$15,000 Eastern R. new 3J bonds.513
$15000.do. 52"
10 Boston and Maine Railroad..
94|
50 Eastern Railroad... 4§

62 years.
In Harpswell, Dec. 8, Sinnett O. Johnson, aged 30
years 11 months.
In Harpswell, Dec. 6, Asenath O. Alexander, aged
7? years.
In Southport, Dec. 6, Capt. Horatio McKown, aged
66 years.
In Brooklyn, N. Y., Dae. 15, Mrs, S. M, P. Dennison, formerly of Portland.
[Funeral services Tuesday atternoon at 2J o’clock,
at the residence of John A. Osgood, No. 41 Brackett
street.

flew fork Stock and Mono? Markets.

ernment securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.
...if 7
United States 6s, 1881, coup.1103
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.106
United States new 44s, reg ex....
1048
United States new 4Js, coup. 104g
United States 4 per cents, coup.105
United States 18C7, reg.105J
United States 1867, coupon.
1053
United States, 1868, coup
110
United States new 5’s reg.
106J
United States new 5s, coup...106|

December 17.
Sunrises... ........7.31 | High water. 8.00 AM
Jliaatare

United States 10-40’s, reg.
107J
United States 10-40s, coup.
.108|
Ourrencv 6’s....., ,12o|
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Morris & Essex. 75
Western Union Telegraph Co..
771
Pacific Mail.
219
New York Central & Hudson R R.107|
Erie.
9J
Erie preferred.
2lf
Michigan Central. 57J
Panama....,.126
Union Pacific Stock,.... ... 603
Lake Shore.
.6o{
Illinois Central...
723
Pittsburg R. .... 77J
Chicago & Northwestern.
351
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. t‘G|

Saturday, Dec. 15.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—pBssengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
East port ror Boston.
Sch Hume, Calderwood, Salem, to load for Rockland.
CLEARED.
Steamship Lake Megantic, (Br) (Battersby, LiverMain.
pool—John
Sch Grace Davis, Davis, Cardenas—Phinney &
Jackion.
Sch Arcilla, (Br) Haley, St John, NB—J Maiu.
Sch Catharine, Jordan, Ellsworth—Nathl Blake.
Sunday, Dec. 16,
ARRIVED.
Steamship Ontario, (Br) Bouchette, Liverpool.
Steamer Williamsport, Willetts, Philadelphia—coal

Gloucester, Mass., Dec. 15.
Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for tbo week
ending to-day:
Fifteen lishsng arrivals have been reported, 5

Domestic

«tliu »

(Harnett.

changed;

sales 300

bbls; Yellow,Western, Jersey

and

Penn, at 2 65 @3 00; Brandywine at 3 20 @3 25.
Wheat—receipts 17,930 bush; the market is heavy
and 2 lower; sales 271,000 bush, including 15,000 bush
on the spot: 1 30 for No 2 Chicago; 1 23 for inferior
Winter ReJ; 1 41 for ungraded do; 1 45 for New York
No 2 Winter Red; 1 33} bid for No 2 Milwaukee; held
at 1 34; futures, 236,000 bush at 1 30 @ 1 32 for No 2
Spring for January, closing at 1 29J bid, 1 30} asked:
l 31} @ 1 33 do for February, closing at 1 31 bid, 131}
askedjdo December 1 29 bid, 130} asked; 133 lor
No 2 North Western lor February; 1 31} bid, 1 32}
asked for No 2 Winter Red tor December, closing at
1 42 bid, 1 45 asked lor January. Kye quiet at 73 @
74c tor Western; State at 77 @ 78c. Barley quiet
and steady; sales 7500 bush 6-rowed State at 76c;
ungraded Canada at 80c; choice No 1 Canada at 1 03.
Bariev IHalt is dull and unchanged. Corn—receipts 51,270 bush; the market is } lower and dull;
safes 82,000 bush, including £0,000 ou the spot; 52c
unmerchantable; 56c for ungraded new western
Mixed; 56 @ 57c for New York No 3; 64 @ 64}c for
New York No 2, closing at 64c; 57|c for 60tt Yellow
Western; 58} @ 59c for Yellow Delaware; 62c for old
ungraded Western Mixed; steamer Mixed for December closing at 61jc bid, 62c asked; 60}c do January, closing 60c bid, 61c asked; do February closing |

NEWS.

PORT OF POBTAND.

Gloucester Fish Market*

New York, Dec. 15—5 P. M.—Ashes quiet and
4 50 @ 4 75 for pots. Cotton is quiet and easier;
quotations are unchanged; sales 506 bales; delivered
on contract 630 bales;ordinary uplands and Alabama
at 915-16; ordinary New Orleaus and Texas at 10
l-16c; ordinary stained at 9J; middling New Orleans
119 16. Flour—receipts of 13,411 bbls; market is
dull and heavy and 5 @ 10 lower: sales 10,500 bbls;
No 2 at 3 CO @ 4 25; Superfine Western and State at
4 90 @515; common to good extra Western and
State at 5 30 @ 5 65; good to choice Western and
State at 5 70 @ 6 00; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 05 @6 75; Fancy White Wheat
Western extra at 6 80 @ 8 25; common to good extra
Ohio at 5 35 @ 7 50; common to choice extra St Louis
at 5 40 @ 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime
at 7 40 @ 8 25; choice to double extra at 8 30 @ 9 25,
includiug 1900 bbls low grade extra at 5 50 @ 6 90;
3400 bbls Minnesota extra at 5 40 @9 25; 1000 bbls
City Mills extra at 6 25 @ 6 50 for West Indies; the
market closing heavy. Southern Flour dull and
in buyers favor; sales 600 bbls; common to fair extra
at 5 90 @ 6 00; good to choice do at 6 05 @ 8 50. Kye
Flour steady; sales 300 bbls at 3 75 @ 4 30 tor Superfine and State. Corn IHeai is quiet and un-

Almanac....

MARINE

....

VyUUUBU

311-8 Exchange St., Portland, Me.]

T. FRANK JONES,

Manager.

Estaoliahed in New York, 1841.

In Portland, 1868.

They furnish detailed reports to subscribers ot the
responsibility and trustworthiness ot business men
throughout the couutry. Also publish Jann^rr,
March, July and September, The Reference Book,
containing about 700,000 name* and ratings ot
business men and Arms.
Collections ot over-due
claims a specialty.
The oldest and largest agency in the world,
having seventy-siz Branch and Associate Offices in
oompleta working order.
deoMantf®

MOWDAYr

Partridge.

will be in

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
Our Stock or Holiday Goods Is so large that in order
to giro these

GEMS OP ART
proper representation, we have (tackled to epeu
this store so that our Iriendscan examine the cola

lection

at

uniform

tneir

leisure.

die G

Bryant, Stubbs,

from Porto

Old Harbor, to load for New York.

Rico,

ar

4tb,

and

a

three-masted

schooner, both deep.|
FROM

short &

ton,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

fleets

smltw

MERCHANTS

TAKE

Bank Checks, neatly
book, for sale at the low
book.
per

a

BAILEY & NOYES.
EXOHANaS ST..

PORTLAND

oc*26

and 2m

Tarbox, from Liverpool

for

—AKD—

The

Holidays,

A Full Aisortruent ot

BRACKETS, FOOT
RESTS, EASELS,
Blacking Boxes, Dining Chairs, &c.

of all descriptions.
Don’t mind the nice Furniture in the
window that can be bought lower than you can purchase second hand at other places.
Please call.

IiOHDi

JtsJ.

Exchange

130

no.12

Street.
dtf

Goods

Holiday

Bombay.

FROM NEW YORK.

NOTICES?"

SPECIAL

Exchange St.,

The most elegant line

Extraordinary

!

Christmas Goods

Bailey

&

IN

—

Useful and Ornamental Articles

Noyes,

EXCHANGE ST.,

Will sell at
until January

ol

HOLIDAY GOODS

CUM TO PBRCH1SE

offered
in Portland just
received from New York,
and will be sold

ever

Wholesale Prices

1, 1878, Elegant

Illustrated

Gift Books.
Also
Miscellaneous
aud
Standard,
Juvenile Books, Fine Stationary
and Fancy Goods.
A rare opportunity is here
offered to buyers.

25 Per Gent Less

BAILEY & NOYES,

and see
these beautiful
GOODS whether they wish to buy

than last year’s prices.

Every one is cordially invited

Exchange St., Portland.
decl3__ snd2w
JUST RECEIVED!

or

ocl9

Mealier

Co.,

&

495 Congress St.,

Apothecaris

Cor, Preble and C'ongre.n hi*.

sndOm

JUST ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE.
dec!3dot

oysters;

December 8, 1877.

Hawes,

of Lewiston

City

not.

Carlton Kimball,

Large Assortment ot
French and
English
Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,
A

Standard
F. T.

MUNICIPAL

FIVE Per Cent. WATER LOAN BONDS.
Few cities in Kew England stands as well finanas Lewiston, ana these bonds are
commended
a very choice
security especially adapted for
TRUS r purposes.

cially

to

come

j

No old rusty shop-worn
goods in stock. My Boots
and Shoes are all new and
fresh. Owing to the mild
weather I shall sell for the
next thirty (lays tor little
or no profit, in order to
reduce my winter stock.
421 Congress Street, Sign
of the Gold Boot, first
door east of First Parish
Church,

as

Irving J.Brown.

FOR MALE BY

SWAN Ac
jj2

‘400

BARRETT,

MIDDLE STREET,

sneodtf

THAT TOUNG MAN!
The latest and
hit.
best

Ask your book or newscents a copy,
delld3w

Formerly with

ship Gen Shepley, Springer, Havre.
Cld 14th, abipa Arcturus, Coaudio, Liverpool; MelNeil, do.
ArattbePass 13th. ships John Clark, Itoas, and
Hercules, Nelson, Havre.
d-ASCAGOULA-Ar 10th, brig Suwanee, Sawyer,
St Thomas.
PENSACOLA—Ar lOili, sch B F Farnham, Glikey,
Nuevitas.
Cld lOtn, sch Mollie, Atherton, Havana.
Ar 11th, scb Nellie F Sawyer, Bunker.-.
Cld lltu, sch Mary D Hassell,Carter, New Bedford
FERNANDINA—In port 12th, schs Mina A Reed,
Strout, for Rio Janeiro; Adeliza, Libby, tor Port
Spain.
SAVANNAH—Cld 13th, scb Carrie Bell, Seavey,
Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Ar 13th, barque Glenelda, (uev*$
Corning, Pembroke.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar nth, sch Flora Condon,
French, New York,

BATH MUNICIPAL
*
PORTLAND
PORTLAND AID R. R.
•
WALDOBOKO
DA M A RI SCOTT A

day'r
purchases elsewhere.

6s
Gs

CLEVELAND
FREEHOLD MORTGAGE
MAINE CENTRAL

«s
7s

ALEXANDER,

MARKET SQUARE.

P. S -Persons that have left Watches with me for
repaira will please call and pay charges and take
away before the first of January.
de!4dlw
F. J. AltUXiNDEK.

them

Gicnr iMGKfji
free to nny
u«l«lre»H upon receipt of Btaiup.

■(*■!

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle and

Q8

7s

FOR MALE BY

ocao

!

Clocks anil Jewelry at Cost!
“our

F. J.

6s
6s

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

Sale

As I intend to leave Portland about the firs* of Janor
uary 1 wi!l sell my stock

Watches,

5S
6s

'G. Palmer.

Out

Closing

INVESTMENTS.

Only 60

M

aut6_*_ .ltf_

dealers for bim.

rose,

NOTICE!

Nicely Engraved

bound *JOO in
price of 91.00

DOMESTIC PORT*.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 13th inst, ship Bohemia,
Trask,-.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 9th, 6ch Brigadier, Norton,

Rock laud.
Old 13th,

ium,

Cor. Union and Middle Sts..

Christmas

SPOKEN.
Oct 22, lat 34 S, lou 47 W, ship Jairus B Lincoln,
from Cardilt' for Coquimbo.
Oct 30, lat 1 N, Ion 26 W, barque Almira Itoblnson,

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]

MEMORANDA.
Barque Vesuvius, Call, from New York, arrived at
Antwerp Nov 28, in a somewhat leaky condition, having struck on Wiellingen Banks 7th.
Brig Geo E Dale, Smith, at Philadelphia from Ragged Island, reports, 1st inst, in a gale, sprung head of
foremaBt, stove water casks, lost and split sails, &c.
Brig Lizzie M Merrill, Call, from Liverpool Nov 30
tor United States, put into Milford 13th inst strained
and with loss ot head sails, &c.
Sch Robt Palmer, Dennison, from Constantinople
for Marseilles, put into Cagliari 9th inst with loss of
sails and rigging.

at the

OFFERS FOR

I Latest by European steamers.]
Cld at Liverpool 29th, Martha A McNeil, Jordan,
SW Pass; 30th, L M Merrill, Call, Galveston.
Ar at Isle of Wight 27th, Edmund Phinney,
Berry,
London for Bostou.
Ar at Carditt 29th, Lahaina. Houghton, Bristol.
Dublin—Ar at Katestown 30th, Harriet S Jackson,
Bacon, Greenock tor Ouba, (and sailed 1st); Mary C
Haskell, Hatch, Troon for do.
Ar at Messina Nov 23, Alaska, Perry, New York;
Harry Smith. Weeks, Bangor.
Ar at Marseilles Nov 28th, Clara Jenkins,
Dodge,
New York; Helen Sands, Bostord, Philadelphia.
Cld at Gibraltar Nov 23, C S Packard, Amesbury.
Malta.
Ar at Bordeaux Nov 29, Teekalet, Allen, New York
Ar at Antwerp Not 28. Lathly Kicb, Lewis, Baltimore; Bristol, Fossett, New York; 29th, Vesuvius,
Call, New York.

Ar at New York 15th, barque Chas Deering, Carter, Columbia Falla; brig Jennie Morton, Fooks,

Fajardo, PR.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 14th inst, barquo Charles R
Lewis, Race, Batavia.
At at Liverpool 14th, ship Samuel Watts, Lermond,
San Francisco, (Aug 21).

soil

^ro

and lor this small sum one can obtain a reproduction of the finest Work* of Art. Frames m great
variety. Portfolios in all styles.

lor

Sch Clara Dinsmorc, Chase, Boston, seeking freight

Allen, Boston.

These

price of

130

......

"bMjOW—Sch D M Anthony,

atere,

COR. OF UNION k MIDDLE STS.,

Port Natal.

to Randall & McAllister.
Barque John J Marsh, Pattereon, South Amboy— |
Vessel to Chase, Lea- i
coal to Randall & McAllister.
vitt <& Co.
David
Chapin, Bunker, Boston, to load lor Stores 119 Commercial Street, and 15
Barque
Buenos Ayres.
and 16 market Square,
Kit
Sch
Carson, (of Bucksport) Lawrence. Bonaire
Will receive weekly during the winter cargoes ol
25 days, with loss of new foresail in a gale 14th, Carfresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which they wilt
go 2565 bushels salt to Waldron & True.
sell by the barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the
Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Virginia—oysters to
aud
Atwood
&
Co.
lowest market rates.
&
Timmons
Hawes,
Also constantly on hand New York, Blue Point
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Philadelphia—iron to
ami
Prnvidpnefl Rivor (Ivaloru
frvr ceU tn
and
coal
to
P
O
R
R.
&
Stove
Co,
Portland
iuia—cuai iu x\au>
desired quantity.
All orders by mail promptly
OCU i.uaua»Ka, nauuigiuu,
filledMcAllister.
dall &
nol&lsntf
for Lubec.
Scb Ontara,

17,

ENOCH LORD,

Ar at Valencia Nov 27, brig J F Merry, Bradley,
New York.
Ar at Palermo 6th inst, barqne Investigator, Carver, New York.
Sid tm Messina prer to 14th inst, brig Sarah & Emma, Johnson, Baltimore.
Sid fm Genao 12th inst, barqne Justina H Ingersoll,
Strout, New York.
Ar at Havre Dec 13, barque H F Hussey, Darrah,
Charleston.
Sid fm Liverpool 13th inst, ship Jos Clark, Havener, for New York.
Ar at St Michaels Dec 14, ship Zephyr, Sweetsir,
from Liverpool for New Orleans, (put in to land
crew of an abandoned Br ship.)
Ar at Milford 14th inst, brig Lizzie M Merrill, Oall,
lrom Liverpool lor United States.
Ar at Montevideo Oct 26, brig E H Williams, Tucker, New York.
At Babia Nov 12, brig Dauntless, McFarland, from
London, ar Nov 6.
At Pernambuco Nov 10, sch Etna, Sawyer, tor New
York, ldg.
Ar at Jeremie Noy 16, sch W H Card, Foss, New
York, lor do via Miragoane.
Ar at Milk River 2«th, barque Eva H Fisk, Brown,
St Thomas.
Ar at Kingston 2d inst, brigs F H Tobd, Maguire,
New York; L M Merrett, Herrimap, Boston.
Sid Nov 29, schs A D Henderson, Milk River aLd
Boston; Abraham Richardson, Pray, for Savanna-laMar; 30th, Fred Smith, Brown, for St Anna’s Bay
c&ud X6w York
In port Dec 6, brigs F H Todd, McGuire, lrom New
York, ar 2d: L M Merritt. Herriman. from RoRtnn.
ar 4th; scbs H E Riley, Collin, from do, ar 2d; Ad-

Timmons &

1
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—

In this city, Dec. 15, Emma F., wife of John E.
Baker, aged 19 years.
LFuneral services this Monday afternoon at
o’clk,
at No. 17 Salem street.
In Harrison, Dec. 14, Mr. Lowell V. Foster, aged

New York, Dec. 15—12.30 P. M.—Money at 5 per
cent. Gold 1U2J. Sterling Exchange, long, $4 82$;
short $4 86. Government secuities are a fraction
lower. Stocks firmer.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

tU,UUU

E D VVAHI) KUSSELL & CO.

DIED.

ending Dec. 8:
Loans, decrease.$1,074,200
Specie, increase.
571,800
Legal tenders, decrease. 915,800
Deposits, decrease. 1,015,900
Circulation, increase.
468,400
Reserve, decreaee.
90,025

Grand Banks with about 210,000 lbs Halibut; 1 from
Southern mackereling with about 100 bbls.
Trade
quiet as usual this season of the year; stock light and
quotations iully sustained; we quote bays and shore
Mackerel at $16 00 @10 00 per bbl for l’s and 2's;
Georges Cod at. 5 50 ^ qtl; Bank Cod at 4 25 ap qtl;
Hake at 1 25 p qtl; Pollock at2 00;Cusk at 3 50;
Haddock at 3 00; Napes and Fins at 4 50 per bbl;
Halibut fins at 7 00; Halibut &t Heads 3 50; Tongues
and Sounds at 9; pickled Sword fish at 7 00; pickled
tongues 6; pickled Haddock at 3 75; pickled Cod at
4 50; Smoked Halibut 6}c ^ lb; prepared and boneless Cod 5 to 7c
lb, as to quality; Fresh Halibut
at 9} and 7 ^ lb for wli'te and grey Bank and Georfish—we
Shore
quote Codfish 3c -p lb; Haddock
ges.
at 2}c p1 lb. Medicinal oil at 110 per gal; tanners
oil 50c per gal; porgie oil 48c per gal.

Wilt ME MffidT

Tackard, Channel,)
Ar at Sonrahaya Oct 12, barqne Emma L Partridge,

In Boothbay, Dec. 2, Morris Seavey and Mrs. Alice
Fuller.
In Bath, Dec. 12. Ezra A. Cunningham and Miss
Angie EcNeal.
In Biddeford, Nov. 15, Arthur W. Wentworth and
Miss Francena Dennett.
In Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 15th, Mrs. Sophia M. P.
Dennison, formerly of Portland.
[Funeral services Tuesday alternoon from No. 41
Brackett street.

Statement.
New York, Dec. 15.—The following is the weekly
statement ol the New York City Banks for the week

NOTICES.

Cook, Barbadoes.

Ar at Anjier Oct 17, ship Leonora, Griffin, Singapore for London; 26th, barque H D Brook man, Pettigrew, New York.
Passed Anjier Cct 21st, ship Corsica, Stetson, from
New York lor Samarang.
Sid fm Batavia Oct 24tb, barque Beatrice Havener,
Havener, for Padang and New York; Mary M Bird,

Nov 4. lat 8 N, Ion 27 W, ship Oneida,
Eaton, from
Swansea tor Callao.
Nov 26, lat 48, lonfl,6ch Fred A Carle, Condon,
from Dublin for Baltimore.

MAK-RIED.

—

Bank

vawigvo

—

Boston.

...

1JU1U

M

Sound to Blaine!
The Family Silver, when polished with “SILVER
WHITE.” Try It, ladies—it costs but a trifle, and
will save your time and strength. Sold by Jewelers
and Druggists. DENNISON & CO., Proprietors,

Boston Slock

...

_

44$c:

a

Foreign

SPECIAL

j

Persian Nates.
Tbe Italian deputies ou demand of the ministers for a vote of confidence gave a feeble
majority amounting to defeat.
The Pope’s health is much improved.
He

concur

Belgrade, Dec. 16 —Prince Milan has
started for Alexiuatz,
The Servians under
Gen. Lieschganin have occupied with
artillery
the heights of Topulnitza aud
Seoanikeo, commanding Fort Wranior near Weisoh.

Cld 11 tb. scb Hattie Turner, Mclntire, Thomaston.
59*c bid, 61c asked :57c do for May, closing 56fc bid.
58c asked: 64*c for No 2 Decern tier,closing at 64c bid,
RICHMOND—Ar 12th, sch L & D Fisk, Baker,
64*c asked; do for January 63*c bid, 64*c asked: do
Richmond.
February at G4c bid. 66c asked; May at 60c bid, 61 Ac
Sid I2tb. sch Light Boat, Wood, Richmond.
asked. Oats—receipts 34,468 bush; the market is
NORFOLK—Ar 11th, sch S P Hall, Smith, from
dull and in buyers favor; sales 52,000 bush: 35 @ 41c
Philadelphia.
for Mixed Western and State; 38 @ 43*c for White
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 12tb, sch Julia A Ward, for
Western and State, including New York No 3 White
Portland.
at 37c; New York No2 White at 38*c; do No 1 at
FORI HESS MONROE—Passed out 13th, ship Ma38|c;old Mixed Western at 37*c in storec; Mixed bel Clark, from Norfolk for Liverpool.
State at 38 @ 39c; White State at 38 @ 43*c; Mixed
BALTIMORE—Cld 13tb, ecbs J C Crafts. Greeley,
Western 37* @ 38c; White Western 38 @ 40.
fl a?
New London; Annie Leland, Homer, Warren, Rl.
steady at 6u for shipping. Hops firm with a fair
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, brig Gazelle, Dickexport demand. CoflVe—ltio is quiet and unchangson, Bilboa.
ed; cargoes quoted at 16 @ 20c gold; job lots at 16 @
Cld 14th, schs E M Sawyer, Falkingham, Jackson21*cgold. Sugar stronger with better inquiry at ville.
7* @ 7*c for fair to good refining; J7| for prime; 550
Below, brig Etta Wbittemore, Wright, Irom Livfinds at 7*c for fair refining Muscovado; 8Jc for Cenerpool.
At Newcastle 13th, scbs E&GW Hinds, Teaser,
trifugal ; refined is firm and in good demand at 9* @
and Helen Thompson.
9* for standard A; 9g @ 9*c for granulated; 9| @ 9|c
for powdered; 9* @ 9* lor crushed. iIIoIhhm m quiet
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, schs Ada S Allen, Dudley,
and unchanged. iCice quiet and without material
Windsor, NS; Telegraph, Mahoney, Bangor; Chas E
change in price. Petroleum is quiet; crude at 8c; Sears, Turner. Lubec; E G KDigbt, Pratt, Rockland;
refined at 13*c; 25,000 bbis of united at 1 87* @ 1 90*.
LB French. Haskell. New Bedford, Jed F Duren,
Tallow steady at 7* @7 9-16. Naval Stores—
Cook, Windsor, NS; Telegraph, Post, Bangor; LaRosin is quiet at 1 67* @ l 72* fur strained. Turpenconia, Crockett, Rockland; Delmont Locke, Pendletine quiet at 33*c for Spirits. Egg* firm at 26 @ 2wc
ton, Boston; Harbinger, Chandler, Bristol, Rl; A K
for State and Penn, 23 @ 27c for Western: 25 @ 26c
Woodward, Woodward, Norwalk; F M Crowley, 1
for Canada; 16 @ 18*c for limed.
Coal unchanged
Crowley, New Haven.
at 2 60 @3 73 per ton for Anthracite per cargo.
Ar 14tb, schs L P Mallory, Stetson, Turks Island;
Leather unchanged; Hemlock sole, Buenos Ayres
Lunet, Hinds, and WG R Mowrey, Eaton, Calais;
aud Rio Grande light, middle and heavy weights at
Hattie Coombs, Bishop,Rock land; Johnnie Meserve,
22 @ 24c; California do as 22 @ 23*c; common do at
French, do; Itobt Jtfc Smith, Rockport; George & Al21* @ 23c. Pork opened heavy and closed firm at
bert, Bryant, Bangor; R M Brookings, Brown,West13 00 for mess
port; Nathl Holmes, Dow, and W B Darling. PenWool firm with moderate demand {domestic fleece
dleton, Providence; Douglas Haynes, Adams, and
at 33 @ 54c; pulled at 18 @ 42c { unwashed 10 @ 30c;
Sea Bird, Stanley, do; Herald, Poland,New London;
Lexas 14 @ 28c.
Harriet Fuller, Hodgdon, Bangor; Nellie Chase, RanFreights to Liverpool—the market easier; Cotton
dall, Portland; E C Knight. Pratt, Rockland; Mary
per sail at *d: per steam at *@9-32; Wheat per ! Ann, Alley, Bristol; Wm Penn, Hart, Warren, Rl;
steam at 7|d.
Martha Weeks, Somes, Providence.
At Hart Island 13th, schs Lunet,from Calais; ForChicago, Dec. 15.—Flour is quiet aud unchanged.
est City, and Ganges, from Bangor.
Wheat is in fair demand and irregular; No 1 ChicaCld 13th, brig Anita Owen. Guplill, Santander; sch
go Spring at 1 07* @ 1 08; No 2 Chicago Spring at
Richard W Denham, Chase, St Marc, Hayti.
1 05* cash and seller December; 1 00 seller January;
Cld 14th, ship St David, Smalley, San Francisco;
I 08* seller February; No 3 at 1 02; rejected at 90c.
Corn in fair demand at 43ccash; 4ljc bid seller Janbarques Union, Randall, Gibraltar; Lizzie Merry,
Keazer, Port Spain; Palo Alto, Jenkins, Havana;
uary ; 41*c seller February {rejected 34c. Oats in fair
demand at 24*c Did for cash aud seller December; 24g
brig Wauban, Spencer, Barbadoes; sch M G Moseley,
seller January; 24§c seller February.
Higgins, Caibarien.
Rye dull and
Passed through Hell Gate 18tb, sch Rival, Dunton,
unchanged at 56c. Barley dull at 61c. Pork unsetfrom New York for Bath.
tled at 11 75 @ 11 80 cash; 11 00 for old December;
Passed through Hell Gate 14th. schs Grace CushII 87* @.11 90seller Jauuary; 12 05 seller Februarv.
Lard at 7 75 cash; 7 77* @7 80 for Jauuary. Bulk
ing, Mosher, from New York for Providence; James
Holmes, Ryder, do for Belfast; Lookout, Thompson,
Meats are dull; shoulders at 4*c; clear rib at 6; clear
Port Johnson for Boston; New Zealand, Young, do
sides 6*. Whiskey at 1 06.
for Providence.
Receipts—14,000 bbia Hour, 66,000 bush wheat, 54,NEWLONDON-Ar 12tb, sch Annie L Palmer,
000 bush corn, 38,000 busn oats, 4300 bush rye, lb,
from St Marc tor Uncasville.
000 bush barley.
NEW HAYEN-Ar 14th, sch Mary J Cook, Cook,
bbis
Shipments—9,500
Hour, 9,000 bush wheat, 15,Pensacol a.
000 bush corn, 9,000 busn oats, 000 bush ive, 1,PROVIDENCE—Sid 14th, scha Nellie Doe. Trask,
000 bush barley.
Wilmington. Del; Marion Draper, Bafley, and Anna
Toledo, Dec. 15.—Flour steady. Wheat steady ;
S Murch, Woodard, New York ; Odell, Winslow;
No 1 White Michigan held at 1 30* and 1 30 bid; AmMadagascar, Robbins, and Geo W Baldwin, Dennis,
Michigan ou spot and seller December at 1 29*{seller
New York.
January at 130*; seller February at 1 3U: No 1 Red
FALL RIVER—Ar 12tb. sch Palos, Philadelphia.
winter on spot l 27}; seller January at 129; No 3
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 13th, brig Open
Red at 113. Cora is dull; High Mixed held at 48}c;
SOUS UdlUUUU,
OClt, UWU1UF, UUPIU11 1UT ROW 1U1A,
No 2 on spot at 49}c; new seller December at
for do; Vandalia, Betts. EllsWallace,
January 43c; May held 47}c and 47}c bid; rejected worth forCherrytleld
do; Ida L Howard, Rich, fm Calais for do;1
new 41c; damaged at 45}c; new 34}c.
Oats dull and
Milwaukee, Fickett, and Hampton, Fletcher, Provinominal.
dence for do.
Receipts—000 bbls flour, 25,000 bush wheat, 49,000
BOSTON—Ar 14th, sch M & E Henderson, Cranbush corn, 1,000 bush oats.
mer, Weehawken.
Shipments—400 bbls flour, 17,OOO.busb wheat, 31,000
Cld 14th, barque David Chapin, Bunker, Portland,
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
to load tor Buenos Ayres.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 13tb. schs May Eveline, McMilwaukee, Dec. 15.—Flourlis quiet and unchanged. Wheat is unsettled and closed steady ;No 1 Clearn, and Clara L Dyer, Beers, from Portland for
hard ^Milwaukee at 1 ll;No 1 solt Milwaukee 110;
Jamaica; Silver Spring, Steele, Addison tor Boston;
No 2 Milwaukee at 107}; 1 07} ior January; 1 U8} for
Lewis R Smith, Leach, Bncksport for Salem,
February; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 02}. Corn firmer;
No 2 at43}c. Oats dull—No 2 at 24}c,
FOREIGN PORTS.
Receipts—11,000 bbls flour, 119,000 bush wheat.
At Newcastle, NSW, Nov 1G, ship Antelope, Chebbls
Shipment#—21,000
flour, 19,000 bush wheat.
ney, for Shanghae.
Ar at|Port Chalmers Nov 15, barqne S R Lyman,
Detroit, Dec. 15.—Wheat, is lower; extra White
Michigan at 134}; No 1 White‘Michigan at 1 29} for Plnkbam, New York.
1
At Singapore Dec 14, ship Templar, Haskell, for
ca8h; 29} @ 1 29} seller December; 1 30} @ 1 30} for
seller January; No 1 Amber Michigan at 1 2G}. Corn
Boston, ldg.
At Singapore Nov 2d, batqne Nettio Merriman,
quiet and unchanged; new at 43c. Oats in good demand ; No 1 Michigan 30|c cash; No 1 Mixed 30}c
Marsters, horn Batavia, ar Nov 1.
seller January.
Sid fm Bombay Nov 9, ships Saratoga, Kendall,
Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat, Calcutta; 10th, Oregon, Cashing, Valparaiso.
In port Nov 12, ships Hermon, Dillon, for rice port;
I, 700 oush com, 1,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1,850 bbls flour,15,000 bush wheat, 2,600
Florida, Curtis, and Isaac Reed, Colley, unc.
bush corn, 2800 bush oats.
Sid 1m St Helena Nor 6th, brig William Robertson,

Resignation of the Ministry.
Rome, Dec. 16.—Signor Depretis has informed the Chamber of Deputies that io consequence of the present position of parliamentary
parties, the ministers have resigued and the
King has accepted their resignations, and
Charged him (Depretis) with the duty of forming a new ministry.

in the Senate.

New York, Deo. 15.—Sharp words passed
in the oxecutive session yesterday between
Senators Gordon of Georgia and Conkling, and
Senators Hill and Blaine.
Mr. Conkling characterized a statement of
Gordon’s that he (Conkling) was ordering the
Vice President to “go on with tho calendar
which several others had also done, as falseand in response to Gordon saying, “We wili
settle this elsewhere,” Conkling more impressively and decidedly said that Gordon’s statement was false, and that he (Conkling) was
ready to settle it there and then, or anywhere.
Mr. Hill referred to Mr. Wade as one who
has furnished information about Southern outrages to Northern newspapers, and was consequently unfit to hold office in the South
Whereupon Mr. Blaine stated that the outrages
would always be heard from so long as they occurred.
Considerable excitement was occasioned in
the Senate by these passages, and just bafore
the adjournment, Mr. Thurman partially excused Gordon, and Mr. Hamlin responded for
Conkling, but neither Gordon nor Conkling
took any part in the effort for conciliation.
The Times says of the debate, that it was the
“crack of the slave drivors’g whip again.”
The San said that Gordon appeared to be the
mouthpiece of the administration.

pro’

991,890 75

Quarrel

How it Originated and How it
was Settled.

cent, of the assets of the banks. The
following
shows the sum total of the deposits and profits of
the banks as they existed at lime of their examination by the Examiner the present
year
also their resources and the character and
portions into which they are distributed as
compared with 1876:
1876.
1877.
Total deposits and proifs.*29,142,352 34 *27,190,351 77
public funds owned. Resources.
Resources.
United States bonds.* 602,510 88 * 818,069 88
Maine.................... 2,189,004 47
1,980,959 11
The other l*ew Jkagland
States......
312,33t 50
291,056 50
Out of New England. 6,095,725 30
6,807,087 61
Of Maine.:...

foreign!

CONKLING-GORDON.
5,008 80

Exchange Sts.
sntf

COLLINS
& BOM, Portland, liaiot
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the Periodical Depots ot Fes
May
■©mien Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews
N.
B. Kendrick, and Chisholn
Wentworth, Moses,
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury,
At Saco, of L Hodgdon and H, B, Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stetens &Co
be obtained
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TO-DAY

Anniversary ef the Portland Benevolen i

sons

The

anniversary of the Portland Benevolen i
Society was observed at the First Parish churcl
last evening by an address from GeD. J. L
Chamberlain. The cborch was filled by tbf
time the full notes of the organ had ceasei
pi tying the voluntary. Rev. Mr. Fenn of Higi
street church read passages of scripture touch
ing upon the subject of charity, after which b<
offered prayer. Rev. Dr. Hill gave out a hymi
which was sung with fine effect by the chnrcb
choir. At its close Gen. Chamberlain com
meoced his address. He said that the old max
im that “Property is robbery,” and the command “Tbou*shalt not steal,” seem wide apari
and Contradictory. The first states that nc
shall hold for himself what he has acquired, while the second recognizes that there
is a right to hold property and that othen
man

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall -Wrestling Match.
Christinas Sale.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Carlton Kimball—3.
Read Studley's Announcement.
Examine Merry’s.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Millinery—H. S. Baler & Co.
Wm. Senter & Co.—New Jewelrv.
Additional Type-Writer Testimonials.
Card—T. Lobenstein.
New store, New Goods—Geo. H.
Cushman.
.Jauuary 1st—W. F. Studley.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Furs—Merry.
Cormac & Perry.
Passamaquoddy House.
Christmas 1877—Hall L. Davis.
Independent Line.
Birds, Birds— F. O. Bailey & Co.
Wanted—A Situation,
Free Exhibition—Hayes & Douglass.

shonld respect that right. The command gives
property a high and exalted position by rank-

ing it with other gifts of much value. The
idea|that property is robbery has doubtless
touched a responsive chord in a class of people
who have been abused by riches until they
have rebelled and declared that to hoard riches

is robbery.

There is a truth in both stateand Christ has reconciled them by saying, “Lay not up treasures on earth but in
Heaven.” There is such a thing as a Christlike communism which prevents hoarding np
riches for selfish ends.
The speaker next referred to the object of the
ments

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.
Saturday.-Jonathan B. Waddell.

»

Intoxication.

As
society in whose behalf he was speaking
he understood it, it was to assist those who h .d
seen better days.
He said he should first consider what it was that gave riches snch great

dignity.

The world was made for man and be
Thirty days. Committed.
is the only master of it. It was made for good,
James M. Cobb and Henry A. Smith. For
keep, and he must be the means of producing these
ing drinking house aud tippliug shop. Probable
Mau is to be satisfied and
good results.
cause. Ordered to recognize to Stato with
be filled. These goods and gratifications may
sureties
in the sum of 5200 each.
be used simply to satisfy his appetite, or to the
mnch higher purpose of improving and enlargEobiuson for State.
Swascy & Moulton.
ing him; they should enlarge his impulses and
JKrief -loliiuun.
hopes, bis social condition and consummate
his true destiny hereafter. It is not for self
Uaua’e warp yarn mill is again running
Dight alone, but to influence others and help the m
and day to fill orders.
forward. By the right use of property here we
The lioise cars have discontinued their Sunmay lay up a reward for the life which is to
come.
Earthly riches are not to us despised
day trips for the winter.
and will not be if considered rightly.
Money
D. W. Hull, M. D., lias
Elel
challenged
R,
need not be as it often is “the root of all evil.”
t\ Emerson, an Adventist
Brownson
says that property is communion
minister, for a diswith God through the external world.
cussion on Spiritualism and the Bible.
The
above
is
the
nature and office of property and
Mr. Brown Of DcAlinor Contra hi.
the place it holds, but we now pass to consider
ed building a store ou Western avenue near the
the right to hold property.
There is no
head ot Pleasant street.
reason why
a
man
not
may
lay
up
ask
God
to
property and he should
The police were busy Saturday notifying citihelp him get aud increase his riches.
zens that they most look after the sidewalks in
The rights by which men hold property may
future or call and settle.
properly be stated under three heads. 1st, by
possession and occnnancv: 2d. bv labor exnpnrtItev. Mr. Carpenter of Bridgton, will deliver
ed in getting it; 3d, by the asserting ot the
the final lecture in the Saccarappa series of enwill. The first of these reasons may be called
tertainments on next Wednesday evening.
the lawyers’ for Blackstone says.
UnchallengThe next lecture in the M. L. A. course will ed use becomes Ownership
The right of the
law
rests back farther.
This is enough, howgiven next Wednesday evening by Col. Bussell
ever for the lawyer and the sheriff, bat such
H. Conwell.
Subject, “Seasons of Travel.”
right is simply might. The second reason
Dr. F. H. Gerrish lectures before the Mewhich is known as the economical one, is that
labor is the foundation ol the right to property.
chanics’ Association this evening upon “CrimBut the right to labor on a tbiDg and then
i oality of Disease. ”,
claim it as onrs for the work done upon it
The heirs ia this city of the Farr estate in
should be considered. The possession of propEngland have a little ready money which they erty one moment does not give ns a right to
hold it the next. The possession in the mere
intend to squander in vain attempts to realize
will has nothing to do with right. If will is to
from the estate.
be made an arbitrary law, animals should not
Last Thursday a teacher in a
been driven back from where onr cities
Saccarappa have
now stand.
If by will is meant what is divine
school had her left arm broken
by a scholar in men it is right.
Property is an instrument
that resisted the punishment that she was
giv- to help accomplish God’s end.
ing him.
We are, to the hast of our ability, to win and
Bauer, the wrestler, who is to have a contest save property, and with it help others. No
man has a moral right to be a hermit or a
with Miller, at Music Hall
Saturday night, is pauper, though misfortune may come to those
mitched to wrestle with a trained bear in New
who strive the hardest to avert it. Those who
have striven well and worthily under high moYork, Wednesday, for a purse of $300.
tives
deserve well of society. There is much
The Florences closed their most successful
due to those whom much have been taken
engagement in this city Saturday night with a
from. Those who have lived in good circumcrowded bouse. They will always ba welcome
stances and are suddenly brought to poverty
feel
their condition much more keenlythan those
visitors to a Portland stage.
who never enjoyed riches. For this class the
The horse thief arrested in September for
speaker claimed the attention of the large constealing Mr. Bradley’s horse, turns out to be
gregation.
At the close of the address a liberal contribuEdward P. Bond, a notorious horse thief from
Massachusetts. City Marshal Clements of Low- tion was taken.
ell, knows him well.
Haetz the Magician.—This original and
Mrs. George W. Pollock of Deering, was segreat magician will appear at Miss Marsh’s
a
few
riouBly injured
days since by a fall upon theatre, each
night this week, in a series of
the doorstep. No banes were broken but her
those wonderful experiments that have made
left arm was paralyzed and she was badly bruishis name a household word in two worlds. He
ed.
comes with tbe highest recommendations as
Mr. F. I,. Bartlett, State
Assayer, has re- the most accomplished liviug
conjurer, his
cently made a discovery of nickel in ore found featg
being his own invention, entirely new and
at Milan, N. H.
This mineral is very valuable
perfectly marvelous. He will add interest to
and extremely scarce, there
bsing but three his entertainment by introducing
nightly the
other mines known in the United States.
famous and ever wonderful Indian Box feat,
Officers Hanson and Miles arrested two
and to crown all, distributes one hundred vaintramps Saturday afternoon for endeavoring to
able presents among his audience. He gives
sell a blue overcoat at a second-hand store on
away, fairly and. honestly, gold and silver
Fore Street. Thev nnpnl < 1... 11... --.-Inna
watches, sets of furniture, hams, floor, sets of
at the station, and had no such garment in
their
tea china, drygoods, groceries, clothing, boots
possession at that time.
and shoes, etc. Hariz is iast tbo man for the
The Times learns that the young man who
times, and will draw big houses. The followhas had a peanut stand at the corner of Exing is Irom the foremost paper in New Engchange and Middle streets for several years
land, the Springfield (Mass.) Republican:
has
realized
a
past,
profit of over 81000 a year,
“To say that Haitz, who has crowded our
and with the amount saved from his
earnings Opera House with delighted audiences during
he has retired from the peanut trade, purchased
the past few nights, is a magical prince, is but
to echo the popular decision.
a store in Boston and is
He is
doiog a great business. faintly
master of all conjurers we have had here,
Thursday night last three residents of Long past
while bis charming and laughable magical
Island were passing near the hotel
belonging effects have nightly made the walls echo to
to Mr. Ponce, when the watchman at the house
peal upon peal of uproarious laughter. He is
honest, too, in bis Present Distribution, aud in
a mau named Jasusi,
stopped them by pointing this
deserves to be remembered as one differing
a cocked pistol at their heads and threatened
from all similar entertainments that have visitto fire if they advanced. They beat a
ed this city.”
hasty retreat, and Saturday the watchman was arrestSteamer Movements.—The steamer Ontaed but it leased on bail.
rio, Capt. Bouchette, of the Dominion Hue, arThree men, seamen in the slcop M. M. Hamilton, lying at a wharf in this city, narrowly rived here at 5 o’olock last night, 14 days from
Liverpool. She stopped a Halifax one day to
escaped suffocation by the ga3 from a C09I stove
a
of her cargo and was detained
on board the vessel Friday
night. Tho physi- discharge part
before entering the harbor sixteen hours by a
cian who was called said that all that saved
snow storm, all of which delayed her.
She is
them was a little place, the size of a man’s
a fine iron ship of 3500 tons and carries a crew
palm, that was open in the side of the skylight
of 54 men. She brings a general cargo and six
on the lee side.
passengers. She spoke the Lake Megantio of
the Beaver line, which left here at 4 o’clock
New Booms of tee Y. M. C. A.—The new
rooms of the Young Men’s Christian Associayesterday morning, at noon, abont 50 miles oat.
The Ontario will be discharged at once and then
tion were formally opened Saturday evening
ceiled up to receive grain in bulk.
with appropriate ceremonies, a large audience
The Do—

»

being present. The Presideat of the Association, Mr. Prentiss Loring, conducted the exercises, which consisted of remarks by several of
the members, interspersed with music
by the
chorus choir. A pleasant feature of the evening was the presentation by the President, in
behalf of tbe Association, of a fine, limp-covered copy of the scriptures, containing a concordance, text book, maps, tables, &c., appropriately inscribed, to Mr. S. F. Pearson, as a
testimonial of his faithful services during the
past two years in which he has been iu the employ of the society.
The rooms are centrally located in Cushman’s
new

The

block, nearly opposite the Preble House,
block is of brick, elaborately finished in

freestone. The first floor is occupied as a fruit
and confectionery store. All of the second and
third floors are occupied by the Association,
and are reached by a

wide

and

well

lighted

the second floor, the former in the front
and the latter in the rear, with folding doors
between them, thus allowing;tbe two rooms to
be thrown into one, The reading room is light
a ad pleasant, having four windows,
from
which there is a fine view of Congress street.
The large.v&riety of papers and magazines of
the Association are filed here and the room is
open to the publio.from 8 a. m. to 9£ p. m.
are

on

The library, besides containing the hooks of
the society, will bo used for the meetings of
the Managers, Women’s Temperance Society,
Committees of the Association and of the

churches,

&c. The hall occupies all of
third story, is well lighted from the front
rear, and has a seating capacity of about
The attractions of all of these looms are

minion, the twin of the Ontario, will arrive
here in two weeks.
The steamer Franconia, of the New York
line, arrived here Saturday and discharged, and
left in a few hours for New York agaiD.
This
was rendered necessary on account of the
large
amount of freight which has accumulated.

Accidents.—A man named John Oakes, emat Galt’s wharf elevator, was
assisting

ployed

in pulling

into the building Saturday
afternoon, when the rope attached to the car
and a windlass broke, winding about his
body,
and throwiog him down. His shoulder was
dislocated and a bad gash cut over his
eye.
He belongs iu Montreal.
Thomas R. Heath, freight agent at the

severely.

Congressman
day

passers-by.

colony

about a year ago erected
bluff facing tbe sea.

The Hospital Investigation.—A communication in the Sunday Times invites all persons
who have in their possession any evidence
touching tbe matter of the death of Mr. Eaton,

t) be present at the Maine General Hospital
on
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock, and there
present it. Those who have any complaints,
Criticisms or grievances
against the management of the hospital are
requested to present
them to tbe board ot
visitors, Thursday afterhood at
o’clock.
The Death Hate, The
»bole numbsr 0f
deaths in this city the past week
was 13 from
the following causes:
3.
,na,

Consumption

disease, 2; a:tbma, tumor, scrofula,'Bright's
cLease, cancer, rbeumaiism, dipiheria, croup
membranous frver, slill haro, 1 each.
Heal

Estate Tbanspeks.—The

cytss lujureci very

Personal.
Reed ii at home for the holi-

recess.

Joseph Wheelock
Chicago.

following

the real estate transfers recorded in this

county Saturday:
Swedish—N. J. Swasey to Woo. 8. Phinney,
io: of land for 8100.

Is there any good reason why this
property,
any other of a like character, should be exempt from taxation, and the burden come on
the poor men,who are unable to bear it? Somebody must bear this heavy burden or streets
cannot be lighted, property cannot he protected
from tbe lawless. No government can be inaugurated aud kept ia existence without taxaation.
Tbe rich are seldom fully taxed, although as
a general rule
they are willing to contribute
fully by taxation for the support of the government, municipal or state; hut their property
cannot always be seen by the assessors—while
that of tbe poor man is always apparent and
known—consequently the burden of taxation
oomes heavier upon him.
Let all classes of
property, secular and religions, be taxed alike;
also all institutions of learning, no matter what
they are, except property owned by municipalities and towns and open to all classes for education, free and without cost; these alone
might be exempt from taxation. Some will
object to this radical change by saying tbat it
will be great hardship for many parishes to
pay the paltry tax which might be assessed
upon them, aud tbat it would lead to their dissolution. Be it so, then; if their piety and
love for the public good would bo governed by
such selfish motives, the sooner they disband
the better for tbe community where they are

This accumnlation of church property in
this country is rapidly increasing and it is
pregnant of fearful consequences to our country
in the future. But recently a will was made
public in New York, in which there was a bequest of $300,000, for religious purposes, to a
lately deceased in our city The death
prelate
of the legatee before the death of the testator
changed the legacy in another direction. Had
that legacy been paid, and invested here, drawing interest from the business and industry of
tbe city would it have been equitable to have
exempted it from taxation, while tbe small investment of tbe widows and fatherless, and
the hard earnings and savings of tbe poor
man, laid up in savings banks and invested in
mortgages "against a rainy day” must all
pass under the keen eye of the assessors, and
be made jnstly to contribute to the public weal?
Our State has been foremost in many reforms

is

playing at MoVicker’s,

Lizzie May Ulmer and

Sir Randal

Roberts

IttUG IUH

on

a

Church

Taxation.

Mr. Editor:—The time has come for the removal of the last vestige of the anion of Church
and State in this country, by no
longer

exempt-

ing church property

from taxation. There are
no good reasons for this
exemption from taxation, but many against it, which might he ad
duced.
When the country was needy and the
people
poor there was some reason for this

exemption;

but it would have been far better if it never bad
been made. Th.s reason has loDg sicce
passed
away, aud many religious societies have gone
into such extravagance in
church

edifices,

constructing

that a Urge portion cf the
people are
not able to pay for church sittings and are without the means of r ligious instruction on the

Sabbith.
I have made

the statement that there are
many
why church property should be
taxed. There is in this city more than
§1,500,000 of personal and real estate which is owned
reasons

by religions societies and exempt from taxation. The most of this property is owned by
wealthy religious corporations aud societies,
aud very rapidly increasing in amount aud
value. I will take two pieces of church
property, as an example, which wt 1 apply to all
property of this character, and is conclusive
evidence that the prooositiou is just, that all
church propeity should be taxed. First, State
Street Cbuicb.
Shall the pewholdeis cf thisehurcb who represent in the city valuaibn over §4,000,000, be
exempt in their valuable church propeity from
taxation, while tbe poor mao, who owns bis
cottage hamesiead, worth $1003, and can with
difficulty support bis fimily, be compelled to
pay a tax of two and a half per cent? i presume jeverv
pewlioider iu State Street
suciety~would cheeifully vote that all church
the hu'd^ts of taxation
shall
share
properly
Agaiu, The Greenuugh block at the junction
of Free and Middle Si Iveta was will-d
by the
late Byron
Gieetoogb to the benevolent socle“•1“ the Baptist denominstiou. is it light
and equitable that this
property should be free

1U

LUIS great

25 dozen Silk Handkerchiefs 15 cents each
at Carlton Kimball’s, 495 Congress street.

Hill’s

ocl8-tf

del6

Liver

Diseases.—Dyspepsia,

comes forward as the champion of the New
Englaud Journal of Education, against what
he is pleased to term my “wholesale denuncia-

tion.” If my yonng friend will excuse me, I
won’t take the time to review bis essay in detail, but will let a word concerning one or two
of his specimen sentences suffice.
The writer
says: “1 am quite willing to admit that the
Journal is not a stats educational orgaD, which
is so deplorable to ‘Teacher’ and I am very

Although it is not exactly
deplorable to Teacher, or of

it.”

clear
what

what is so
the writer is glad, I infer that in the sentence
quoted he means to admit the point that 1 attempted to make iu my communication, viz;
that the Journal does uot particularly interest
itself in the educational matters of this state,
and that its claims for endorsement by oar
state association are no stronger than those of
any respectable educational magazine published within the limits of the United States.
Farther on “Hie” writes as follows:
“The
second reason urged by ‘Teacher’ against the
circulation of the Journal is that it is lackiDg
in what he considers the first essential of educational journalism—absence of book reviews.”
Allow me to say that .my youthful friend
wholly misrepresents me. I never said anything of the kind. I do not consider absence
of book reviews “the first essential of educational journalism,” if I did I might be better
pleased with the Journal.
As to the assertion that I commenced my article with an “illogical apology” I have nothing to offer. I never was tanght to apply logic
to the masiDg of apologies, and so I fear the
charge is true. But I do hurl back with scorn
the insinuation that I made a “pleomorphous”
statement. ’lis false! As “Hie” erow* older
he will learn that personal abuse of that nature
adds nothing to the dignity of an argument.
One word more, not however in the nature of
a reply to my promisiog young friend.
1 am
satisfied that the opinions expressed in my
communication to the Press are shared by a
large proportion of the teachers in Maine. I
have heard some of the most prominent educators in the state express their dissatisfaction
with the Journal in terms quite as strong as
any that 1 have made use of, and I think that
the securing o£ an unqualified endorsement of
its coarse from the state association will not be
the easy matter this year that it has been in
the past.
Teacher.

reposed sufficient confidence in a
sub-committee, taken from their nnmber, to
select certain citizens as a re-valuation committee, for the friends of ambitions gentlemen to
await the sub committee’s nominations before
forestalling,their action? Would’nt it be fully
or modest, especially when it is rnmored
that
the Mayor will probable veto the order passed
at
the
the
Council
last
authorCity
by
meeting,
izing the Finance Committee to appoint the revaluation committee of three.
Civis.
[It is hard to see how the suggestion by a
property owner in a public print of the name of
a person
whom he considers qualified to revalue his and other people’s property is a forestalling of the committee’s action. It is equally
modest.]

it

anything

WARE.

Bar-

We offer our Cloaks, Cloakings, Wool Shawls, and
Colored Dress Goods at reduced Prices to close them

Respectfully,

T.

out.
It is for the interest of every one to examine this
stock before purchasing their Christmas and New

LOBMSTEIN,

No.

Year’s Presents.

4

Deeriug Block,
P OR TL AND.
declS

MILLINERY!

J. M. DYER & CO.
233dec5 Kiddle and 8 Temple Streets.
eod2w

It

STATE FAIR,

H. S.KALER&GO.,

N.JE. FAIB.

1873.

Bangoi',
No Exhibit.

Puritan I,
1875
No Exhi jit, 1J876

1874.

Christmas 1877. First Premium

259 Middle Street.

AWARDED TO

GREAT CLOSING OUT SALE!

HALL

OYER 300 BENCHES

L. DAVIS

OSTRICH TIPS
AND

our

WHO EE* ALE STOCK

One lot made Tips,
now 3S ct*.
Another
Still auother
And still another
One more

$l.OO,

ILLUSTEATED

75

$1.25

“

TV

One lot Klack Tips,
former price $1.00, now 50 cents
Another lot Black Tips,
former price $1.50, now 75 cents
Another lot Black Tips,
former price $2.00, now $ 1.25.
Another lot Black Tips,
former price $2.50, now $1.75
Auother lot Black Tips,
former price $3.00, now $2.00
Another lot Black Tips.
former price $4,00, now $3.00
Another lot Black Tips,
former price $5.00, now $3.50
Another lot Black Tips,
former price $6.00, now $4 50
Another lot Black Tips,
fo.mrr price $7,50, now $6.00
One lot Shaded Tips,
former price $1.50, now 50 cents
One lot Colored Tips,
former price $2 50, now $1.50
Also a large variety of Colored Tips,
from 50 cents to $5.00 each,

at

Our

50 cent Felts

$lOO

STUDIO

OPP.

del7

Sign

quality Moleskin Velvets,
former price $6.00, now $4.50
$$2.00 Black Velvets now $1.25

all
embracing
the Novelties and New Patterns,

and are of my own Plate.
Goods
not proving as represented will be

cheerfully replated FREE OF
CHARGE. Do not fail to call and
examine before purchasing.

of

No. 253

proportion.

27 Market

Our $2.00 Satins marked down to $1,50.

SILK
in

all the

Former

Also

a

price $6.00.

now

$4.50.

small lot of low price Plushes.

French

I

Frames.

Nobby shapes. The best

assortment

to be found in

English Crapes

Black
A

as

and

SPECIALTY.

as new

and
at a great
d3w

On the 17th ct
December we
shall open at onr NEW STORE,
under Preble House, a flue line of
MEN’S FANCY FURNISHINGS for
the Holidays, embracing all the
New York Holiday Novelties in
Fine Neck Wear, Silk Handkerchiefs, New York Silk Suspenders,
Handkerchief Boxes, Silk UmWe shall still conbrellas, Ac,
tinue our store on Middle Street,
where may be found a splendid
assortment of everything in our
line, and we assure the public
that all who faror us with a call
will And the Anest display of FINE
in
FURNISHINGS ever shown
Maine at prices to defy cony etition*

St.,
as

Hosiery,

Also in Black Cashmere and Fancy Dress Goods.
I am prepared to make lower prices on Woollens
and Flannels than have ever heen made in this eit.w
1 shall devole one Counter in my store to

!

On tbi3 counter will be found some good goods at low
prices, as I would like to close out all my remnants
before moving.
Remember all goods Jat cost, and many at Jess
than cost until January 1st.

W. F. STUDJLE1T.

Reported Failures,—The following are
failures reported in this state the past week:
W. H. Ward, clothing, Skowiieean, is reported failed.
Liabilities, $12,500:
assets,

WHOLESALE
and ia

a

Diggles, general store and clothing,
Mercer, is iu bankrnptcy.
Fowler Bragg, shoe manufacturer, Bath, is
reported failed.
Abner R Bills, boots and shoes, Rockland, is
reported failed.
John C. Hovey, country store, Millbri jge, is
reported failed.

Charles E. Manter, milkman, Deering, is reported failed.
John L. Copeland, South Thomaston, is reported failed.
John Tamer, lumber, Skowhegan, is repotted failed.
William H. Reed, Orland, is reported failed.
John Murray, caster, Portland, is reported

failed.

Business Changes.—The following are recent business changes in this state:

STOCK,

linery cheap,

$6,GG0.

John

Additional •‘Type-Writer” Testimonials.

chance ior the Ladies to buy their Mil-

tare

Early inspection respectfully solicited,

H. S. KALER & CO.

NEW

JEWELRY,

Augusta—A. C. Dana, drugs, sold out.
Fryeburg—John Evans, harness, sold to W.

Lewiston—Smith, Morse & Co., grocers, dis.;
now O. T. Campbell.
Oldtown—Folsom & Co., drugs, dis.
Portland—Trickey & O’Brien, milk, dis.; E.
H. Trickey retires.
Eaton & O’Brien, coal, dis.; E. A. Eaton rePresque Isl8—A, E. Wight, furniture, sold

—

A-TSL»

—

SILVER WARE
Snitable

for

Christmas Presents.

_

Having impelled direct

FRENCH
HANCOCK COUNTY.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The fir3t number of the new paper, to be
edited by Walter F. Marston, will appear on
the 21s} inst.
Last Monday night Mrs. Brown of Winthrop,
being aroused by the groaning of her husband,
arose
from her bed, lit her lamp, and found
him dead in his bed, he having died whila she
was in the act of lighting the lamp.
WASHINGTON

Mr. Increase
the premature
Lubec.

We

COUNTY.

A Belfast teacher and scholar had a tussle
and tne latter got the best of it. Then the
teacher sued him and the court decided that a
teacher has the same right over his pupils, in
scnool, that a parent has over his childreo, and
cau use ordinary means to enforce his legitimate authority.
Flagg was fined §5.00 aud
costs, amoantiog to §1G 00, which he paid.
Thompson appeared for the State, and Duutou
for defence.
Bead Studley’s announcement of going to
and selling .goods at cost for a few dayp.

move

This will lis one of the best chances ever offered in this city to obtain good goods at low
pi ices.
Oaklton

Kimball makes as handsome disbeantifnl goods for holiday presents as
ever shown in Porilind.
Just look into his
show window.
decl7d2t

play of

F. O. Bailey & Co., will sell
at21 o’clock today at store 4!)6 Congress street, a stock of confecli Juery, &o. See aucibr '•clumu.

Hill’s uulaundrled shirt for SI has not an
*qnal.
o«18-tf

are

AGENT

Paris

a

lot of

MARBLE CLOCKS

enabled to sell them at very low ptices.

FOR

WALTHAM

WATCHES.

Wm. Senter & Co.,

have goods from

All the People Eat It, and
nounce it

THE BEST

decl7

nadlw

New Store, New Goods

Christmas Gifts I
Toys

in great variety,

Fancy Confectiooery,
New Figs. New Dates,

Sweet Cuba Oranges,
Sweet Florida Oranges,

Bananas,
Malaga Granes,
Pears, live choice varieties,
Nodhead and Snow Apples.
Nnts of all kinds,
Tho best assortment in Portland.
Prices

as

Low

as

tlie

Lowest at the

PORTLAND.

Geo.
480
de!7

H.

STREET.
dislw

Birds, Birds, Birds.
FINE Canary Birds, Ball Finches, Grid
UU" Finches, Liunets, Chaffinches, Thiushes,
Blackbirds, &c., for sale lor a tew days, at 35
Exchange Street.

F. 0. BALLET & CO.

(I6t

Wanted,
SITUATION as assistant Book-Keeper or as
Clerk in an Insurance Office. Good references.
Address
CLERK, this Office.
declT
dlw*

A

HIGH CLASS OIL HH !

isd2w

—

popular

HAYES

and

&

AT

—

C. 0. HUDSON

d2w

del2

IjADIES'

UNDERWEAR.

DOUGLASS.

MERINO

PMHIQIIODDY HOUSE,

MERINO

Me.

MERINO

(which are not excelled east of Portland), the new
industries and increasing business of Eastport oiler
men

537

Line

oc22

PANTS

VESTS

AND

PANTS

&

W. P.

313 middle Street.

—

OIL PAINTINGS,
GILT FBAHEM, being one of the beat ColCHOICE

lection. In merit and variety

competition In tble city.
Saturday, 15th lDat.

ever

Congress Street.
dtf

Hosiery and Underwear for Ladies,
Misses and Children; all qualities; all
sizes; all prices. Worsted Jackets,
Shawls. Wraps, Hood. Leggings,
Nubias, Mittens, &c., at

ATTORNEYS &COUNSELLORS-AT-UI,
4,

and shoes in Store 212 Middle Street, I
take pleasure in commending him to mv
late customers as one worthy of their
confidence, and who will do his utmost
to maintain the good reputation of the
Store by keeping a large stock of first
quality goods, and selling them at the
A. GOWELL.
lowest living profit.
P. S.—I shall remain with Mr. Go»s

during the Pall and Winter, and shall be
happy to wait on all who may wish to
isdeod3m

BOSTON.

1877,
In making yonr purchases for Christ*
use clear judgment and cool under*
standing. Bny useful presents. Bo not
waste a single dime if you can save it.
We have in our store (Fitzgerald) a
mas

<uuuj

that

(,uiu.7

ouiwvio

ivt

satisfied will meet the ex*
such as Ladies’ Hand
Knit and Woven Jackets 15 and 75 cents.
$1.00 to $3.50. New Style Shawls, the
Kellogg, a beauty for 92.25. A big
drive in Embioidered Linen Sets for 20c.
Embrolded Linen Collars 5c. Down they
go, Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Tests for $1-50
and $1.75. Gent’s Scarlet andWhlte AH
Wool Shirts $1.50.
Mottoes 1 to 5c.
Cardboard aU colors.
Silk Chenille 10
cents yard. Caff Pins, Coif Buttons,
Shawl Pins; Pocket Books, new styles,
10 cts. np. Hosiery. Gloves and all kinds
of Fancy Goods CHEAP at
we

are

FITZGERALD’S,
268 middle Street,
led 5(lit

Christmas Presents for tallies and
Gentlemen.

Sensible

—

ocr22

FRENCH*GERMAN LAUNDRY.

eodtf

STORES AND JMS TO LET.

WE

218 & 222 Middle Street, under Falmouth Hotel; one large Boarding hou^e, containing 21
rooms; also two dwelling houses iu Tolman Place.
Houses Pine St. Block and one house No. 78 Vaughn
St. For particulars apply to John B. Brown’s Agent,
d«1241wis# B. SHAW, No. 217 Commtreial St.

NO.

s

exhibition

OF

—

Ml

IB

French Clocks and Bronze Figures
of all sizes and designs,

Florentine Marble Agate and Alabaster Vases, Statuettes,Groups,
Card Beceivers, Tazzas &c.,

SOLD

BY AUCTION
by

—

—

F, O. BAILEY & CO,
35 and 37 Exchange Hired,

AND

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY,

Bee. 18th and 101b, at lO a. m., and
3 1-3 ,. m. each day.

By order of U. Giovannoui & Co., of Florence,
Italy. Every piece of marble positively warranted
to be carved from the original stone in Italy, and
iu«

s.

ivuvu

w

viuv.ia

n

v

vuij

vuv

auu

mu

IV 01

and half hoar.
Ladles are particularly
attend this sale.
F. O. Bailey ft Co., Auctioneers.
declS
dtd

the hoar
invited 10

TalubU Beal Estate at Auction la Deer-

or

ECONOMICAL
Holiday Goods for

at 1

o’clock P. M.

by

on

and on tbo west by tbs Portland ft Rochester K. R.
Two story honse, stable, piggery, ftc. The bouse has
16 rooms, arranged for two families, and now renta
for (303 per annum. The lot has a front on Ocean
Street of 179 feet. We have orders to sell this property at a great sacrifics, as the owner has left the
State. Terms made known on application to F. O.

PATTERSON,

or

O. BAILEY & CO., Aactiaaecrs.

V.

On account ol the severe storm
the sale was adjourned to Tuesday, Dec. IS, at same time and

place.

deli_dit

Sale

Important
—

Oil

OF

—

Paintings

BY AUCTION.
FRIDAY and

SATURDAY,
THURSDAY,
ON Dec.
mb, 21st and 22d, at 10 A. M. and 3 P.
35
shall sail at
day, we

onr Gallery
Exchange
Street, a fine collection ot Original Oil Paintings in
W.
Gold Leaf Frames by the lollowing artists:
Webber, Frank Snow. G. N. Cass, Geo. R. Morse,
F. IS. DeBloy Van Hasan, B. Crnetzer, Harewick,
Roes and many other well known Artists. This
embraces a lino collection of Figures, Landscapes,
Cattle Pieces, Marine Views, Fruit, Game, ftc. Wo
invite n careful Inspection of these Paintings.

M. each

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.
dlw

declS

ADMINISTRATOR’S

SALE.

license from the Probate Court of
Cumberland county 1 shall sell at public auction at the rooms of F. 0. llailey ft Co.. 35 Exchange
St., on Monday, Dec. 24. at 12 M., the following vestal property of the late Robert Holyoke, to wit:
1-32 of G. M. Tneker.
1-32 of E. M. Tneker.
to

PURSUANT

Christmas Gifts for
Boys or Girls;

1-16 of Nellie Star.
1-32 of Mahaska.
1-4 ot Chilion.

Sale peremptory and without reserve.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Administrator.

all at

Farrington Block.

F. 0.
dcclt

Bailey

&

Co., Auctioneers.
dtd

(llw

UNDERWEAR 1
GLOVES

MEN’S
—

AHD

We offer

days

few

—

our

entire stock for

a

prices that will sell

at

them for cash.

Nice and Warm, a large stock, at very
Low Prices.

Charles Custis & Co.,
493 CONGRESS STREET.

dlw

decl5

Charles Custis &

Co.,

"ECONOMISE.”

493 CONGRESS STREET.
dlw

Boys’Woolen mitts and ©loves
Boys’Cloth ©aunilets, kid palms
*
Boys’Winter Caps

13.
73c
3«t
73c

Randolph Boynton.

men’s

watc:

is

Fall line Kid ©lores and mitts, Buck
©lores, dec., at the

Cleaned and Warranted,{for

$1.00

Mainsprings
Casespr gs

*'

“

“

“

1.00
.75

at very low

price..

Winter ©lores
•
mitls, hand knit
....
men’s Winter Caps
...

75e

MAHER,
Opposite Postofflce.

dlf

Birds, Birds.

Birds,

Dressmaking !
The undersigned has taken charge of the Dressmaking department, in the

43c

Lowest Prices.

nol7

Congress St

*

men’s Wool

Clock* and Jewelry of all kind* repaired

500

FInFsINGING

C^ISI-£lRY BIRDS,

Williams’ Block, No. 379 Congress St.,

—JUST IMPORTED FROM—

and is prepared to do Fashionable Dress and Cloak
making, and solicits a share of the patronage ot the
Ladies oi Portland and vicinity.
Apprentices thorou hly taught the system

Will be Mold at ©BEAT BABGAINM for

HARTZ MOUNTAIN,

Dressmaking,
sepl7eod3m»UK*. BULLARD.

FRESH
Arrived this day

a

LANG &

CONGRESS STREET.
Between Preble House and U. S. Hotel.

OPEN

for pnbllc

13th,
well known Stevens property at Woodford's
ONtheTHURSDAY.
the southeast
Ocean street

HESTERS.

part of cargs of oysters for

SARGENT,

i'oagrciM nml West End Fish marked.
dec13dtf

_dim

on

Special Art Sale

Corner, bounded

For sale at

C. M. Perry refers to Howard & Cleaves.
decU

offered

Painting,

EP-Balo Absolute and Withont Reserve. del4td

Having disposed of my stock ot Boots

an28dtf

SCARLET ALL WOOL VESTS
AND PANTS.

PERRY,

dry our clothes in the open air, and so need
more water and fresh air than the other
laundries m the city. We have established a laundry
out of town, and will be prepared to commence
work on Monday, Dec. 10th. All order* left atW.
D. Jones’. 520 Congress Street, opposite Casco, or
6 Bradford Street, will leceiveprompt attention.
dec7d3m
FRAU VON HAGEN & CO.

in

18,

&

and many other ornament, to adorn the Parlor,
Hell or Library to be

GOSS,

CO., Opsite Preble House. 482

LADIES’

PROPELLERELLIE KNIGHT,
Capt Young, leaves Widgery’s
Wharf every Wednesday morning at 8 o’clock. Freight received
^Tuesday until 5 P. M.
Passengers at reduced rates.
dec!7dtf
_NATITL BLAKE.

Boom

AND

tukesbUry

FOB EASTPORT AND CALAIS.

St.,

VESTS

These are the best bargains we have ever offered
in Underwear, and all in need of any should look at
our goods before purchasing elsewhere.
Also a fine
line ot Scarlet Underwear at SI*75.

pleasure seekers. No efforts will be
spared to make the “Passaniaqnoddy’’ a
cheerful and comfoitable home. Passengers
by International Hoe of Steamers may obtain firstclass meals on arrival of boat, and have ample
notice ol departure of either boat.
Stages for
Pembroke aud Dennysville leave this house.
A. PIKE & CO., Proprietors.
dlw
decl7

No. 11 Court

PANTS

$1.00.

ana

Independent

AND

•73 Ota.

opened for guests on Saturday, November 24th.
The well-known and historic beauty of the location,

business

VESTS

50 Ota.

Having been thoroughly renovated and refurnished,

travellers,

Respectfully Yours,

declD

<le!7<13t

extra inducements to

—

900

The undersigned would respectfully
inform the citizens of Portland and
Yicinity that he has purchased the Stock
of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers of A.
Gowell at a very low figure, and will
sell them at prices that defy competition.
The stock is one of the finest in the
State, comprising all the latest styles of
every description; Ladies’ Boots in great
variety, and prices lower than the
lowest; Misses’ and Children’s School
Boots; Boys’ and Youths’ School Boots;
Men’s Calf Boots, all styles, kinds and
prices; Men’s Heavy Kip Boots.
Any
persons in want of Boots or Shoes should
not fail to examine our stock, and we will
guarantee to save from 25 to 75 cents on
every pair purchased from our Store.
This is no humbug, but an actual fact,
ho trouble to show goods.
Call and
examine onr styles and compare our

prices.

Tuesday, Dee. 17

&

their Store Na. 18 EXCHANGE ST.,
About

at

otice.

Special

S,

PORTLAND.

acceptable.

Eastport,

Monday

No. 18 Market Square,

great variety. For Choice Ynexoeuiure
Present*, the market offers nothing
so

|

(By Foreign and American Anther..)
More. Moeoah A IJayehpoet, Auctioneer., reipectlullj give notice to the Citizen, of Portland and
the surrounding country, that they will eell at Auction to the hlgheet bidder, on

1443 CONGRESS ST..

Warranted Pure and Fresh Every Day

PLATED WARE,
Bohemian Ware, &c., &c.

K/Aft

declT

Foundry Company,

FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

of the most noted Potterie8
world. We have

COR1TIAC &

Cushman,

CONGRESS

Portland Stove

FANCY AND PL1IN CONFECTIONS

___

New Store, No. 48G Congress St.,

Foundry Work neatly and

H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,

1

dtd

de!4__

ty Orders for Job
promptly executed.

decl5

BRONZES,

in

Mr. Cushman having decided not to remove bis
present stock into hla new store, will sell the entire
stock in store 496 Congress St. without reeervo.
V. ©. ZAlLLV 4b CO., Asctisstera.

AUCTION SAJLK !

Pro-

ALL SORTS OF

some

in the

St.
Congresseodtf

Candy, Candy!

CERAMICS
we

Tho Fixtures consist of 2 Show cases. Platform

i. invited to the Range., Cook and Parlor
Stoves, Sioka and Hollow-Ware, manufactured at onr works in this city.

New Years

Hon. Douglas Boardman, Justice Supreme Court,
writes: “I have found it a very valuable writing
machine. My clerk who does most of my copying,
writes with it much faster than with a pen in
making a single copy. (.The public will remember
that by the manifold process, two or twenty copies
can be made at once, in the time it takes to write
one.—Agent.] I thing it will prove of great service
to all personshaving much writing or copying to do.”
Machines on sale, copying done, and instruction
given at the General Office, Centennial Block,
where the “Type-Writer” can be seen in operation.
MERRITT C. BEALE, Agen t.
decl7d3t

54 EXCHANGE ST.

COUNTY

Davis was killed recently by
discharge of a blast at West

WALDO

from

NEWS.

A hearing was had at Bucksport, on the lltb,
belore Judge J. G. Dickerson, in relation to the
reduction of the deposits of the Camden Saviugs Bank. After a thorough examination of
the assets aud liabilities, it was determined
that a reduction of tweDty-five'per cent, would
re-establish the solvency of the bank, and place
it in condition to command the confidence of
the depositors and the community. The majority of the securities were found to ba of a
high order.

decl3

We invite the inspection of our friends,to our large
and carefully selected stock of Useful and .Beautiful
Articles. In

out.

STATE

241 Middle St.. & 483

Free Exhibition I

T'qtTwyv

tires.

HILL & CO.,

R. A. Stanton, Attorney-at-Law, of Norwich,,
writes: “I like the “Type-Writer” better and better
It saves time, labor, stationery and drudgery; ig
practical, pleasant to use, always ready, and a
necessity in every law office,”
“We have the
Gov. Howard, ot R. I., says:
“Type-Writer” and are entirely satisfied with it.
When I saw the advertisement of the machine
originally* I had little faith in it. An examination
surprised me, but not so much as the practical working has. We have no trouble whatever with it, an d
it is almost constantly in operation. I thing that it
must rank with the great beneficial inventions of the

century.”

OFFER FOR SAEE

ON

The Attention of the Trade

USEFUL

dec!7dlw

_

our

BY AUCTION.
MONDAY, Dec. 17, at 2$ p. no., we Khali sell
at Store No, 496 Congress St, occupied by Geo.
H. Cushman, the entire stock in said store consisting of Confectionery of all kinds, Nnts, Fruits,
Dates, Figs, Pop Corn, Canned Goods, Ac., Ac.

No. 190 FEDERAL STREET, next door
to the Adrertiaer office.

Reflaished

Ware

good

& Store Fix-

tures

FULLAM,
Retailing Agent for Portland,

pectations of all-

nemnants

the city.

very im-

Corsets

Confectionery, Nnts

W.

Square,

TIM-

and many goods at less than cost to reduce stock
low as possible.
I have some rare bargains to offer in

and desirable shade?. The yery best
goods in the marked

new

Table

Replated

COST

PLUSHES

in the forenoon.
WATERHOUSE & CO.
V. O. BAILBT Ac CO., Auctioneer*.
dec!4d3t

In no instance has it failed to fnlfll
every guarantee of the Manufacturers.

O.

our

Staple good* sold

We Refer by permission to numerous lamilies in
Portland, as well as elsewhere, now using this
with Entire Matinfaciion and who are
Enthusiastic in its Praise.

UP OISE FLIGHT.
Old

Now occupied by Waterhouse Sc Co.
Until that time I shall offer my entire stock at

Satins l

in

74 p m.: the best of our
a.m., 24
stock remains to be sold; Silke, Cashmere Shawl*,
Lace Goods and other line Goods Bold every P, M.
day

Dec.

dtf

Middle

article
stock must be sold before
the 23th; we bave decided to make throe sales
AS every
at 10
and

a

Range

no2l

Street,

the Cold Elat.

Ulvr

Dry and Fancy Goods by Auction.

Every Bange is Warranted.

hare Boots or Shoes of any kind made
to order.
A. GOWELL.

I shall more to store

4.50
same

eodtf

fresh,

all

JANUARY 1ST

2.00
3 00
4 00

*•

Colored Velvets in the

HOUSE.

Savin? in Price.
decs

Our best

«

PREBLE

I shall offer my entire stock of
choice goods suitable for Holiday
and Wedding Presents at Bottom
Prices.
These
are
goods

$2.50.

••

CONGRESS STREET

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUI

SILK VELVETS.
3.00
4 00
5 OO
6 00

478

sep24

dis9t

237 Middle

1.25

FUR BEAVERS.
now

Proofs will be shown at time o/ sitting, and
Photos sent by mail without extra charge.

a.

the hatter,

Merry,

25 cents
“65

Former price $4 OO,

a

sets offered very low. Gents’ Fnr
Caps $2.00 and up. Fur Gloves
$2.50 and up.
Spring Wrist Fnr
Top Mittens and Gloves for Ladies
ane Gents.
Buffalo Bobos for $4
to $8.00, lined and unlined. All
other goods at equally low prices.

Shades.

“

a

Ladies’ Furs at extra low prices.
Seal sets $13.50. Imt. Seal sets,
Astrachan sets, Alaska and Coney

now

150
2 00

a

PURS !

HATS !

$1.00

1

Ladies’ and Gents’

Black, Pale Blue. Pale Pink, White, Sulphur,
Drab, old Gold, &c., &c.

FELT

HIGHEST STYLE OF ART.

Silver Ware.

reduced prices.

Elegant Goods, Splendid

T

de17_

OSTRICH FEATHEII TRIMMINGS !
in

ALL WORK EXECUTED IN THE

BOOKS,

Gold Pens, Pencils &c., &c.

FEATHERS:

large variety

GIFT

POHTMONNAIES,

Remember the above prices are for a BUNC HOF
THREE TIPS.

A

point of excellence this latter ex ibit far su
passed all previous efforts and was nndoubtedly the
finest “display of plain and colored photographs’
ever placed on exhibition in the State.

riiuiujuajpu aim aiutoii amiiis,
Writing Doalis,

Ostriolx

FANCY

flec!2

far Elegance, Durability, Convenience
and Economy of Enel—being adapted to
the nao of cither Wood or Coal, and furnished with every appliance which altill
nud ingenuity can anggeat to tnnke it perfect.

Photography.

In

FINE STATIONERY, BIBLES,

1.50

2.50,

Miscellaneous,

Juvenile Books,

50 cents.

'•

1.50,
2.00,

MORGAN & DAVENFORT, Auctioneers.

STANDS UNRIVALLED

New England and State Fair, Portland. 1877. SILVER MEDAL.

AND

former price 75 els.,
now

Artistic

EMBRACING

Standard,

Remember the Place—178 .711 DOl.E ST.,
•ppo.ite she Pest Oflce.

England

dec8

Holiday Goods,

the following prices:

at

Received the First Premium at the ffew
Fair of 1877, and

FOR

—

Office,

Opp. Foit

We bave decided to mako three sales a day, at 10
m., 2 and 7 o'clock P. M. Ladies attend the Sale.

ES^No Loafing, No Smoking or Boyt allowed.

SELECTED STOCK OE

MADE FEATHERS J
The balance of

a.

NO. 344 FORE STREET.

INVITES ATTENTION TO HIS FINE AND WELL-

This sale includes the balance of

T?

I invite the public to imsecure the

and continue a fow days only. Goods to be told
without reserve, at

PORTLAND

we

JA-SE-PO-RI

gains.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

tlemen have

difficult to discover in

indigestion,

sour stomach, sick headache, chills and fever,
biliousness and cositiveness, cured bv the nse
of Dr. S. D. Howe’s Arabian Liver Pills. For
sale by all druggists.
decl7-law2wM

Our

'The Kr-Valuniion Committee.
Mr. Editor:—Would it not be as well, after
the citizens of Portland have, by their votes>
intrusted the management of municipal gaffairs to twenty-nine gentlemen, and these gen-

invite every one to examine them
whether they wish to purchase or not.
Useful and Ornamental articles in

time all the goods in my store, at stUl

prove this opportunity to

THE

178 MIDDLE ST.,

eral that I will sell daring this short
lower prices.

RANGE,

NOVELTIES OF THE WON.
And

SALE

—

Japanese, India and
Turkish Goods,
Suitable for Holiday Gifle. Tha Finest Collection
ever teen la this Country. Sale to commence
Wednesday, December TJ, ’77.

comprising all the

form my friends and the public in gen-

__

of Oak street.

ner

concluded arrangements with

other partie’s to take possession of my
store after New Year’s, I therefore in-

Harper’s Bazar.—This boautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553,Congress, cor-

H.

Teacher’s Reply to “Hie.”
notice in the Press of Friday an article in reply to a communication of
mine (headed “An Educational Organ”) in
which the writer with youthful enthusiasm

Having

‘‘My money is almost spent,” bat I am bound
to have a box of SLIPPERY ELM LOZENGES for my Cough, &c. For sale by all drug-

or fise

—

Manufactured by

HOLIDAY GOODS,

dl26

gists.

PORTABLE LOOK

A large ana desirable stock of

Examine Merry, the hatter’s, advertisement.

JtJST COME.

AUCTION

GRAND
Chinese,

Thursday, Dec. 6th,

CARD.

store is opposite the foot of

furnishing

The Atlantic

We shall exhibit on

decl7d2t
Free street

FIFTY BOXES

Grand Exhibition.

declo-2t

WUIK, UUU It
most deadly

Editor;—I

glad of

From the Centennial.

Farrington Block.

443 Congress street,

AUCTION SALES!

MISCELLANEOUS.

HOLIDAY GOODS.

The best line of ladies’, gents’ and children’s
or linen handkerohiefs, and at the
lowest
prices in the city, is at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,

—

this

port in the Belle Prescott of
line, for South America, Saturday
trip for his health.

IKdU

may save our country from the
foe that now threatens her liberties.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1877.

Mrt.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

silk

located.

»CU US

NEW

_

or

played at Bangor Friday and Saturday evenings. The houses were small.
Mr. Walter Dana, son of W. S.
Dana, Ecq
night,

several finished already. There have been thir.
ty buildings erected the past fall, and fifty lots
sold for houses to be erected ia the spring.

are

uio

en-

where weekly free lyceums are held. Hive new
hotels vi ill be completed and opontd to the
public by next June, nearly all btiog built aud

twenty cottages

uuc ui

_

200.

Kevv Buildings at Habpswell.—Many
buildings have been erected at Harpswell the
past season. Among them is a fine new halj

on a

«uu

20 dozen Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, all lin12J cents each, at Carlton Kimball’s, 495
decl7d2t
Congress street
en,

purpose?

by

Wmj,»u.uu,

salied from
Winslow’s

a large number of mottoes and
pic
suspended from tbe walls.
The neat
signs, “Young Meu’s Chrisiian Association”
in gilt, at the top of the
building,and “Heading
Hoorn, Hall and Library,” over the door, at-

The Anoura

car

Maine Central station in this city, was
severely
hurt the past week by a heavy case of
goods,
weighing 400 pounds, falling upon his foot,
breaking one of the smell bones.
A little son of the late Ira Witham was
struck in the face by a snow ball, thrown
a

hanced by

tract the attention of

a

the
and

tures

from taxation? Let us carefully examine the rea
why this property should be taxed. Does
this property require for its preservation
a police
force in our city as much as the
property on the opposite side of the streets
If so, why not contribute to its support?
Does not this property require a fire department for its protection as mnch as any other
property in tbe city? Why not then contribute
to its support? Does not this
nroperty require
that the streets aDd sidewalks and sewers
should be in a good condition, to keen up its
value and good condition? must the abuttors do
it? Somebody must do it; would it be just to
tax any one but tbe property for the above

Society.

a

No.

THE

Kelief Association of Portland will beheld at
Odd Fellows’ Hall on TUESDAY EVENING),
Dec. 18th, at 7i o'clock.

EXCHANGE STREET.
_iw

Skates!
SLEDS !

Skates!
SLEDS !

Clock.8.

i. o. o. f.
Monthly Meeting of the Odd Fellows’ Mutual

35

reels

Few Day., at

threat redaction in Nkates, Skate *ti®ps
New Mtyles in Clocks a
Hledw, Clocks.
Wholesale and Retail.

Attest:

d$15d3t

JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.

THAT YODNG MAN!
The latest and beet bit. Ask your book or newsdelldlw
dealer for him. Only DO cents a ropy.

94 Exchange Street,

C. DAY, JR., & CO

de3

eojisw

Ifflsp'”

PKESST

THE

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

INSURANCE.

_WANTS.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

RAIJiROADS.
_

FARM AND

CITY ORDINANCE.

HOUSEHOLD.

when you raise a good crop of
It is not difficult to get eighteen
tons of carrots to the acre on good, land, and
every three tons of carrots are equal in nutritive value to a ton of good English

hay per
turnips.

acre

hay.

some one will say “But
an acre of carrots or

Now

the labor of
turnips is much

raising

greater than that of raising an acre of hay.”
This is true, to some extent, but as an offset
to it we should remember that the turnips
are at the same time preparing the
ground for
a large crop of grass or other crops in succeeding years. In other words, it is a profitable and valuable fallow crop in rotation,
while its beneficent effect on the health of
the animal is sufficient to lead to its extended
culture aud use, if there was no other consideration In its favor.
Turnips, as well ai other food, may be
steamed before being fed out to milch cows
in winter, to very great advantage; and if
there is not stock enough to justify the expense of an apparatus for the purpose a
small pipe may be inserted in the kettle over
the (kitchen fire, and conduct the steam
into a box filled with chopped turnips, cut
hay and other substances. The whole contrivance will often pay well in the additional
amount of nutritious, fattening and milk-producing properties of the food. It need not be
stated that the apparatus should be sufficiently tight to produce a pressure of steam
somewhat above that ef the atmosphere.—
Dr. George B. Boring in the Boston Weekly
Globe.

Uiva U

Portland

Savings

no7

Bank.
d6m

$3,051,174.55

Fireman’s Fund Insurance Co.,
FRAXCISCOjCAL.

—

$300,000.00
Capital Stock,
Surplus, less Re-Insurance
and all liabilities,
125,122.94

Chest,

$425,122.94

St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co.
OF

ST. PALI., MINN.

Capital Stock,

over ail liabilities,
including lie-insurance,
218,000.00

Total Assets,

Dec3

Canal JBank Building.

ELfiRIDliG

GW, JR,

Attorney

Law,

at

Total Assets,

mm a oouie or uie

and (ga/id

fficvlc) Job
No.

BERRY,

irdei,

l

Cash Capital,

Company,

$380,646.14

Hamburg Bremen Fire Ins. Co.
Capital and accumulations
over (in Gold)
$2,250,000.00
Assets in United States,
694,621.36

£!T*Tho above Companies have

SECURITY tor Insurance.

Losses promptly and fairly adjusted and paid.

balsam, which he took, and in

91 1-3 EXCHANGE STREET.

Dr. Chas. A.
has removed to

sumptive, and always with the best ot success.
These statements are simple facts, which can be
vouched for at any time by calling on me at my
I remain truly yours,
store.

PORTLAND.

WEBBS’

A. KEITH.

MERRILL.

Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. COHMAN,-Office Ne. 1S4 Middie Street, Portland.
nov26 6m4

d3m*

Barstow’s
Wrought Iron

German and French Classes.
UNITED STATES HOTEL.

Chocolate,

Place

Best in Market.
SIX

dtf

No Dost.

BROMA.

School"

MANUFACTURED

A

JJUiS. LLAMA JiAKnLS JHAIUISI
References—Her. F. H. Hedge, D. D„ Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

°°vld&weowly*

AT

For beauty of Deafen, Economy, Convenience, and Durability 6tands without a rival.
It is adapted for

MILTON, MASS.,
—

BY

—

JOSIAII WEBB & CO.,

Unsurpassed

for

purity and free

Try it and

qualities.

burning

be convinced of ils
superiority over any Red Ash Coal in the market.
Also in stock Johns, dilberton, Thomas,
aud
Lehigh, Mhamokiu
Cumberland
Coals. These ate Special Coals and deserving the
attention ot purchasers who want a reliable article.
For sale in quantities to suit ut low
prices by

HENRY L.

PAINE,

2# 7 Commercial St-,B.&M. R.R. Wharf.
Orders by mall promptly attended to, and satisfac-

tion assured.

no28dlm

fine

The Barstow Parlor

Sell.

“Tillie Vaudcrherchcn,” Bateman, Master, having part ol her cargo engaged,will
have quick despatch tor above

port.

decll

For

freight apply

handsomest stove in the market. Its elegant design and beautiful finish is admired by every one.
With its silver trimmings it will be an ornament in

the

to

any

CHASE. EEAV1TT & CO.

room.

of the National Traders’ Bank,
of Portland, are hereby notified that tbeir annual meeting will be held at their Banking Boom, on
TUESDAY, the 8th day of Jauuary next, at three
shareholders

29 Market

Square, Portland,

ing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 8th, 1877.
delCdlm

THE LYDIE

Merchant’s National Bank.
stockholders of this Bank are heiehy notified
that their annual meeting for the choice of

STEAM BOILER.

THE
Directors and the transaction

In first cost and subsequent expense It
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Less Liable to Accident and
More Economical than any other known

Casco National Bank.
Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
THE
of Directors and the transaction of such other

to

purchase your Coal is

RANDALL
new

dc

at

office, No 78 Exchange SI.,

Roll

dtf

Top Desk.

A first-class, new, roll top desk
is offered lor sale at a bargain.
Apply at the
PRESS OFFICE,
oct29

A

dtf

Double Windows tor Sale.
SET consisting of a dozen double windows for

sale, part with ventilators. Price reasonable.
Applv at
nolSdlf
38 EXCHANGE STREET.

It has received the highest recommendation from
in every large city of this
Steam Engineers
country where it has been introducei

business as may legally come before them, will be held at
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 8th day of
January, 1878, at 10 o’clock A. M.
WM. A. W1NSHIP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 7, 1877.
deSdtd

Itcnn be examined at No. 17 Union

I.

Any information in regard to its cost will be cheerfully furnished by the agent lor this city,

Canal National Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The

MCALLISTER’S

the Post Office.
opposite
oc 19

GEO. A. HARMON. Jeweller,
Mechanics Building.

convenient packages for the trade.
Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No.
6 Havmarket Square, Boston, will he promptly
attended to.
We are permitted to refer to the following:
Portland, June 15,1877.
To the Union Lubricator Co., 6 Haymarket Square,
Boston:
Wo have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and find it to he of great merit, t unning 6 weeks
and over 3000 miles without replenishing, thereby
saving in time and expense. We can safely recommend its use on all railways.
ALMON LEACH, Supt.
HENRY S. BENNETT, Master Mechanic:
W. H. FESSENDEN,
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
I. D. WILSON,
Foreman Portland Machine Works.
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.

aulOdtf

W. II. PENNELL

Canal National BaDk of Portland” for the elecTHE
tion of
directors and for the

Portland
Company
on Monday, January 7, 18T8, at 3 o'clock P. M. for
the purpose of choosing Directors for the ensuing
year and for the transaction of aoy other business
that may be legally acted upon.
R. O.

dcl5

in

CONANT, Secretary.

|

of every description for Ladies and Gents
at lowest prices.

|

Skates {repaired

and
sharpened;
Shale* to let at

did

F. RICKER,
C!oiner,tDtcriuy

8.
n

also

96

dtt
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Exchange

S. P. CHADBURN,
Proprietor Stages Portland to Bridgton,
IRA CLAY,
Truckman at Millikeo & Co.’s, Commercial St.
FRED CUMMINGS,

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ot the city. The best bargain
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. K. AVEKILL.

Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,
Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,

je23dtf

juiy3t_dtf

•a

Sale.

Union Street.

loiupine

Western part ot city, a New House containing
the modern improvements. Inquire at this
office.
an2dtf

The

WALDRON & MOTLEY,
have taken Store

FALL AND

Weekly

Harper’s Weekly, one year,.$4 00
$4 00 Includes prepayment of U. S. Postage by the

Portland, Dee. 11,1877.deild&wtw

publishers.
Subscriptions to Harper’s Magazine, Weekly,
and Bazar, to one address, for one year, $10.00; or,
two of Harper’s Periodicals, to one address lor ono

DISSOLUTION.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of Trickey & O’Brion, is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. The business of the
late firm will be carried on by E. C. O’Brion, who is

THE

year, $7 00; postage iree.
An extra copy of either the Magazine, Weekly,
or Bazar, will be supplied gratis for every Club of
Five Subscribers at $4 00 each, paid for by one remittance; or, Six Copies one year, without extra copy,
for $20 00.
Back Numbers can he supplied at any time.
The Volumes of the Weekly commence with the
year. When no time is mentioned, it will be understood that the subscriber wishes to commence with
the Number next after the receipt of his order.
The Annual Volumes of Harpei’s Weekly,in neat
cloth binding, will be sent by express, free of expense, provided the freight does not exceed one dollar, for $7 00 each. A complete Set, comprising 21
Volumes, sent on receipt of cash at the rate of $5.25
per vol., freight at expense of purchaser.
Cloth Cases for each volume, suitable for binding,
will be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of $1.00

authorized to collect and pav all bills of the late firm.
EDWARD H. TRICKEY,
EDWARD C. O’BRION.
dec7d3w
Portland, Dec. 7, 1877.

DISSOLUTION.
copartneiship heretofore existing between
the undersigned under the firm name
of
EATON & O’BRION, Dealer in Wood and Coal, 236
Commercial Street. Brown’s Wliart, is this day

dissolved by mutual consent. The business will be
continued by Chas. H. O’Brion, at the same place,
with whom the books and accounts ot the late firm
remain for settlement, he having assumed tbe
liabilities of, and being entitled to all tho debts due
the firm.

Street.
dtf

Indexes to each volume sent gratis on receipt of
stamp.
Subscriptions received for Harper’s Periodicals
only.
Newspapers are not to copy this advertisement
without the express order of Harper & Brothers.
HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.
Address

E&TON,

CIIAS. H. O’BRION.
decl0d2w

EMPIRE PORTABLE FORGE
HAND

FIRE AND

—

BLOWERS.

93

ready to convey parties to any
ieiuity at reasonable rates. Apply to
No.

Commercial Wharf

or

resorts in

Address

s. if.

rickeb,

Libby-. Earner, Hearing.

Norfolk, Va., PortsmouBh, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
Insurance one-eighth of one per cent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information,’apply

th

U to giro per-

aim

The Job Department is thoroughly stocked with
type and other material for the

PUBLICATION OF

sept29d3m
i

Horses Wintered.
I

Horses on Hay for $1.50 per week.
will
Reduction made on colts. Grain extra.
winter

C. D.

ccl22d3m

8iHAl.L,

Cornish. HI..

Cleaned and Ashes Re
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at

Vaults

address'ii?
AL.li
•aid U
or

It. GIUSONt
588 Congress Street

BOOKS,

12.40 and 11.45 p.

NORTH GERM LLOYD
LINE.

BETWEEN

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Llncohi R. R., and for Lewkioa via Brunswick at
7 00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Hath at 7.00 a. m„ 12.40 and 5.20 n. m.
iTMonmoutn, winihrop,
ftCeadllcId, Went 1Vai«rvill« and Water*
▼ille via Lewiston at 12.35 p. id.

For Lewiston and Auburn.
Passenger Trains leave at 12.35p.m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland

Junction with a Mixed Train for Lrwi«tou, Auburn, U intbrop nn«l Wnferville. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Fullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at JBangor lor all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E.
N, A. Railway, and lor

The Steamers of the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, foot of Third Street,

Paswige—From New York to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, 8100; second cabin, 800, go.d; steerage, 830
currency. Apply to
Kates of

OELRICHS &CO.,
2 Bowling Green. New York.
O. W. LITT1£, Agent for Portland
no?8
dly

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to New Tork.

Steamers Eleauora & Franconia
Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY aud THUKSDAY, at ti

P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New Jiork
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations for passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including Slate
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Room, 83
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information annlv to
once.
nkaKy FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
decl6tf

^TOIINGTOl
Of

ALL

OTHERS.

This is

the Only Inside Houle
Avoiding Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and snperb Steamer Rbode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of nil other line-. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 ExSt.,and W. D. Little * Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S.
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
ocl

73_

BABCOCK,'

President,
dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, 4'alain,

PER

Freight tor Lewiston, Auburn, Itnagor,
and Belfast received at freight house beford 5.30
P. M., will be forwarded same uay, and will be
ready
for early delivenr at destination next morning

FLIERS,

CARRS,

of State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., tor Eastport aud St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Am-

herst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
I., Fredericktown, N. B., aud all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
Freight received on day of Bailing until 4

o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at tlic
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
mh2ldtf
A. It. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

BOSTON

_

&c.,
Every Variety and Style

BOSTON A MAINE RAILROAD
Fall
Arrange meet.

&c.

ol Work

in

In fine, we are
be primed in

can

BRONZE

or

prepared to print everything which
this State, from tho

TBE

BflliHfxniijaaari

arriving
Well.,

LARGEST POSH
TO

and After Holiday, October
8. 1877, train, will LEAVE
POKTLAND EOK H0.8TON
—03
33-3 at
6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m., arriving at Boston atl0.45 a. m„ 1.30, 8.00 p. in. Releave
Boston
at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
turning,

JOa

at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m.
For
North
Berwick, Malrnon Fall.,
Fail.. Dover,
Kochr.icr, Farmington, N. II., Alton Bij, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, [North Andover, Lawrence. Andover and (Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m.,t3.15p. m. For Hanchenter aud Concord, N. H., .(via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. m.
For 8caborroa|[b, Fine Point. Old Orchard
Blddrford and
Beach,
8aco,
Kennebunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Horning Train, will leave Kennrbaah
for Portland at 7.20 a. m. Tlie 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
(.real

COLORS

SMALLEST

IUV

LABEL.

OUR PRICES FOR WORK
will ba found as low (or lower) as can bo obtained for
first-class work in any Regular Job
Printing Office.
Please give us a call, or send your order lo

dinning
septs

DAILY PRESS JOB PRINTING HOUSE, I
10Q

Exchange
PORTLAND,

Street.

Living

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
at

7

o’clock

I*,

in., and INDIA
al 5 P, M..

WHARF, BO-TON, daily
((Sunday excepted.)

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
enre a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex,
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston lata
at night.
(E8’~Tirkets and State Rooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the variou.
Bound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as nsual.
de30-7lkltf

J.U.

COYLE,or.,Qen’kAgt,

IV

aiiFiiuj UUUU,

IUI

new

111 Ik.

rooms.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt,
STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
dtr

PORTLAND & OGDBMRG
RAILROAD.

MAINE.

,

Change of Time.
Commencing October 8, 1877.
Passenger Trains will leave Portland
10.30

MAVERICK NATIONAL BANK,
Congnn Streets,
Cor. Wafer and

BOSTON. MASS.

Incorporated as a State Bank in 1854.
Organized at a .National Bank in 1865.
CAPITAL
SURPLUS

$400,000.
$200,000.

----•

DIRECTORS:
Asa P. Potter..President.
Nehemiah Gibson.Ship Owner.
N. B. Mansfield.Firm Roberts & Mansfield.
Henry F. Woods.Firm Hathaway & Woods.
G. Washington Warren.Counsellor at Law.
Jonas H. French.Prest. Cape Ann Granite Co.
Thomas Dana, 2d.Firm Thomas Dana & Co.
Accounts of If nubs, Institutions and Individuals solicited.
Interest oa time deposits allowed at rates
agreed upon.
Business paper discounted.
Careful attention given to the col lection ol
notes,drafm,or coupons for banks or others; and
the purchase, sale or eicbaugeof Unit«<l
States Bonds
Promptness and fidelity guaranteed to all business
received by mail.
Correspondence invited.
ASA P. POTTER, President.
SAMUEL PHI BLIPS, Cashier.

JOSIAH Q.BENNETT, Asst.Cashier.
MW&F3m

dec4

Administrator^ Sale.
to a license from the Probate Court
lor Cumberland county, I shall sell at public
auction at the office of William L. Putnam in Port-

PURSUANT
nn

fhfl fwplfrh

flow

Af

Tonmirn

A

Ik

tono

at twelve (12) o’clock noon, the following assets of
Daniel Winslow, late of Deering, deceased, viz.:
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. policy No. 794.
for $3000 on life of Henrietta Winslow.
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. policy No. 795
for $3500 on life of Joseph L. Winslow.
One carriage, one horse, and one sleigh and furniture iu deceased’s homestead belonging to bim.
A lot of land and stable thereon iu said
Deering,
near Back Cove, and the same conveyed to said Dauiel Winslow by Stephen I. Sanborn by deed dated
Feb. 27, A. D. 184< ^recorded iu Cumberland Kegistry, vol. 208, p. 94.
All the right, title and interest which said Daniel
had, at his decease, in and to a lot of land iu Deering, next to Elias Hersey’s lot. and the same described in a deed from said Daniel Winslow to Alfred
B. Winslow, dated July 23, A. D. 1875, recorded in
said Kegistry, vol. 414, p. 480; and in and to the
dwelling house and lot where said Daniel lived at his
decease, and being the same described in a mortgage
from Daniel Winslow ct als. to Eben
McIntosh, dated May 4th, A. D, 1842, recorded in said Kegistry.
6
vol. 178, p. 331.

A. B. WINSLOW,
Administrator of goods and estate of Daniel Winglow.
declO<I3w

3.45 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
i 1.10 a. in. from Upper Bartlett, &c.
4.43 p. m. from all stations on through lino.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, Oct, 5,1877..octlldtf

Eastern

promptly attended to.

nventions that have been

by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be

tents

mors

secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Office, we can make closer
searches, and secure Patpromptly and wi}h broader claims than

those who are remote from Washington.
If
‘'

respondence strictly

NO t'HAKVK
SECURED.

d

us

a

sketch ot

model

or

your de-

vice; we make examinations free of charge
and advise as to patentability. All corconfidential. Prices low, AND
UNLESS PATENT
1M

We refer to officials in tbo Patent Office, and
inventors ia every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,

to

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D..C.

no24

dtt

CLAIRVOYANT.

PAMHGMiEB TKAINM leave Portland
for Near boro', Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North Berwick, Month
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t„
Portsmouth.
Kittery,
Newbury port
Mal«*ua, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston me
N.45

sam7

cents.

Office hour,
QOVut

__

N°Zi£E.il5hereb?glTen’

that the
been duly appointed Executiix subscriber ins
ot the Will of
ALFRED M. BURTON, late of
Portland,

taken6 C°"noL0f
upon
I?

«

Cumberland, deceased,
herself

411

that

and has
trust
as
demands upon

having
the estate of said
deceased, aro required to exhibit
tne same; and all
persons indebted to said estato aro
called upon to make
payment to
MARTHA J. L. BURTON, Executrix.
^
n

Portland, Dec. 4, 1877.

a.

in.

Saco,

Biddeford, Kenuebuuk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyporl,
Salem, l.juu, Chelsea and Bost«.n at
.*1.15 p.

5.15 p.

m.

Biddeford accomodating train.

m.

Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Wight Express with Sleeping Car,
at

‘4.15

a,

zu.,

every

Mondays.)
RETURNING,

for

day (except

liCnve Boston at 7.30a. ni., fl'j.bO and 7.00
p. m., connecting w ith IHaiue Ceuiral
and IS. Ac W, A. Kailway lor St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Throngh Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
JnUdKA. P. ROCKWELL. President.

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.
On and

•-.aodBaudE.

after MONDAY, Oct. 8, 1877,

trains will run as follows :
a. m. loi Auburn and Lewiston.
m for
12.35 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.

7.00
8 a.

Gorliam, (Mixed.)

l.p»0 p.
5.30 p,

m.
m.

Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
Auburn, Lewiston an l South Paris.
ARRIVALS.
from Lewi*ton and Auburn.
for
for

8.30 a. in.
9.30 a. m. from Gorham (Mixed).
2.20 p. n». from Montreal, Quebec and West.
2.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
6.00 p. m. from Lewiston, Auburn and South

Passenger

Paris

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
•-

axv

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

»

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, TTIilwau*
kce, Cincinnati, Ml. I.ouis, Omaha
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake Lit,.
Dearer, Saa Prnnei.ro.
and all point, in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
T#

THE GRAND TRUNKRAILW AY is In
condition, is well equipped with flret-clae*splendid
rolling
stock, andI is making the best connections and miickeat time of any route from Portland to the West
fb-pullSian PALACE DRAWING Kt OM
AND SLEEPING OARS are attached to
the tral'i.
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. n>.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit an..
**°’ *n<* BOt Ba'^ect
Custom Houseeiaiulustkm
The Company are not
responsible tor baggage
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and
al) unless notice Is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for
every *500
value.
JtlsEPH HICKSON, General
Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

thatlerson-

additional

Iul8dtf

N.H, MADDOX,the celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
now located at No. 1 Mechanic St., where she can be
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out Tost, hidden or Btolen
treasures, Jtc., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the
greatest fortune teller oftbe age. Per ns
entering intoanv
new business or profession, the con
ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foreleU the destiny
ot friendsln any part of the world and
describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for thedisease
She has given universal satisfaction to all who
have
consulted her in her constant travel? since
she was
waB
seven years old.
Good testimonials given It desired.

tromSA.M.Io ap0^^*

Railroad,

OCTOBER 8, 1877

obtained lor mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,

designs, trade-marks, ard
labels. Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc

for all stations, running through to
Mwanlon and llnrlinglon.

a. m.

Boston

MADAME

ows;

wuoiuu

arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest routo to the West. Through
Tickets lo all Toinls Mouth and West at
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers running between Fortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Mati ias,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at Transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes tor refreshments at flrst class
S. H.

STEAMERS.

The Superior Sea GoiDg Steamers
tfOKfiST CITlf AND JOHN If KOOKS
wilt, until further notice, run alternatlely as fol-

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent31st, 1877.
ap2dtf

March

TICKETS,

WEEK.

On and after Monday, Sept.
17th the Steamers City of Portland
Capt. S. H.Pike, aud New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot

Central R, R., to take effect APKII»

2d, 1S77.

PROGRAMMES,

ARRANGEMENT.

TWO TRIPS

Hi.

new

Mt. John, N. If., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax. N.
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

FALL

Andrews,

Maine Central Railroad.
on

land

LINE

Ml.

Stephen, St. John and Halifax.
arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
Jay trains Irorn Bangor, Dexter,
fBelfast,
*4?-a*
Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.t>0
p. ru,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
R. K. at 6.22 p. m. The night
Pullman Exnre$3
train at 1.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 3, 1877.
julldtf

Passenger Trains

attention of shippers of freight at Portland
THE
is called to the
arrangement of freight:
trains
Maine

POSTERS,

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.

Hoboken.

m.

For Mkowhegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Aagnela, Hallowcll. (Sardine.' and
Kruuewick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 and 11.45 p.

and for piiati.g

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877,lanlldtf

STEAMSHIP

DEC. 3, 1877.

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at

^

Daily,

JOHN RAY,
219 Brackett street

Vaults Cleaned.,

parture*.
Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, aud forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Cljde Nu-anier-, Milling
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAYand SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, apd connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,

Street,

Oxnard & Robinson.

“RAT,”

mnil......

a

Excel lence of Work.

COLON V BAILROAD.

Boston to tlie South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.
Quick Time, Low Rate*, Frequent De-

Maine
Central
RAILROAD.

lfonlton, Woodstock,

xitli OL.lt

UP STAIRS.

Wagons.

are now

1LIR ALARM.

No. 88 Exchange

Office

MAINE,

St.
Exchange d&w3m

“ZEPHIRUS”"AND

connection

—

THE

SMARDON,

Pleasure

In

FJBOM

subscribers are General Agents for furnishing
and putting in Shute’s Improved Fire aud
Burglar Alarm. Also every variery ot Calt Bells,
Hotel Annunciators, &c„ at lowest rates.

Awarded Silver Medal and Diploma and
Bronze Medal at N. E. Fair, 1877.
Agents wanted in every town. Send 3 cent stamp
for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

GEO. II.

■nliolt

nrrmlil

employed, and their highest

O S T O N.

change

T ERMS :

Postage free to all Subscribers in the U. S

W. H. WALDRON,
F. A. MOTLEY.

AND

Are

WEEK,

FOii NEW YORK.

The Weekly is tbe only illustrated paper of the day
that in its essential characteristics is recognized as a
national paper .—Brooklyn Eagle.

transacting the

—

wn

COMPETENT WORKMEN

WINTER" ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP~PER

A II F. A It

Boston

No?. 142 & 144 Commercial Street,

E. A.

the

is the ablest and most powerful illustrated periodical published in this country. Its editorials are scholarly and convincing, and carry much
weight. Its illustrations of current events are full
and fresh, and are prepared by our best designers.—
Louisville Courier Journal.
Harper's Weekly should be in every family tbro’out the land, as a purer, more interesting, higbertoned, better illustrated paper is not published in
this or any other country.— Commercial Bulletin,

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of

8,1877.

oi

Notices of the Press.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

Dec.

nfflra

and will spare no pains to make inch patWe guarantee satisfaction in every respect.

ronagd deserved.

For the Penobscot and Machias.

ILLUSTRATED,'

COPARTNERSHIP.
--

Portland,

niimory

Harper’s Weekly.

_

and

1'icioriai

Times.”—“The best, cbenpest and most
successful Family Paper in the Union.”

IN all

jnldtt

ULMER & HEHR’S,

Aslaos Ilauld.
I.ibby

For Sale l

sep26

Headquarter, For
Si KLATES

Ocean Insurance Company.
Stockholders of this Company are notified to
f|!HE
meet at the office of
*atd

on Oak Hill, Scarboro
a large two story house
barn, wood and carriage house
good milk route may be hail it desired. For further
particulars enquire of WALTER H. SMALL, on the
permises.decSd2w»
corn

Office

1877._

X

FARMS for sale
MILK
containing 130 acres,
baru and

GENERAI. AGENT EOK

seveu
transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their banking house on
Tuesday, the
eighth day of January, 1878, at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMEKBY, Cashier.
Dec. 7,
dtd
_

first class Real Estate
Hi i Security, in Portland, or viciuitv. Rents collected, taxes paid, &a. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate. 379J Congress Street.
noisdtf
on

THE

AGEXTS FOR HAKMTOW’N GOOD*
scpI2
eod3m

annual meeting of the stockholders of the

city

now

REAL ESTATE.

NUTTER BROS. & CO.’S,

The national Traders’ Bank.

THE

drawing

CALL AND SEE THE ABOVE AT

dlw

of any othor business
which may legally he brought before them will bo
holden at the Bank on TUESDAY, Jan. 8, 1878, at
10 o’clock A. M.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 7, 1877.de8dtd

The most convenient place in the

30 to 50 per cent.
The Company manufactures three different grades,
designed severally for Steam and Horse Cars. Machinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, Ac., all cf which
secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
All goods guaranteed as represented and put up in

Flour and Grain Business.

has Clinkerless Grate* Illuminated Fire
Box, Boiler, Door and Patent Shelf Atachment.

BOSTON OFFICE 48 CHATHAM ST.
dov30
dim

The

Lvkens Valley Coal.

without friction, gumming or running. The absence
of all friction renders it an indispensable
auxiliary
for cooling journals and boxes on Steam Cars. The
coldest weather has no effect on this Lubricator.
It has been conceded by those that have thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubricator offered to the public, and that it is a saving of

Hall to let
occupied by the Young
ROOMS
Men’s Christian A&ociation. Apply to

for

WOOD OR COAL,

FOR PHILADELPHIA.

KALMIA

No Clinkers. Perfectly warm
Air and plenty of it.

Empress Range.

Established 1843.

33 O S TO N

SI2TES.

The No. 6 has immense radiating surface, [and is
designed for heating large dwellings or public buildings.

AND

SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies. The course of study prepares for the
Harvard Examinations for Women.
A pleasant homo under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
8300 per year. Address the Principal,

lubrication

Mechanics Hall.

large

econo-

my, durability, and perfect

The New England House, Portland, Hie,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

House for

COCOA

143 Pearl Street.
Otis

Furnace!

PREMIUM

COLCORD,
_

THE

\T A NT J7 V to lean

COMPANY.

This Lubricator combines

Notice.

PAINR, Teacher of Piano-fforte
music .and Harmony, 337 Middle Siren.
R.

O.

STEAMBOAT CO.

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Lina

thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam and
Street Cars, Paper, Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy bearings.
Also tor Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

House to Let.
lower part of house No. 234 Oxford St., very
convenient, containing eight rooms, gas and
Sebago. For particulars apply to F. H. WLDBER,
220 Commercial Street.
sepl8dtf

Watches, Jewelry and Silrer Ware,

nnr

the same,

CLYDE’S

Tlie

to
J. B. PIKE,
57 Union Street.

ocl7dtf

nf

mant

»>f*—STEAMER TOURIST.

.-> tt

MANUFACTURING

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.
i. A.

vv

Union Lubricator

Room and
to

Sebago. For particulars, apply

Street.

Printing.

Fnliy appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has beea bestowed by the publle upon thle depart-

B.j.

Will

Close connections made at W>«ibrook .Vmiction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk.Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
de4dtfJ. M, LITVT, Sapt.

m.

1.1

ONE

THE

HOTEL TO LEASE.

LANGUAGES,

Jan24

nvr

lower

oct6dtf

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Graduate of the Highest University of Germany.
German, French, Latin and Greek.

W.

and alter

and

LUDWIG TRIEST,

J.

street.

Plumbers.

sept27

given to private pnpils by the subscriber.

THE

No. 232 Oxford Street,
THEcontainingpartall ofthehouse
modern improvements, gas
and

Teachers.

ical Stndies

Let.

house and stable No. 257 Oxford St. House
contains 9 rooms with gas and Sebago. Stable
room for three horses.
Apply at the premises, or at
0C27dtf
75 PORTLAND STREET.

by S. YOUNG A- CO,, Practical Horse
Sboers. 70 Pearl St. Price 81*50 per set

Advertisers will find it cheaper to r et tbelr JOB
PRINTING dono where they get their Advertising.

Jolt

follow*

I,rare Portland at 7.110 a. m.,
-“"3.30 md G.'JO |> ni.
7.30 A. it,. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.5,3 a. ni., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston Ac Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. in., Lowell 12.13 p. rn.,
Boston 1.13 p. in.. Ayer J uuefion 12.40 p.
m., I‘'ilchburg 1.23 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
‘A 30 P. n. Mirniubonl Express through to
New Loudon without change. Connects at Rochester fur Dover and Ureal
Palls, at Eppiug fur Manchester and
Concord at Nashua lor Lowell and
Kostoa, at Aver Junction for Pitchuuael
burg and the West via lloosac Sc, Allanv
l.iuc, at Worcester with Boston
Railroad lor New »ork, at Putnam with
“Boston Sc Philadelphia Kxpiess Line for
»■■“*
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Norwich
ingiou, at New London wifh
Line Steamer?, due at Pier No, 40, iMOrl*
River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
41*40 P. HI. It oca I for Rorbrnn.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, ll.OO a. ra. (Expres?>
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 i». qi.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portianu 6.4C

MONDAY,

Boston.

To ati points of North and Sonth Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West bvBaltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Chas. Deering, will leave
Railroad
Wharf, foot of State
Street, every Friday evenius,
at JO o’clock, for Rockland. Camden, Belfast,
Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Milltor is a sure cure for Chilblains; for sale by him bridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
and all Druggists.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Tuesday morainic nt 4.30 o'clock,
touching
Examination free. People can be treated at their
as above, (except Bucksport and Searsport,)
arriving
residence when desired.
oc21d6m
in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston
THE BEST:—THE CHEAPEST.
and the West.
THE AMERICAN SOFT CAPSULE COMPANY’S
! The Steamer Richmond having been withdrawn
PURE CAPSULATED
MEDIfrom tbe Bangor route, Passengers and Freight for
CINES. In Metallic Boxes. Full
Winterport, Hampden and Bangor will be forwarded
direction for use.
via Sanford Steamship Company without extra
Castor Oil, Codliver Oil
25c.
charge.
Oil Turpentine, Bals. Copaiba, 25c
For further particulars inquire of
Oil of Cubebs with Copaiba,
50c*
GEO. L. DAY, .Gen. Ticket Agent,
Oil Male Fern with Karnala,
75c
Railroad Wharf.
Finest Oil of Sandalwood, $1.00
K. gushing, Assistant Manger.
B3T*Ask for the American
Portland, Nov. !8,1877.nov!9dtf
“STAR” Trade-Mark, and see you got
,laud
TTV.v. Cato,

45 Free Street.

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Stree

—

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

OORNSI

Tenement of 8 rooms to let in
Free Street.
C. A. WESTON.

House to Let.

dtf
aept2l
-—-“

DR. D. G. CARLTON, No. JG
Market Square,
will
treat
all
diseases of the feet: Corns, Bunions, ingrowing or bad nails, &c., so that tbe
boot can be
worn
immediately. Remember Dr.
Carleton’s Corn Aunibila-

C. P.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, sp
poiile the Park.

ST.,

<J3m
nol4_
Instruction in English and Class-

DESIRABLE,

Offices
St. Julian Hotel. Apply
DIRECTORyT RESTAURANT,
MATTOCKS,
no26dtf31} Exchange Street,

A.

AND

WM. KENNEDY.
BLAOKSTONE.
and McClellan.
Pram Providence every WEDNESDAY
nnd SATURDAY.
Freight torwariled from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jan,

—

Carpenters and Builders.

EDUCATIONAL.

OF

E^-Sold by Druggists and Dealers tn Medicin
myli
d&wly

Good Rent.
cheap rent oh Munjov street, Portland. Sebago and other modern improvements
Call or address,
I. L. ELDER,
novl4dtf
Attorney at Law, 119$ Exchange St.

Street.

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, 86
Harrison Avenue, Boston, and sold by dealers
generally. 60 cents and $1 a bottle,
declM&Thlm

Complaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion

THOMAS 6. GERRISH Lowell, Mass.

nov22dtt

in

Proprietor.

Steamship

run a*

a. m.

This house is being reiltted and
furnished, and will be re-opened
September 25, 1877.
1). S. FOGG,

■

First Class

PORTLAND, BINGOR & MIAS

der

To Let
a good neighborhood, a nice and very convenient rent of six rooms, to a family without small
children. Inquire at No. 6 Horton Place, leading

Horse Shoeing,

WM.

**“«•

liSi rag

gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure ot Fever anti Ague, Bilious,
Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

Medicine.

Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,

Nov. 1, a nice tenement of six (6)
rooms on first floor in brick house, No. 41
India St., next east of Universalist church. Apply
to P. FEENEY, 201 Federal St., Portland, Me.
oc!9
dtf

Book Binders.
QCINCV, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A- SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plnm

JOHN B. DARLING.

dim

PROFESSOR

Let.

To Let.
Laundry, Billiard

novlWtf

Limerick House.

(STEAMSHIP LINE

•x-o

Skin Diseases,Diseases of the
Inver,Kidney and Blad-

Family

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY car
Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,

Furnished

eod3w

sams to suit, apply to
FARMER, No. 3 India St.

in

HOTELS.

iT.'.lif
leave the East Side of Custom House Wharf
every day tor Jones’ and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45,4,45 p. m.,
returning after each trip.
A Nailing Trip every pleasant afternoon,
at 3.00 p. m.
FARE, 115 CENTS.
oca
dlwtM.W.3

A

room to let, at
115 FRANKLIN STREET.
nov27dtf
Eight hand bell.

ON

England

JAMES L.

HENRIETTA

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

■»

on

Portland Nov. 17. 1877.

at 3 o’lock—Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Leave Hailey’* Inland at 7.30, Iftarpawell
at 8 oclock, same days.
seplOdtf

_

Exchange

sight draft!

St.
inward and outward, and lor

passage

fect satisfaction by

Inquire
F, J. ROLLINS, 22 Exchange St.

To

STEAMER

FOR THE ISLMDS.

Store to Let

noltt

gold

Leaves west side of Custom House Wharf for Long
ftwland, Lillie Ehebeague, Great Che
beague, Harp*well and Hailey’* Inland,

Provdncee.

oc20dtf

Exchange St.,

Near High Street.

dcc4

to be Let.
second acid third stories over Jewett Bros.
corner of Middle and India streets—ten
rooms.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent.
de8dtf

93

HOYT & FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

Ring

606 CONGRESS

NO.

_MEDICAL.

W. W, WHIPPLE & CO.

Intermediate passage 840.
; Return Tickets, »IOO, 81*5 and 81 50.
or its equivalent.
Payable in
For freight or cabin passage apply to
U, & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India

after Monday, Nor. 19th,

Passage $15,
For freight orpassage to Norfolk,Baltimore, WashBgton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
IS. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,

Boarding House

Briggs

Week for the Present.

anau.

ROOMS

Booksellers and Stationers.

ilD

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
Jang
dti

Only Lfne running through cars between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2 30 P. M.
State Rooms ou Steamers secured in advance at
28 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. W. PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Supt.
dtf
sept28

To Let.

BUSINESS

via

«jf>X

To Let.
in Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquire ot

IE. Dow ant
decl

YORK

TO NEW YORK<11*1 -|
and RETURN
I*

To Let.

all large assets clear ot all liuhiliities, and afford SURE AND SAFE

29

PORTLAND to

NEW

will sail from this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, DKCEMBKR lO,
immediately aller tho arrival of tbo train of tbo
previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin,
(according to accommodations,) 850, 840, 880;

Steerage

Train* will

Sjwaniu-ai-a

SARDINIAN, Cnpt. Dutton,

For

HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Pram Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

Portianfl & Worcester & Norwich Lines.

and Rooms in Adams’ Block, 21 and 22

deSd2w

On and

a

—

The centrally located Hotel known as the
Adams House, on Temple Street, in this
city, is oftered for lease. It contains more
than forty rooms, together with three stores.
To a responsible party low rates will be
its convenient location for business men must
make it very desirable as a first class Lodging House,
as meals could be had at the restaurant now established on the first floor, Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1877.
delldtf

from Dow St.

180,616,14

Total Assets,

WISTAR’S BALSAM
MATT ADAMS,
WISTAR’S BALSAM
Constable for Portland,
WISTAR’S BALSAM
Cumberland County,

C*/* OU

Estate
dect3dtf.

Hotel and Stores to Rent.

HALL
Market Square.

Three Trips

TIME.

OP

JOHNS

KA

IN

$200,000.00

Surplus,

37 Plum Street.

Coroner for

JERRIS,

To

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

OF

due time, to the great astonishment of his friends,
was at his
accustomed occupation, snatched, as it
In many other
were, from the very jaws of death.
cases we have administered the Balsam to the con-

STEPHEN

Apply

decSdlm

$214,901.00

Insurance

Security

More than a year since a young man belonging in
this place was taken with bleeding at the lungs, in
connection with a most severe cough, and was
finally given over to die by our best physicians and
it was evident to all that consumption was claiming
him as a victim. Learning these facts nv wile sent

dtf

REDUCED RATES.

now

truly astonishing.

49 14 EXCHANGE ST.

nov29

No

CHANGE

_Jydtf

west of Oak
STORE
street, is tor rent. Good location for the stove
business.
to WM. H.
Real

by

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Capital Stock,
$200,000.00
over
all liabilities,
Surplus
including Re-Insurance,
14,901.00
OF

at the Lungs.
Putnam, Conn., March 20,1869.
Gentlemen—I avail myself of this opportunity to
sav a word fn behalf of DE. WISTAR’S BALSAM
OF WILD CHERRY, which I have made use of in
my family for several years, and always with the
most beneficial results.
My wife being of delicate
habits has always been troubled witb a hard, dry,
hacking cough, whenever taking a little cold, and
has employed various specifics without obtaining
any relief, until prevailed upon to test the virtues of
WISTAR’S BALSAM, the effect ot which has been

dim

Staterooms on steamers and chairs In Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. F URBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,

Januaay 1st, the desirable store No. 88
Commercial St., Thomas Block,
Fame Insurance Co. AFTER
occupied
L. C.
& Co.
of

Bleeding

STREET,

might’s rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
night changes.

Harpswell Steamboat
Company.

A whole

dtf

Passengers
derry and Liverpool.
Tbc Steamship

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, a* 10 a. m.

Portland &

NOVEMBER 13, 1877.

London-

booked to

Insurance one half the rate ol
sailing vessels.
* relght Tor the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded Iree of Commission.
PASSAOB TBN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent
O l,»n» Wharf. B»»l««
Jn23-ly_

Portland & Rochester K, K*

Under contract for tbe conveyance of

Wharfage,
From

enjoy

with

Store to Let.
556 Congress street, next

$018,060.00

haB removed to

MIDDLE

pleasant

across Bos-

THE6tore,

$400,000.00

Surplus

WISTAR’S BALSAM
Augustas F. Moulton, WISTAR’S BALSAM
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
WISTAR’S BALSAM
188

sroal

rooms

Dollars,

To Let.

Total Assets,

Laving been treated a numphysicians, they gave me
incurable case of consumption, and for
about six weeks my friends expected that I might
die any
day, having entirely despaired of my
recovery. At this time I read the advertisements
and certificates of the WILD CHERRY BALSAM,
and was induced to try it myself. I have taken five
bottles, and from the commencement 1 have been
gradually recovering. My cough has now entirely
ceased. I have regained my flesh and strength,
and am feeling quite well. I attribute the cure to
DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY, as
I have taken no other medicine since I commenced
taking that.
Very respectfully yours,
MRS. MILA S. SMITH.
Messrs. Fowle & Son :
Gentlemen—Mrs. Smith gives me the foregoing
certificate of the efficacy of your medicine in Ler
case.
She is an acquaintance of mine, and took the
Balsam on the strength of my certificate, which she
saw in the papers.
Her story is literally true.
Yours truly.
W. H. JONES.

OFFICE
Over

a

GOOD BUSINESS CHANCE.

Insurance Co.

OF SAN

dclSdtf

RAILROAD

ton both ways.
Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
(be Sound Jjineti I or Itew York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Sound Steamen* in season far Supper, and

on
between
one in Esto
JOHN
Apply
SWEETSnt,
No. 5 Neal street.

sex

—

Including Transfers

TENEMENT
York street,
Brackett and Clark streets. Also,
ALane.

Agent.

LIVERPOOL, ENG.
Capital, £2,000,000
$10,000,000.00
in
Assets
United States,
1,422,571.00

over as an

Has resumed the practice of law.

find

OB

So

Steamship Co.

Montreal Ocean

Geare each port every Wed’s’y & SatM’y

—

For Twelve

TO LET.
NICE

OF

Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Son : Gentlemen—I
feel in duty called upon voluntarily to give mv
testimony in favor of DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF
WILD CHERRY. I was taken sick last October

F. Talbot

George

$10,800,000.00
4,618,620.70

Total Assets,

A Case ol Consumption.
Chestebfield, N. H„ March 26.1867.

CARDS

EASTERN

To Let.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
$1,250,000.00
Capital Stock,
Re-Insurance Reserve,
925,125.16
Net Surplus,
876,049.39

serious cough; and after
ber of weeks by the best

^BUSINESS

good

men can

board, at SO BROWN ST.
my24

Hartford Fire Insurance Company

WISTAR’S BALSAM
WISTAR’S BALSAM
WISTAR’S BALSAM

ther, is more nourishing and less injurious if
over fed than in the raw state.
For young
fowls very little is needed at a time; and
either old. or young birds when kept in confinement should not be stuffed with this kind
of allowance. A large share of their food
should be grains and cooked qegetables. For
growing fowls at any age this is the best staple food, when properly varied .—Poultry
World.

—

Boarders Wanted.

FEW

VIA

BOSTON & MAINE

BOARD.

A

the

Total Assets,
$14,618,620.70
Gross Assets in the U. S. mainly in*
vested in Govt. Bonds, $1,767,276.03

COSSUMPTIOH.

IUi“

gUCB

Capital, £2,000,000
Net Surplus,

INCLUDING

«

WE

OF LONDON.

CURES,

Lungs and

Throat,

—

want agents In every city and town in this
State to sell our Teas at retail by sample. Lipcral inducements oftered to steady and industrious
men.
Call at once at our store, or send for circular.
BOSTON TEA COMPANY, 438 Congress St., Portdelld6t*
land, Me.

North British & Mercantile Ins. Co

and every Affection
THE

NewYork&Return

BOX 1355.

Lady and Gentlemen
TWO
13 BROWN STREET.
iamily. Apply to
nov3dtf

Representing

Throat, Hoarseness,
Whopping Cough. Influenza, Bronchitis, Difficulty of Breathing, Asthma, Diphtheria, Croup, Pain in
the Side and Breast, Spitting
•f Blood, Quinsy, Phthisic
OF

PALMER,

ALDAN LINE: portlbmesterliI

AND

Steamship Line.

as

Boarders Wanted.

Colds. Sore

—

MAN

A

AGl

cure of

on a large scale, substithe bowl a tight wooden box of a
bushel capacity, and for the chopping instrument, using a common short-handled spade
with its blade ground to a keen edge. Salt
the meat as you would for your own eating.
Mix it half and helf, when fed out, with
scalded wheat or cr corn meal, and it will
serve your purpose much better than if fed
in any other way. The mode too often
adopted is to throw raw meat to fowls. This
is a bad way, and in summer season causes
_>_ii_

—

PHILADELPHIA

del4d3t

boarders in

The Standard Remedy Qneen
For the prompt relief and

keeping poultry

of
all

family without children.

Wanted.
Nurse, and his 'Wile as; Cook—Protostant Americans preferred. (No children.)
Address with references,

Fire Insurance

And restored so many sufferers to health, that it is
cherished by all who have experienced its virtues as

Coughs,

sunny house with

BO STO 1ST

Agents Wanted.

J. S.

This well known remedy has effectei so many

WONDERFUL

a

deHdtt

CHERRY.

0FJ1LD

A

State

AND

DR. WISTAR’S
BALSAM

Street.
FURNISHED
large
modern improvements for

Address Box 1616, Portland.

WHENEVER

tute for

\ZUVDVU

no

thefeidewalk ar a»y part theraaf,
adjoining any builifng at lot af land oa any
■treet, shall be encumbered with iae, It shall ha aha
duty of the occupant, aad laoaaathara it no occupant, the owner or any peraou having the care ef
inch building ar lot, to cause such sidewalk ta be
made safe aad|convenient, by removing the Ice therefrom, or by covering the same with sand or some
other suitable substance; and in case such owner or
occupant, or other person, shall neglect so to do. for
the space of six hours during the day time, ho shall
forfeit and pay not less than two nor more than five
dollars, and a like sum for every day that the same
shall continue so encumbered.
This ordinance will be enforced.
V. K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.
declSdtf
Portland, Dec. 11th. 1877.

__

_a

tenant

City Ordinance.

t'eokrk neat tar Poultry.
Cook the meat you give your poultry always. Chop It finely, using a common
household chopping knife, if you have but a
small quantity of meat to prepare; but if you
are

JOHN E. DOW

or occupant, and in case there should
tenant, the owner or any person having
care of any building or lot ot land
bordering
not more than one hundred and fifty feet on any
street, lane, court, square or public place within the
city, where there is any footway or sidewalk, shall,
after the ceasing of fall of any snow, it in the day
time within three hours, and if in the night time,
before ten of the clock of the forenoon succeeding,
cause such snow to be removed from such tootway or
sidewalk, and in default thereof, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not less than two dollars, nor more than
ten dollars; and for each and every hour thereafter
that the same shall remain on such footway or
sidewalk, such tenant, occupant, owner or other
persons, shall forfeit and pay a sum not lees than
one dollar, nor more than ten dollars.
The above ordinance will be rigidly enforced.
C. K. BRIDGES,
City Marshal,
Portland, Dec, 14, 1877.declidtf

be
THE
the

Value •( Keeia.
The value of roots as food for stock Is too
well known to need comment. About twenty tons of turnips can be raised to the acre,
and every ton of hay on the farm finds its
equivalent in about three and a half tons of
turnips. You raise, therefore, what is about
equal in nutritive value to six tons of good

House Wanted.
or unfurnished, in the vicinity

UeclOdiawJwM

meeiarg

Return Traptor *■»■«
Jong kit th® need of a
purposes, have
»*
perfect device lor returning.
the water of condensation from the heating pipes to
®0Bount of luel. Such
the Ih ill*- thus Vivian a
iu
M«t>arg Steam
to those iu need wilh a guarisnrtered
Trap
the
tree
of water.
pipes
antee that they wUI keep
iu use for several years, is siniThis trap Juu* been
and practical in operation. It is
nib in construction
I
offered at a price boIow that no one who is using
do without it. They
steam for heating cau afford to
will be put on for responsible parties on trial for 30
not
if
entirely
found
satisfactory, will be
days and
taken oft free of expense.
as
10
information
price.
Vnrther
Are., can be had
Oen'l T. W. Hyde Bath. Me ;«C. I).
by
or W. U. Pennell, No. 17
Me.;
Hmwn Brunswick,
nnldtt
Union St.,

Those who have used

or

for

drying

”wbid?

.team,

?h«

V8

^dressing

Portland._
Vaults Cleaned

taken out at short notice, Irom $1 1 ( ft
or $3 a load, by.'addressiiig
A, LIBBY & CO,, Portland P. 0.

cord
AND
uovUlti

